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PREVIEW FOR DEATH OF NATIONS
Completely static camera, dim lighting camera looking at the
silhouette of a man looking out at the curvature of the earth-
ZEUS
We are going to Earth, we are going
to end this war.
ARTEMIS
I know,,comp window to mirror 50%-
Zeus turns, camera is outside looking in seeing both of
their faces-
ZEUS
But that is tomorrow, tonight is ours.
Flashes between Artemis and Artemis as a commander.
ARTEMIS
First wave deploys in 15 seconds.
Show new transports being lowered.
ARTEMIS (CONT'D)

ARTEMIS (CONT'D)
Release!
The transports are released.
Show many layers of transports initiate their rockets at
different times spreading out over three dimensions.
Cut to Seattle Big Gun. It fires a volley just .25 seconds
after the cut.
The music that was quiet before picks up to very fast and
kind of hellish. Show quick scenes of war on earth, but see
nothing actually killed or destroyed, only show things
milliseconds from it.
Show transports. Huge guns move up almost uniformly. They fire.
Show ground troops.
Show tanks and stuff.
(Preview For Death of Nations)
Show a bombing.
Show big gun firing.
Show front of a lance of BiMAVs running side by side
shooting at stuff. Show plane fly over firing a missile at
one of the BiMAV's back. The BiMAV falls, but before it
slams into the ground cut to sniper about to slit somebody's
throat.
NARRATOR
The destruction comes __________.
Show the death and/or destruction of everything hitting
their targets.
Show Sky Command
Death to Nations.
Play the free bonus Eastern swarm piolt campaign and the
online beta, www.SkyCommand.com
FIXING
FADE IN:
Credits displayed during below sequence.
SPC. JUST OUTSIDE WESTERN SHIP
Zeus rotates with slight motion, in front of a static starry
landscape, eyes still open as if he saw hell. At the
beginning Zeus is convulsing very violently. Midway through
scene convulsing is mild. Then convulsing stops. Vaporous
blood is spilling out of Zeus's mouth.
A few seconds later zooming out from body slightly.
Fade to reflection of the face of a machine operator. Fade
fully to transition face in mirror to face of machine
operator without turning camera. He is focused. His face
contorts, then satisfaction. Zoom into reflection in both of
his eyes, as we pass through the window, the yellow
mechanical arms, suited for other tasks pulls Zeus into the
bay. Mechanical arms push his corpse through the membrane,
(from vacuum side, camera swings through the orange membrane,
to air side) as human arms pull him onto the waiting fancy,
massive, replicating, stretcher.
INT. HALLWAYS ON WESTERN SHIP
Zeus is rushed by medics to the infirmary. Surreal and
garbled experience as if we are hearing things through
Zeus's disincarnate ghost translated through his oxygen
deprived brain.
MEDIC 1
He is in cardiac arrest.
DOCTOR
How long has he been out there.
MEDIC 1
minutes. Synthesizing muscle
stimulant.
DOCTOR
All alveoli within the lungs will
have been ruptured.
Medic is holding stimulant ready to inject into the heart.
(Fixing)
DOCTOR
Synthesize two nanorepair solutions.
says the doctor as he accesses his computer to shed the
block of SINSS away from Zeus's torso.
Medic drives stimulant into Zeus's heart.
Medic pulls out both syringes from replicator, and puts one
in each hand.
MEDIC 1
Where do these go?
Doctor pulls metal paddle from the table and
DOCTOR
Lungs alveoli stay focused.
Medic 1 injects both needles directly through the breastplate
into the lungs.
The medical staff wheel Zeus into a hospital room.
INT. ZEUS'S HOSPITAL ROOM
Medic 1 places them in proper configuration to drive current
through heart. Also places a heart pulse monitor on the
heart. Cardiac arrest pulse come up on screen. Heart beat is
ultra rapid and irregular.
MEDIC 1
Right.
Medic 1 stabs a syringe in the approximate center of Zeus's
lungs. He let's go of syringes and slams his hands on
plungers instantly pushing all solution into the lungs
DOCTOR
Clear.
Medic 1 immediately backs away.
Doctor presses the button.
EKG
CLEAR
Shock.
DOCTOR
While we are waiting synthesize the
blood oxygenator and 6L of blood.
(Fixing)
EKG
CLEAR
Shock.
EKG
CLEAR
Shock.
EKG
CLEAR
Shock.
EKG
CLEAR
Shock.
After the 5 shocks Zeus's EKG returns to normal. They put
him on a blood oxygenator by intravenously connecting a
large vein in each arm to the oxagenator. The doctors
control the repairs from multiple computer monitors in the
room they have to interface the nanobots to repair the
ruptured lungs. Doctor hit's repair alveoli button.
ZOOM OUT FROM COMPUTER MONITOR:
INT. BRIEFING ROOM
TITAN
Amazing he is going to live.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
Yes and too think he suffers from
so little brain damage.
TITAN
I wonder if Zeus will ever be fit
enough to join back with the armed
forces.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
Of course he will. Our nano repair
procedures are virtually perfect,
he will be back on his feet in less
than a weeks.
(Fixing)
TITAN
I am not worried about his physical
health. Instead of firing at
Easterners with his machine gun he
threw his helmet away. Anybody who
saw the video knew he was Committing
suicide.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
At least he blew out, as ordered.
TITAN
Yeah your right, at least he wanted
to die as a patriot instead of an
insubordinate. He violated no orders.
TITAN
Anyways it might take a lot more
than a week Zeus's Electromagnetic
Neurographics indicate he is in a
deep state of coma.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
Who knows maybe he'll wake up and
have had a near death experience
realizing there is an afterlife and
become all enlightened and stuff.
TITAN
Maybe, most likely he'll remain
suicidal and or depressed since so
many of his new friends are dead.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
Let's just pray he gets better, he
was a fine warrior.
TITAN
That he was.
DEPRESSION
INT. ZEUS'S HOSPITAL ROOM
days later in that same hospital room, Zeus wakes up. Zeus
sits up in an incredibly painful and unnatural coughing fit.
ZEUS
WHERE AM I!
DOCTOR
You are in the ________ hospital on
_______.
ZEUS
What the fuck I thought I died.
DOCTOR
We picked you up in enough time and
implemented nanotherapy to remove
the blood from out of your lungs.
You are extremely lucky you are
still alive you made the world
record on time spent in a vacuum
and still lived.
ZEUS
Oh great, really?
DOCTOR
No if you did you would have
massive brain damage and I would
have already informed the Guinness
Book of World records.
CUT TO:
Zeus looks really depressed, and sits inside the apartment
they gave him and gazes at the TV with a glazed depressed
look. Zeus falls asleep and flashes back to the death of the
horribly failed mission. Show him until he falls unconscious,
when the screen blacks out. Then Zeus is falling towards the
sun. As he gets closer his skin begins to burn and peel.
HARSH AND UNEXPECTED CUT:
(Depression)
INT. ZEUS LIVING ROOM
Trophies of gaming/hover boarding/other victories, the most
prominent of which was supreme medal of leadership from the
first scene of Fallen Nanotopia.
CAMERA PANS TO:
Zeus is sitting in front of the TV and in the corner comes
up personal email from 1. Subject: "Open me."
Zeus opens it.
"Dear Zeus,
There is going to be a party at my house, 5433 ________ lane,
on May 22, starting at 9:00 PM.
I need to talk to you about something very important.
Come to it.
Sincerely,
Hermes"
ZEUS
Who lives on 5433 _________ lane?
TV
Hermes and Persephone.
ZEUS
Computer place a reminder on May 22,
at 8:30 'Party at 5433 ________'
TV
Yes Zeus.
ZEUS
Computer Go back to channel 34.
ZOOM TO THE NUMBER 5433:
PARTY
EXT. JUST OUTSIDE HERMES'S HOUSE
Fade to 5433 being the number on the door of the Apartment
where Hermes and Persephone live.
ZEUS
Hello my name is Zeus and yours is?
PERSEPHONE
Hey your the guy who got sucked up
in space without a helmet who they
gave lung therapy to.
ZEUS (LIKE NEO'S RESPONSE TO ORACLE)
Yep that's me.
PERSEPHONE
Come right in. Oh my name is
Persephone.
Zeus shakes her hand and walks in.
INT. HERMES'S HOUSE
ZEUS
Another greek goddess your doomed
to be taken.
PERSEPHONE
Nope nobody is going to take me
against my will and I am probably
not going to die.
ZEUS
Your Friend Hermes is so famous, he
and you have been all over the news
lately.
Zeus following Persephone finally enters the living room
with a wall for a TV.
HERMES
Hey Zeus, good to meet you, I saw
you back in the simulator the one
where the Krakatoa slammed into the
Western Flagship.
(Party)
PERSEPHONE
That game was a classic, it is now
getting superficial review by all
cadets at the Academies.
ZEUS
I am sure my maneuvers weren't
extrodinary, I just used simple
straight forward tactics. The
Krakatoa ramming into the Liberty
thing was simply ingenious though.
HERMES
No your assault on the silo was
beautiful.
PERSEPHONE
Hey your speech is coming on in the
news.
HERMES
Oh I wanted to see the repeat of my
speech full of lies.
Everyone looks at the TV and volume is turned up. Hermes
sits down and puts his arms around Persephone.
Hermes is finishing the speech he gave at the beginning of
Fallen Nanotopia.
HERMES (TV)
I have been to the East those
people in their direct internet
democracy are no freer then the
people of the West in their
representative democracy.
HERMES (TV)
Everybody in the East fears the
regular mind tests which are
imposed on the population.
Torturous shocks are used to keep
all Eastern citizens in line. It is
a horrible place to live over there.
HERMES (TV)
Many in these Western countries say
that this press is not free. If
this press were not free than how
would a traitor like me be allowed
to speak to the entire country. The
press is as free as the corporations
that control it, they may be money
grubers but they do not lie.
(Party)
HERMES (TV)
They have not lied about the
Kennedy assignations, they did not
lie about Oklahoma City bombing,
they have not lied about September
the 11th and I know for certain
that they did not lie when they
accused the East of attacking the
Eastern ladder.
HERMES (TV)
America is a peaceful nation and
never goes to war unless it truly
has to. It was the war mongering
East that attacked their own ladder
to precipitate this bloody war.
HERMES (TV)
It was the East that fired the
first shots by attacking the
Western ladder. And it was the
eastern commander that ordered the
nuking of the clashing fleets at
the outer extent of Earth's orbit.
HERMES (TV)
And with the loss of the East's
fleet and our new war production
expansion on the moon we shall
field an fleet and army that shall
crush the Eastern outer holdings.
HERMES (TV)
By the great Leviathan as our
spearhead we shall bring down these
foreign foes and take them under
our wing so a proper representative
democracy built of political
parties may rule them also in freedom.
HERMES (TV)
Do not betray this country in
either heart or mind for this
country shall reign victorious over
this war, God willing.
HERMES (TV)
Good luck to all the fighting men
and women and God speed us to the
end of this war. Farewell.
(Party)
TV REPORTER (TV)
That was a wonderful uplifting
speech by Hermes The x-Supreme Sky
Commander of the East who recently
joined the Western cause after
witnessing the evil Eastern fleet's
thermonuclear devastation.
HERMES
What do you think?
ZEUS (SARCASTICALLY)
It fills my heart with warm fuzzy
joy, even though it is all bullshit.
HERMES
It certainly is folks I am a great
liar.
OTHER PARTY MEMBER
What do you mean.
HERMES
Around 12 noon towmarrow I shall
tell you all, but drink up for you
will need a numb heart for what I
am going to tell you, those of you
that don't already know.
PERSEPHONE
But don't drink too much or you'll
have a hangover for the "Festivities"
tomorrow.
Hermes looks over at Zeus. Zeus looks at Persephone-
ZEUS
What do you mean.
PERSEPHONE
Just wait until the time comes and
you shall find out.
ZEUS
Ohh I can't wait for the secret.
PERSEPHONE
You WILL wait.
ZEUS
Ok I guess it's only a few hours.
FADE IN AND OUT:
(Party)
Zeus is siting in a couch holding a beer. Persephone sits
down next to Zeus.
PERSEPHONE
Hey Zeus Hermes and I are having
relationship problems.
ZEUS
Oh really.
PERSEPHONE
Yeah would you be my fuck buddy
tonight.
ZEUS
Uhh but what about your boyfriend?
PERSEPHONE
So we'll take that guest room.
Persephone takes Zeus by the hand and leads him into the
guest room.
INT. GUEST ROOM IN HERMES'S HOUSE
Sex scene.
CUT TO:
The sun is just starting to shine through the window when an
alarm(same as Zeus's cell phone when he gets a mission call)
wakes Zeus and Persephone up.
ZEUS (HOLDING HEAD)
Ah lord my head.
PERSEPHONE
Rise and shine.
ZEUS
I don't remember much from last
night, what happened?
Persephone shifts her position.
PERSEPHONE
It was awesome last night and you
were wonderful.
ZEUS
Memory hazy, but yeah I did have a
good time.
(Party)
They look at each other, in that special way, but kinda like
they don't know each other, which they don't.
PERSEPHONE
I'm going to take a shower.
ZEUS
Your Persephone.
PERSEPHONE
Right.
ZEUS
Well we should stay in touch I am
going to head back to my apartment.
PERSEPHONE
NO, we nee...
(smiles)
I want you to stay.
ZEUS
Really., why?
PERSEPHONE
I will talk to you about it later,
just stay right here while I shower,
ok?
ZEUS
Sure, hey how old are you anyways?
PERSEPHONE
Zeus raises his left eyebrow in surprise.
ZEUS
Iiiiii think I'm just going to go now.
PERSEPHONE
No you can't
(aggressively makes out with Zeus)
here come with me to the shower.
ZEUS (MEEKLY)
Wait why?
Grabs his hand and swings him out of bed and towards the
hallway.
PERSEPHONE
Iloveu.
(Party)
INT. HALLWAY IN HERMES'S HOUSE
Hermes is walking at the other end of the hall holding a
digital pad talking to some guy in a maintenance uniform.
Zeus sees Hermes, total shock. Hermes looks over. Zeus
becomes EXTREMELY awkward, starts looking around, trying to
figure something out to do or say.
PERSEPHONE
Hey.
(rudely as she tightens her grip and pulls Zeus down the hallway)
HERMES
Have fun last night?
PERSEPHONE
Yep it was great.
Persephone walks into the bathroom.
Zeus still in the hallway looks over to Hermes,
ZEUS (STUTTERING)
It, it's,, it's not what you thi-
Persephone pulls him into the bathroom he looses balance and
almost falls on the floor, she pulls him past the door and
slams the door.
CUT TO:
INT. BATHROOM IN HERMES'S HOUSE
ZEUS
Uhh.
PERSEPHONE
Go on spit it out.
ZEUS
Uhh what's happening?
PERSEPHONE
We are taking a shower, now off
with your clothes.
She has already taken her shirt of and now takes his off.
Zeus resists.
(Party)
ZEUS
How does your boyfriend not care?
PERSEPHONE
Look I'll explain as we shower, now
take off your clothes so I can
disintegrate them.
Zeus takes his shirt off.
ZEUS
Ok explain.
PERSEPHONE
Alright I am going to ask you to
leave with us today.
ZEUS
Sure. Where?
PERSEPHONE
You promise not to tell anyone
because if you do I will be forced
to kill you.
ZEUS
Ahahhha, yeah right-
PERSEPHONE
No really, we are going to take
over the Leviathan.
ZEUS
Right, your going to use me, a
veteran to kill everybody on a
heavily guarded ship and take over
the flagship, ok,
(pointed hand waving
around head)
coocoo.
PERSEPHONE
No but you basically did that to
the Liberty.
ZEUS
It was just guarded by a few
incursion commando teams.
PERSEPHONE
Anyways Hermes and a few of our
friends will do it covertly.
(Party)
ZEUS
Right,, your whole group is crazy.
PERSEPHONE
No really, Hermes works with the
contractors, he's acquired the core
security codes.
Zeus stares at her. Stares at her.
PERSEPHONE
Stop looking at me like that.
ZEUS
Holy shit I don't know whether to
slit your throat for your treachery
or love you because you are going
to actually do something to end the
war and let everybody play better
virtual reality where your whole
brain is jacked up.
PERSEPHONE
The latter.
Persephone says as she puts her arms around Zeus.
CUT TO:
INT. BATHROOM IN HERMES'S HOUSE
They are out of the shower and are drying off.
PERSEPHONE
If you come with us there will be
no turning back.
ZEUS
I know. Hey could you pick me up
some clothes from a replicator, I
kinda don't want to walk out with a
towel in front of your boyfriend again.
PERSEPHONE
Uh, ok I'll be back in a sec.
She kisses him lightly on the lips, she takes his clothes
out to the hallway replicator and disintegrates them in the
recycling portion and replicates a pretty standard outfit
for him and a hot outfit for her.
CUT TO:
(Party)
INT. HALLWAY IN HERMES'S HOUSE
Persephone walks out the door.
HERMES
Where's Zeus?
PERSEPHONE
In there.
HERMES
I need you down at the lab, and
transfer the data files you have
compiled.
PERSEPHONE
But Zeus needs clothes.
HERMES
Don't worry about that, the only
thing he needs to put on is a shroud.
CUT TO:
INT. BATHROOM
Zeus overhears the end of the conversation, as he puts his
towel on the rack.
PERSEPHONE (MUFFLED)
Ok Hermes, see you down at the lab.
Hermes abruptly opens the door holding the clothes-
HERMES
Hello Zeus.
ZEUS
Hi.
HERMES
You with us.
ZEUS
Yes sire bobby.
HERMES
Then come with me.
ZEUS
But clothes.
Zeus is frantically putting his underwear on.
(Party)
HERMES
Don't worry about that soldier.
Like they say in camp if you're not
in a STEX your naked.
Zeus is putting his pants on.
ZEUS
But that has to do with armor and
vulnerability to small-
Zeus gets his shirt on.
HERMES
When the Leviathan arrives at this
station tomorrow,
Zeus is getting his socks and shoes on.
HERMES
to pick up the rest of its crew, we
are planning to, hack into its
systems implant a takeover virus
and control the autoguns of the
ship to kill the crew, defend from
other space vessels, and take over
the ship.
INT. HALLWAY IN HERMES'S HOUSE
Hermes and Zeus walk into the hallway towards the door to
the basement.
HERMES
Then we are going to crush the West
from the inside, out.
Hermes stops at the door.
HERMES
We plan on ending the war in less
than a month. Hopeful we will be
able to moderate both the
superpowers when the US is about to
collapse.
ZEUS
You're going to end the war?
HERMES
Correct.
(Party)
ZEUS
I am joining because I like your
girlfriend, I am half suicidal. You
and me hate the war but you've got
a good life? Why are you going to
risk everything!?
HERMES
Well, remember the simulation that
you were in a couple of years ago.
ZEUS
Which one?
HERMES
The one where you took over the
silo and nuked all of the West.
ZEUS
Oh that. Did you see that.
HERMES
Yeah I told you last night remember,
that's where I first saw you. God
you were amazing. But what is
important is how nukes were banned
from space.
ZEUS
Yeah because if it wasn't both
sides would have to amass nukes and
both sides would get negative points.
HERMES
Well the ban on using nuclear
weapons in space and ground, only
restricts their use by regulating
plasma projectile pay loads or how
much they explode. The MAD treaty
is impotent to actually stop the
powers from accumulating nukes in
space.
HERMES
There are still over 10,000 on each
side on the ground. But what you
don't know because it is classified
level 94, is that there are right
now over 100,000 nukes that are
arranged along the frontier in
space that have on average a 1,000
kilometer blast radius.
(Party)
HERMES
This is insignificant to the
thousands of nukes that as we speak
of that are being transported to
the front from both sides, although
the West now is doing far more.
HERMES
After the fleets annihilated  each
other both sides find their lines
tenuous which is why they are both
backing them up with nukes. Also if
they didn't the other side still
would and they would be absolutely
fucked if they got nuked.
HERMES
The Leviathan has over 40,000 nukes
on board it and is heading for the
frontier now. If nukes line the
frontier, there would be nothing to
stop a destabilization of power.
Any sort of escalation in the war
would lead to nuclear war.
HERMES
If one of the sides starts to gain
too much territory and begins to
take the upper hand then the other
could retaliate by initiating
crimson sky, where all of the
nuclear torpedoes are launched all
at once along with the ground based
ICBMs.
HERMES
This would mean the destruction of
our civilization as we know it. We
cannot let this happen.
ZEUS
But if you gutted the West then
wouldn't they lose the upper hand
and initiate crimson sky.
Zeus is white with fear.
HERMES
No as long as the leviathan is in
US territory the West would never
initiate crimson sky. About 3/4 of
the torpedoes and 7/8 of the ICBMs
will be shot down.
(Party)
HERMES
But if the leviathan is behind the
enemy lines then all 40,000 of its
nuclear torpedoes will hit their
targets and it would hit all of the
Western nuclear arsenals and anti-
nuke targeting systems leaving most
of the Eastern nukes to go through.
HERMES
They would never launch with the
Leviathan still in their territory
the West will be forced to back
down to some extent and hopefully
we can induce some sort of detente.
Zeus shivers and has goose bumps-
ZEUS
Oh my god.
HERMES
So are you sure you will you fight
on my side? You will have a couple
hours to decide but I am busy, I
have to prepare for the takeover.
ZEUS
Yea I will do it... For the sake of
humanity.
HERMES
Good come with me.
They walk through the door down stairs to-
TAKEOVER
INT. HERMES'S CONTROL ROOM
HERMES
This is our main control room, we
call it the lab. This is where we
will control their systems. Hey
Persephone explain the plan to him.
Hermes starts talking to one of the technicians about the
security cameras.
Showing below in real life.
INT. LEVIATHAN COMPUTER ROOM
PERSEPHONE
Ok First we wait for the lead
digital technician to leave. He is
the only one who fully understands
the ships systems and could
possibly repair it before we are
finished. He has shore leave when
the ship arrives in 2 hours, and
will leave the Leviathan.
INT. RESTAURANT IN HERMES'S COLONY
PERSEPHONE
We will trail him with a small
radio jammer so they are not able
to call him.
ZEUS
Wouldn't the jammer be detected?
PERSEPHONE
No it only affects a 40M radius.
Besides who ever heard of somebody
walking around with a radio jammer
anyways.
Show below with diagram.
(Takeover)
INT. MULTIPLE HOUSES IN HERMES'S COLONY
PERSEPHONE
Well as soon as the Lead Technition
leaves the ship
(show him walking
past the ships dock
to the colony)
we will initiate a character attack
on the ship control systems this
will be done through sophisticated
ghost hacking techniques where the
source of the attacks is modulated
between various computers that we
don't even own.
Show below in real life.
INT. LEVIATHAN COMPUTER ROOM
PERSEPHONE
A few seconds after that the
substitute technician will be
dazzled, distracted, and scared by
the attack. The substitute
technician will call for the lead
technician, but we are jamming him.
INT. LEVIATHAN ROOM 1
PERSEPHONE
Our inside man is going to
implement the virus on our signal.
And it will begin "patching" the
system to let us control everything
from here and later for us to
control the system from inside the
Leviathan. The patches will be
disguised as system upgrades but
the upgrade center will not be
informed. Then we...
INT. LEVIATHAN COMPUTER ROOM
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Where the hell is this attack
coming from, computer run a trace
on these attacks.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
The attacks are coming from the
this colony.
(Takeover)
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Put it on a map. Get me to talk
with the police chief of this colony.
OFFICER KEYS
Hello this is officer Keys.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Hello officer the Leviathan is
being hacked by somebody living at
Longfellow St. Could you
please apprehend this criminal and
shut off his computer.
OFFICER KEYS
I will get right on it.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Thank you.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
The source of the hacking has changed.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
What?
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
The source of the hacking has changed.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Holy shit! let me talk to the chief
again.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Hello Officer Keys.
OFFICER KEYS
Yes I just sent a couple of squad cars.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Well the source keeps on changing.
And I don't have the experience to
isolate the true source.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
I was just calling the lead
technician who does. But his phone
seems to be broken could you please
find him for me so we can isolate
this hacker, before he actually
breaks any codes.
OFFICER KEYS
Sure.
(Takeover)
INT. HERMES'S CONTROL ROOM
Zeus is watching as the black computer screens show the ship
functions.
TEAM MEMBER 2
We are in.
TEAM MEMBER 4
Hang on a second my computer is not
online.
HERMES
What happened?-
Hermes looks over. He turns in his chair and looks at his
screen.
HERMES
SHIT! The weapons systems are not
ours there was a permission error
when the virus took over.
HERMES
We need to get past this, NOW!
TEAM MEMBER 7
Hey Hermes, the substitute
technician has called the police
and told them to find the head
technician.
HERMES
_______ and _______ you know what
to do.
INT. LEVIATHAN COMPUTER ROOM
The substitute tries to activate the locator.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
I am unable to do that.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN (ALMOST
UNINTERESTED LOOKING DOWN AT SCREEN)
Why is that?
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
This console no longer has
authority to access ship functions.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
WHAT!!! WHY?!?!?
(Takeover)
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
The system patch Version 5.00 has
locked out this authority and gave
it to remote access.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
How can I get remote access?
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
I don't know. That information was
not provided to me.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
System backup to version 4.82.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
No that is not authorized from here.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Well how would I go about doing that.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
I don't know, but in version 4.82 I
would recommend using the automatic
reboot system.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Is there a way of doing it manually.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
No.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Can I do something manually that
will cause the system to reboot on
its previous version.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Yes version 4.00.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
How?!
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Destroy DNA Hardrive AA, and then
reset the RAM, the computer will
reboot to hardware wired to boot
version 4.00.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Thank you, map please?
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Here.
(Takeover)
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Print it now.
It prints on paper. Substitute Technician grabs as runs out
of the room.
ZOOM OUT FROM MONITOR:
INT. CONTROL ROOM
TEAM MEMBER 6
Look he is leaving the computer
control room.
HERMES
Shit he is going to reboot the
computer manually.
TEAM MEMBER 4
I have isolated the problem.
HERMES
Where?
TEAM MEMBER 4
There is an 8 digit code to gain
total access to security systems.
HERMES
Attack it.
TEAM MEMBER 4
I can't there is strict limitations
on a random character inputations.
INT. CAFE
MALE
The shit is really hitting the fan
now the police have just entered
the restaurant.
POLICE OFFICER
Do you know where _______________ is.
The hostess point over to one of the tables. The police walk
swiftly towards one of the tables. The couple opens up the
briefcase and pulls out 4 pistols, and 8 clips and packs it
on them sort of discretely.
POLICE OFFICER
Excuse me sir your the lead
technician at the Leviathan right?
(Takeover)
LEAD TECHNICIAN
Yes, I am.
POLICE OFFICER
Hackers back at the ship got into
the main computer.
LEAD TECHNICIAN
Oh my god.
Gets up.
LEAD TECHNICIAN
Let's Go!!!
Everyone at the table gets up.
BISTANDER
Look they have guns!
The police look over as the couple whip out their pistols
and kill the police chief his 3 men and the technician and
his friend. They run to the exit and walk discretely out the
door after they tucked away their pistols.
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAY
The substitute runs into a room-
INT. LEVIATHAN ROOM 2
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Computer format hard drive AA.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Negative that is not allowed. Hard
drive AA cannot be erased.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
FUCK YOU!
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
HEY YOU OVER THERE. GET OVER HERE.
The substitute then pulls a magic marker out of his pocket
that he uses to mark the location of hard drive AA. Random
guard sees that he has authority over computer systems.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Shoot right here. Right in this
little box.
RANDOM GUARD
What are you serious.
(Takeover)
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Yes.
Random Guard Laughs.
RANDOM GUARD
Really?
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Do it now soldier.
RANDOM GUARD
No.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
THAT'S A GOD DAMN ORDER! Do you
want to be responsible for losing
this ship to hackers.
RANDOM GUARD
YES SIR!
The soldier shoulders his assault riffle and shoots the shit
out of the hard drive.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Thank you. Computer is Hardrive AA
still functional?
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
No Hardrive AA is completely offline.
SUBSTITUTE TECHNICIAN
Good.
The substitute as he runs out the door he came in. The
soldier looks dumbfounded.
INT. HERMES'S CONTROL ROOM
Zeus types into the help screen "security systems code."
He looks and finds the message "The security system
activation code is not revealed in this help program, please
refer to the Navy site at
https://ww3.usnavy.gov/Leviathan/secure/security for more
information."
Zeus pastes this into his browser and goes to the site. Zeus
types his military number and password and gains access to
the site. Zeus finds the phone number for the administrator.
Zeus types the number into his computer and puts on a headset.
(Takeover)
NAVAL ADMINISTRATOR (VO)
Hello.
ZEUS
Hello this is the Substitute
Technician aboard the Leviathan I
was filling in for the lead systems
engineer when hackers started
attacking and taking over our systems.
ZEUS
Luckily our security systems were
hard to break but I don't think
they will hold out for long, I need
access to the security systems, to
stop the hackers.
Everybody is staring at Zeus at this point.
NAVAL ADMINISTRATOR (VO)
I will need to confirm, but I am
not at a computer right now what
does it say at the bottom of you
main computer console.
Zeus snaps his fingers and points to team member 6 who
controls the surveillance systems.
ZEUS
Yeah hang on let me check.
Team member 6 zooms in on console with the security.
TEAM MEMBER 6 (QUIETLY)
LG4296
ZEUS
LG4296
NAVAL ADMINISTRATOR (VO)
Right ok then the password is 68421759.
ZEUS
Thank you greatly let me plug that in.
After he types it in. The guy looks over at his computer and
plugs it in. The computer monitor for security went on.
ZEUS
That's right, I better get back to
beating off the hackers.
NAVAL ADMINISTRATOR (VO)
Thank-
(Takeover)
Zeus hangs up immediately.
TEAM MEMBER 6
D 34.
The Team Member types it in on Zeus's console which he
controls the gun with the mouse. Plugs it in. Substitute
Technician runs by.
TEAM MEMBER 4
Shit where is he now.
TEAM MEMBER 6
Turning into D36.
Team Member 4 types it in and touches the guy on the screen,
then "KILL"
ZOOM IN ON GUN:
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAY
The gun turns along with camera. The substitute ripped apart
from plasma.
ZOOM OUT FROM MONITOR:
INT. CONTROL ROOM
Everybody in the room starts cheering.
HERMES
Alright people lets pack up and
move out.
Hermes stands up. They pack up and bring their laptops and
handhelds with them. Most have accessed security guns to
kill the guards on the Leviathan.
One person is looking through at his handheld touching
certain Western soldiers with his pen. He kills three as the
camera switches to guards on the leviathan.
ZOOM INTO LAPTOP:
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAY
A couple others 1 hall down are scarred shitless and don't
know what the fuck to do they aim at all of the guns in the
ceiling. One gun turns and shoots one of them. One gun is
partially down while the other gun kills the remaining soldier.
ZOOM OUT OF LAPTOP
(Takeover)
EXT. STREET IN HERMES'S COLONY
The person on the laptop driving towards the Leviathan says
TEAM MEMBER 3
Switch to camera 376 but stay on
gun 380.
Team Member 3 guesses about where the gun would shoot and
gets the soldier after a few shots through the corner of the
wall.
EXT. SPACE PORT IN HERMES'S COLONY
The couple makes it to the entrance of the leviathan just as
the guns are being taken over. The Big guns outside of the
Leviathan shoot 3 of the magnetically floating guards, the
other 3 fly into the entrance where a gun kills one and the
other 2 push off just right next to the big guns.
The couple pulls out their pistols and shoots the 2
remaining guards. They run into the Leviathan, just as a cop
car pulls up. The cops get out, just before their car is
shot up by the big guns along with them. Zeus is in a
station wagon with transport style  seating(vertically as
opposed to normally) besides the front 3 seats. The car
contains Hermes, Persephone, Zeus, and others. They ram into
the rubble from the cop cars. 2 cops are on the ground
telling Zeus's car to-
COP 1
GET THE FUCK OUTTA HERE IT'S A GOD
DAMN WAR ZONE.
Zeus grabs his assault riffle opens the door stands on the
running board and shoots Cop 1 and Cop 2 who is in the car.
The car is still floating slowly towards the Leviathan. The
rebels get out and run into the Leviathan, by this time many
other rebels have arrived.
INT. LEVIATHAN DOCKING POINT
When Zeus and Hermes arrive, inside.
HERMES
You three go grab assault riffles
and take out the last guards in G45.
Zeus, Persephone and you 2 grab
sniper riffles and cover the last
of the rebels as they arrive. HEY
Harry.
Says Hermes as he presses his ear to communicate with his
leaders.
(Takeover)
HERMES
Cut off remote access to auto guns
in 2 minutes.
TEAM MEMBER 1
Yea Hermes the West has launched
space fighters that will arrive in
about a minute.
HERMES
Ok I will organize the Space guns
you man the Sentry guns and lets
make the cut off in around 2
minutes OK?
TEAM MEMBER 1
Will do Hermes.
Zeus hands Persephone a sniper riffle.
ZEUS
Let's go!
They get to the door to the Leviathan and lay on the ground
to provide sniper support. Zeus and Persephone begins firing
at police men and soldiers who are in the crowd.
INT. LEVIATHAN SPECIAL SUBRIDGE
Hermes is at a remote bridge console, closer to the door.
Hermes is wearing a full virtual reality helmet, and gloves.
Hermes moves his hands downwards sharply.
FADE TO VIRTUAL INTERFACE:
VR. LEVIATHAN
Hermes presses a button with his right hand.
We now view the inside of the large space colony.
Hermes uses his hands to push his view away from the large
colony into space.
SPC. JUST FAR ENOUGH AWAY SO THAT THE ENTIRE LEVIATHAN IS SEEN
Music: beginning of DJ Mystic - Lost in Trance.mp3
Does the same to the side. The leviathan is about double the
size of the colony and is absolutely enormous. The colony's
low gee docking port connects to an arm that rotates around
in a circle at a different rate then the Leviathan and the
same as the colony it docks with.
(Takeover)
The Leviathan is triple the size of the colony in radius,
and %50 greater in length.
HERMES
Scan for space fighters, 100 click
radius scan.
The computer points out the absolute location of the
fighters relative to the Earth.
HERMES
Target fighters with high power
lasers. FIRE!
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
I cannot fire upon friendly vessels
without Captain's override.
HERMES
I am the captain override.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Yes you are the captain but you do
not have Captain's override privileges.
INT. LEVIATHAN SPECIAL SUBRIDGE
Hermes lifts up his helmet, over camera. Camera backs away
to see him put his radio to his ear. We can still see some
of space.
HERMES
Team member 2, I need you to
override "Captain's override" anti-
friendly fire shit.
TEAM MEMBER 2
?What?
HERMES
Shut off friendly fire block.
TEAM MEMBER 2
I can't, they changed the protocols
from 4.80 to 4.82. Look I don't
have any of the source code, I have
absolutely no idea. I'll have to
rewrite at the hardware level.
HERMES
Shit.
(Takeover)
TEAM MEMBER 3
Just do a firmware downgrade back
to 4.80.
TEAM MEMBER 2
Looking,, there it is,,
Clicks on it and presses enter.
TEAM MEMBER 2
There we go. Try again.
HERMES
Shut off friendly fire block.
Hermes throws down the head set and puts his helmet back on
ZOOM BACK INTO HELMET VISION:
SPC. JUST FAR ENOUGH AWAY SO THAT THE ENTIRE LEVIATHAN IS SEEN
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Shutting down friendly fire block.
HERMES
Awesome.
VR. LEVIATHAN
Space craft fly by gun turrets.
A video window opens up with a fighter pilot.
Pause music.
INT. SPACE BOMBER
PILOT
Sir should I open fire on the
Leviathan, It's guns do not look
active.
A video window below the first one opens up with an admiral.
ADMIRAL
Yes fire at will pilot, you are
almost within torpedo defense shield.
Video boxes disappear.
Play music.
CUT TO:
(Takeover)
VR. LEVIATHAN
HERMES
Divert full manual control to this
console.
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
Enter emergency command code.
HERMES
Keypad.
Hermes rapidly, almost inhumanly types in a large string of
numbers, then just as rapidly pinkies enter as his hand
moves to the right to lasso the visual anomaly.
Hermes Slices and dices 2 of the 4 groups of 6 space
fighters with thin red lasers, visible only because of the
interface.
Video boxes reappear.
HERMES
Fire continuous laser beam.
PIOLT
Leviathan is returning fire. We are
getting diced up here,
(Admiral buts in and
their are 2
overlapping conversations.)
we don't have the fire power to go
up against this weaponry.
ADMIRAL
Fire one last volley and
(clenches teeth in rage.)
Pull our fighters the FUCK OUT OF
THERE.
Hermes sweeps away the talking heads and concentrates on
shot-gunning and slashing the last two groups, they get one
volley in under the shield. About seven out of ten of their
shells are stopped. the last three damage seriously the
exterior of the hull (like firing torpedoes at death star,
powerful and damaging but insignificant in the big picture).
All of the fighters are destroyed and Hermes realizes that
the laser beam is still firing at the center of a destroyed
fighter. Hermes turns off the laser.
HERMES
Scan for any other military vessels
in direct vicinity.
(Takeover)
LEVIATHAN COMPUTER
None detected.
Hermes throws off his helmet.
HERMES
WEOUww
(redneck scream, however you spell it)
yeah.
CUT TO:
EXT. LOW GEE ENTRANCE TO LEVIATHAN
Persephone face.
Somebody calls Persephone on her cell phone.
PERSEPHONE
Yes, Yeah channel 147 news ok let
me look. Oh I see it thanks.
Persephone looks at Zeus.
PERSEPHONE
Look on TV it is an admiral of the
fleet and we are here.
They all look at it.
ZEUS
So what?
PERSEPHONE
You can snipe them.
Zeus looks up the road so far into the distance it starts to
curve upwards. He sees a Admiral of the fleet.
ZEUS
Yea I have him in my sights.
Whoever told you about that is a
genius.
Everybody except Persephone with her assault riffle get down
attached to the floor and look up the road, and put their
sights on...
ZEUS
Ok 3..2..1..
(Takeover)
Bang.
CUT TO:
EXT. ROAD ON HERMES'S COLONY
A bullet enters the Admiral as he is giving his speech to
the camera. The advisors and officers look panicked. 2 of
the advisors run. The other bolt for shelter. They also die.
The news reporters and camera men also run, swing camera to
look through a News Reporters camera.
ZOOM OUT FROM TV:
INT. LEVIATHAN BRIDGE
Team member 9 is watching TV. The TV goes back to their
headquarter's news room. Team member 8 is checking people
off on a digital clipboard.
HERMES (HEADSET)
Ok have all of the rebels arrived.
TEAM MEMBER 8
Everyone except 4 people.
HERMES
Well we are just going to have to
leave them. We've got to get away
as quickly as possible so that we
can rendezvous with a posse of
militia that will capture a colony
that will give us the start up
troops we need to conquer the West.
TEAM MEMBER 8
Yes sir.
CUT TO:
EXT. LOW GEE ENTRANCE TO LEVIATHAN
PERSEPHONE
Ok Hermes I copy.
Persephone lets go of headset.
PERSEPHONE
Ok people you need to get away from
the door we've had enough fun for
today.
The snipers get up and stroll casually into the ship while
the door closes.
(Takeover)
Show the door closing from the colony outside the door.
INT. LEVIATHAN PORT INTERFACE
Zeus and Persephone walk from the arm to a floor that
uniform across the section that is just outside the arm that
moves from left to right or from right to left relative to
the floor.
Show Leviathan Separating from Cylindrical Colony. Some gas
is released.
HERMES
Here comes the fun, Jam the video.
ZOOM OUT TO TV SCREEN
FIRST TRUE SPEECH TO THE WORLD
INT. TV STUDIO
A news report on a huge TV above littler screens for other
feeds with an emergency news report describing the capture
of the Leviathan.
FEMALE REPORTER
The entrance to the Leviathan is
closing, it looks like the rebels
succeeded in taking over the ship.
FEMALE REPORTER
Here is the devastation caused-
Show Free World Alliance logo on the main TV screen.
FEMALE REPORTER
by the unidentified rebel faction-
TV MANAGER
We've lost control of the radio
wave feed somebody's Jamming over
the station.
FEMALE REPORTER
What the fuck!?
TV MANAGER
The signal's still strong in a few
places.
FEMALE REPORTER
oh sh-
(covers her mouth)
TV MANAGER
It's getting out anyways we can't
cover it up. Broadcast their feed.
CUT TO:
INT. LEVIATHAN PRESS ROOM
A Free World Alliance logo is hung over the American flag.
(First True Speech to The World)
HERMES
I am Hermes, messenger of the East,
and x-Supreme Eastern Space Admiral.
Before I ask you join our cause I
must first explain the hidden
history behind the embattled
factions we are both part of.
HERMES
I must explain the dynamic of the
cold war that we have all been
encompassed within. Some of you are
old enough to remember the cold war
between the Soviet Union and NATO.
HERMES
Ironically I and the East am on the
side of NATO so I will be speaking
on the side of the West for now.
HERMES
The Soviet Union was toppling
country after country to gain more
land into their block.
HERMES
Do not scoff at me when I say that
Vietnam almost won us the cold war
by forcing the Soviet Union to pour
huge amounts of funds into the war.
The same goes with the guerilla war
in Afganistan that Osama Bin Laden
was fighting in the 1980s.
HERMES
Because we promised them that we
would prop up any capitalist
country that the red curtain is
dropped upon we convinced the
shadow governments of many of the
Red countries to join our cause.
HERMES
This forced them to grab a hold of
what they had left in the oil rich
middle East.
HERMES
Despite what you have been told
first strike capabilities are not
from ICBMs but by satellite
detonated suit case nukes planted
in enemy territory, each one
capable of destroying a few cities
or everything within a 1000 km radius.
(First True Speech to The World)
HERMES
The H-bombs saturation of the whole
world is still held by the remnants
of the Soviet Union; The Rebel
Alliance. Our shadow name is the
Free World Alliance or previously
the Evil Empire.
HERMES
Because of the appeal of the
Islamist movement in that region it
was necessary to use the United
States to invade those countries
rather than taking them over by
winning popular support.
HERMES
was orchestrated by NATO to be
used as a justification, but that
wore thin when it was time to take
Iran. They forced us to inflict
many atrocities against the Arabs
through Israel giving them massive
support in the Middle East and
elsewhere.
HERMES
The government popularity levels
within US citizens stooped below %25
for over 1 year.
HERMES
According to the current MAD,
Mutually Assured Destruction,
nuclear treaty arrangement that
meant that the US had to change
hands to the Rebel Alliance.
HERMES
Since they still held power over
the Islamists which controlled the
oil we traded the rest of the
Americas to the Rebel Alliance for
our control over the Middle East.
HERMES
That is the divide between the
blocks. We had to give them
nanotechnology once it was
developed so that they did not
destroy the world.
(First True Speech to The World)
HERMES
This may sound fucked up but if we
had nuked a small American city and
blamed it on the Axis of Evil then
maybe our popularity would not have
waned and we would have ended this
horrible war but unfortunately the
Free World Alliance did not make
that decision.
HERMES
The West was not lying about the
Kennedy Assignation, Oklahoma City
bombing, or September 11th. But
what they did not tell you is that
they were the ones who ordered the
bombings and other massacres by the
Israelis against their neighboring
Arabs. Our mouth were shut by
dictate of MAD treaty.
HERMES
Again we pulled another false flag
operation in attacking our own
ladder pulling strings in the CIA
so that we could fight and win this
war before it became a war across
stars.
HERMES
Luckily we have sent seed probes to
other star systems first so that we
will control them. But if we lose
command codes some of them will
fall into enemy hands.
HERMES
As to the allegations that we are a
mind control state. Straight up, we
are but it is a good thing because
it enables perfect neurological
synchronization with a virtual
reality environment.
HERMES
This virtual reality environment
must be secured by continuous mind
scanning and drilling of the
general population to prevent
hackings that torture people in
Full Neurological Connectivity
Virtual Reality, FNCVRs.
(First True Speech to The World)
HERMES
These hacks will be systemic
extorting people into hacking other
game servers in exchange for
releasing people who are hacked
from the intense pain caused by the
hacker. Which if it got out of hand
would plunge our civilization into
an all out nuclear war.
HERMES
We are all happy with our MK state
and can participate in elections
where we make decisions on our own
not by our leaders whom we choose
from among 2 parties as you all do.
HERMES
This forces you to choose among a
false dichotomy. Both parties vote
the same way in many things that
are important while they disagree
on issues that are sensational.
PERSEPHONE
Allow me to introduce myself my
name is Persephone. I am a former
Supreme Eastern Space Manager. I
was the one who controlled the
Eastern fleet about the moon.
PERSEPHONE
The West was clearly arming the
frontier with nuclear torpedoes
despite mutual treaty arrangements
delineating maximum torpedo
detonation radius.
PERSEPHONE
About a year ago all of the new
large war vessels being produced by
Northrop Grumuld and McDonald
Douglas were equipped with a few
nuclear warheads.
PERSEPHONE
The East had sufficient intelligence
to understand the magnitude of this
build up and countered it with a
build up of equal magnitude.
(First True Speech to The World)
PERSEPHONE
The West seeing their nuclear first
strike supremacy dwindling expanded
the nuclear build up with more
extensive range of nuclear torpedo
countering devices and more nuclear
torpedoes.
PERSEPHONE
The escalation continues to this
day. This information was of course
sealed to the public. Where is the
proof you ask, well it just so
happens that this vessel being the
most modern of Western Battle Ships
carries over 40,000 nuclear
warheads the small ones capable of
destroying most colony sizes while
the big ones can destroy not only
big ones but clusters of colonies.
Show Torpedoes-
INT. LEVIATHAN TORPEDO BAY
PERSEPHONE
And about 4000 of these warheads
are class 4 Tritium-Cobalt H-bombs,
which have a blast radius of 10,000
kilometers of hurricane force winds
about the perimeter if detonated on
the Earth.
PERSEPHONE
The statistics are this over 200,000
nuclear torpedoes are sitting on
the front line on both sides of the
frontier, and around a lesser
number of space faring ICBMs on the
crust of the Earth.
CUT TO:
SPC. AROUND THE EARTH
Show nuclear torpedo trajectories.
PERSEPHONE
In case of nuclear launch the
majority of the nuclear warheads
would be shot down leaving the
majority of small colonies unharmed.
CUT TO:
(First True Speech to The World)
INT. SMALL SPACE COLONIES
Show what is described below.
PERSEPHONE
However the shock wave of the
blasts could fracture the colonies
hull. Damage control teams would be
swamped with broken colonies.
PERSEPHONE
Most of the Small colonies with
small holes could survive but those
with gaping rips would perish along
with the colonies that would be
destroyed in the heat of the
nuclear explosions.
INT. LEVIATHAN PRESS ROOM
PERSEPHONE
Luckily radiation would be a much
smaller problem because the
radioactive particles would
disperse quickly and because all
colonies have built in radiation
shielding.
PERSEPHONE
It was calculated that in the case
of nuclear war over 97 percent of
the human population would perish.
PERSEPHONE
This being a horrible apocalypse,
it is unlikely that the superpowers
powers will destabilize before the
next generation of vessels are
constructed and reach the front.
PERSEPHONE
The amount of nuclear weapons on
space vessels has increased 5 fold
in the current generation of vessels.
CUT TO:
INT. LEVIATHAN FIGHTER BAY
PERSEPHONE
For the West the next generation of
fighters are arriving on the front
as we speak.
CUT TO:
(First True Speech to The World)
SPC. JUST OUTSIDE EASTERN SHIPS
PERSEPHONE
The new Eastern war ships are due
in a matter of months.
INT. LEVIATHAN PRESS ROOM
Show rebel staff standing around Hermes and Persephone.
HERMES
And what me and my group of merry
men and women having been planning
since before I "Defected" to the
West was to implement a virus while
we distracted the inexperienced
computer manager with a modulating
password attacker.
HERMES
This virus was to take over all
aspects of the Leviathan's systems
so that we could control and live
on the Leviathan.
HERMES
If the nuclear war instantly heated
up the East could achieve an equal
footing. This would ultimately lead
to the destruction of almost all
colonies and the Earth because of
nukes planted there on both sides.
HERMES
A nuclear war scenario in the
future is not apocalypse but
Armageddon.
HERMES
If you citizens of the West join us
in our quest to save humanity we
will be strong enough to gut the
evil Western power from the inside
out inducing its demise.
HERMES
If one of the superpowers implodes
completely then nuclear war will
not occur just like what almost
happened with the Soviet Union.
(First True Speech to The World)
HERMES
One must put the interests of
mankind above one's sense of
nationalism.
HERMES
Join us if we come to your colony
so that we may crush those that do
not believe in full sensory virtual
reality, who do not believe in E-
Democracy above 2 party
representative republicanism. With
that off my shoulders I must end
this message to you and go back to
completing our noble task to save
the world from a full scale nuclear
nanotech brawl.
CUT TO:
RING OF TRUTH
SPC. LEVIATHAN DOCKED IN THE CENTER OF A RING COLONY
The ring is oriented with the rays of sunlight moving almost
parallel to the circle the ring encloses so that the sun
only shines on 1 half of the colony.
CUT TO:
Extreme close up of Hermes's Face. Swivel camera over
Hermes's head, as-
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Incursion teams nearing the sky roof.
Camera zooms out to show main screen, behind Hermes's almost
black profile.
HERMES
Show Lance 1.
CUT TO:
Playing beautiful music.
SPC. JUST OUTSIDE DIAMOND SHAFT LEADING INTO RING COLONY
Lance 1 in a transparent, vacuum, diamond shaft. Rappelling
downward automatically in chrome medium STEX suits.
Very beautiful as camera swivels around in a variable helix,
capturing their movement despite smooth walls and vast
distances.
Falling, Faster, Faster, Fastest, roof closing in fast.
Slowing down rapidly as chords tether slightly.
ZEUS
2.. 1. DROP.
They all let go of the rope and fall the last 10 meters to
the yellow and black striped membrane. Camera follows.
Music abruptly stops, as sound re-enters the world, as the
lance falls to the ground of this modern/metal looking
commercial building complex.
(Ring of Truth)
INT. BUILDING IN RING COLONY
NO INTERFACING, we are entirely exterior to these STEX,
other than the fact that, we can hear their music, which has
always been broadcasted via an unencoded high quality
digital radio stream. We hear or see nothing encoded. Of
course STEX do have speaker phones that can be used to
communicate with outsiders.
Lance splits into quads without event, as they run past each
other going their respective ways.
Follow Zeus's quad. Running, passing through corridors.
Opening doors. Gunning a few enemy STEX down. Lead man is
killed. Left behind, as he is unable to go on.
Group runs on.
Leave camera behind as they leave the exit.
As music starts.
CUT TO:
EXT. BATTLE FIELD IN RING COLONY
Over view of epoch battle scenes.
Red lasers are coming down through the diamond semicircular
diamond ceiling. These are called slashes. Slashes are thin
lasers of light that moves to cut through whatever is being
targeted by the Leviathan.
Rebels in civilian clothes are fighting in great numbers,
the Chameleon Western STEX infantry.
Underneath the natural battle field is all of the residences
and commercial centers. Some rebels are fighting from a
entrance to the park firing, at Western forces in another
hole in the ground.
Zeus's unit is charging into the battle field guns raised.
Zeus is in front and is using his left hand to call a lot of
slashes against enemy infantry, porcupines, and other armed
vehicles.
Two enemy STEX seem to come up out of nowhere. Zeus aims his
already shouldered weapon 20 degrees to the right and sprays
them off.
More enemies come up. A group of about 7 rebels come up from
the side and guns them down. Another non-uniformed soldier
kills a couple of the rebels.
(Ring of Truth)
Zeus slashes him. In slow motion single slash. Super slow,
as we se his skull slide off, his gun break apart, his arm
fall off, and his body fall over his severed legs. Skin
around slash is burnt a clean smooth black.
CUT TO:
Close up of rebel soldier holding riffle propped against his
shoulder, coming up out of small manhole. She turns towards
camera. Camera swings VERY fast, above his head and down to
the ground, always centered at the rebel's center of gravity.
Camera stops as music makes a dong sound.
RANDOM REBEL 1
FULL BiMAV QUAD!
She screams as she lowers her riffle, and runs through the
camera. BiMAV turns machine gun turret. Camera flies
vertically upwards.
Turret is severed.
RAPID ZOOM TO BEHIND:
Zeus's back. Camera cuts to his side. See his hand move,
pointing like a visionary. Riffle pointing upwards to the
sky as the laser moves with Zeus's left-hand fingers.
BiMAV quad is sliced and diced. Random rebel 1 survives, yet
scared out of his wits.
Gunshots, screams.
Zeus's head turns. Puts left hand to ear in communication.
Moves riffle towards commercial building with snipers. Fires
a couple of shots every few seconds.
Turns head around, still firing riffle.
We hear thumping sounds, coming closer. Zeus with his still
head looking back and his left hand still at left ear.
Riffle is dropped to its straps. Zeus signals with hands
behind him forward towards the building. Shadow flies over
Zeus. Rebel Medium BiMAVs land on the ground still running
and now firing violently. Building is incinerated.
Zeus watches for a second. Turns 90 degrees signals to "Go."
CUT TO:
Hole where 8 Western STEX are held up. 5 are laying dead on
the ground. Still shooting.
(Ring of Truth)
The two other STEX in Zeus's quad appear on the horizon.
STEX signal to shoot Zeus.
CUT TO:
Zeus crouches. Zeus's hand fingers wagging randomly, then a
circle, then pointing. Align camera with finger.
CUT TO:
STEX laying upper torso on ground aiming at Zeus, gets cut
in half. Lasers get slashed all around fox hole for about 3
seconds. Everybody is sliced into pieces. Appendages
everywhere, metal cut to pieces structure falling apart.
Camera remains looking down at hole.
A few seconds later Zeus and the other STEX jump into the
hole, jerking riffles back and fourth, not taking any
chances. They run down the cut up stairs. Stairs break
causing Zeus to stumble.
CUT TO:
INT. COMMERCIAL SECTOR IN RING COLONY
Running down corridor of two level mall. Dead bodies of both
rebels and Western STEX are astrewn in this embattled place.
A unit of enemy STEX carry the 4th and injured STEX to safety.
Zeus opens fire killing them all.
A few rebels come down the staircase and cover Zeus's flank.
A group of 5 Western STEX start shooting up from the ground
floor, in this mall.
Slow motion as we see bullets puncture through the ground in
bullet time animation. Bullets fly all around them close to
the balcony, near but not too near to them.
Zeus and the Other Rebel STEX drop to the ground.
Zeus pulls out a ball. Twists the hemispheres of the ball.
Spikes come out. Zeus lobs it over the balcony.
It explodes on impact, as Zeus gets up into the same
position as a sprinkler starts sprinkling water.
The Other Rebel STEX is just starting to get up when Zeus
grabs him by the back pack, and throws him up.
(Ring of Truth)
Zeus and Other Rebel STEX run into a women's apparel store.
They jump over the front desk and kick down the door to the
back of the store.
INT. COMMERCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN RING COLONY
Running. Hear gunshots.
Three enemy STEX held up firing through a door at rebels.
All three are killed.
Zeus presses the button to open the door. A gun shot.
Rebels realize they are friends.
REBEL LANCE COMMANDER
Thank god for you guys, they really
got us pinned down there.
ZEUS (SPEAKER)
Your welcome.
Zeus make a motion with his hand that resembles the one with
the first fox hole, except his fingers are spread out widely,
when he makes the circle he makes it smaller. This informs
sky command to slash around the circle, so they don't get hit.
ZEUS (SPEAKER)
We are being guided to a vehicle
replication center. The United
States have commandeered it and are
replicating something.
REBEL LANCE COMMANDER
Yes, let's go.
Follow arrows on walls through long narrow hallways.
Zeus signals for the rebels to split up.
Come to a door.
Zeus lays on the ground at the foot of the door. Sticks a
little probe thingamajig, under the crack of the door.
Camera flies under the door to look at the probe come out
and open up slightly.
TRANSITION TO PROBE'S PERSPECTIVE
(Ring of Truth)
INT. REPLICATION CENTER IN RING COLONY
A triquarter lance of Western STEX are constructing mini-
BiMAVs meant to protect STEX or nakeds from any small and
most medium arms fire.
CUT TO:
INT. COMMERCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN RING COLONY
Zeus puts his hand to his ear, as he gets up. Zeus and other
begin sniping through the door.
Many of the enemy lance are killed. They begin firing at the
door. Rebels come out from all directions and catch the
enemy infantry by surprise.
Zeus rams the door open.
INT. REPLICATION CENTER IN RING COLONY
One of the Westerners managed to survive and got into on of
the mini-BiMAVs. Two other Western STEX are alive.
Zeus throws his HE Plastique package at the mini-BiMAV, but
not before it guns down Other Rebel STEX. Other Rebel STEX
is laying on the ground his chest open in about 4 holes.
Zeus presses the button blowing the mini-BiMAV up.
Zeus climbs into one of the mini-BiMAVs, which is still in
construction, although 95% done.
The remaining few of rebels come down and arm 5 of the
miniBiMAVs. 6 are still unoccupied.
Zeus gets out of his mini-BiMAV and walks over to each empty
miniBiMAV, uploading software into every one with his hand.
Show external interface as it uploads software.
EXTERNAL INTERFACE
Software upgrade complete. Scanning
for partner BiMAV.
EXTERNAL INTERFACE
I am now under the control of
miniBiMAV 3.
FADE TO:
'3' painted on the head of the mini-BiMAV that Zeus climbs
in. Closes around him.
Zeus's Golem comes to life, and stands up.
(Ring of Truth)
A couple of war worn Western quads walk into the main door,
riffles flaring.
A triquater lance of rebel mini-BiMAVs turn to face their foes.
The STEX bolt in shock and fear. Almost all of them but one
are gunned down. The rest are chased as Zeus leads the
charge through the opening doors.
EXT. RAMP OUT OF REPLICATION CENTER IN RING COLONY
Other Western forces are organizing a mini-BiMAV resistance.
Other industrial replicators have been confiscated in this
Western strong region, and are pumping out BiMAVs.
Because Zeus's lance is unregistered as of yet, they are not
seen as hostile. That is until they start asynchronously
blasting away at the enemy ultra-light BiMAVs, and mini-BiMAVs.
Huge and chaotic slugfest. Chaotic music. Zeus is hit by a
mini BiMAV in between the left shoulder and neck.
STEX SUIT (NOT HEARD)
Cutting off pain receptors at
injury site.
Half of rebel Mini-BiMAVs are destroyed(mostly the empties,
out in front), as they all back into the room from whence
they came.
INT. REPLICATION CENTER IN RING COLONY
Zeus faces the wall just to the middle left of the open area,
sticking his right arm to the right of the open bay-door.
| bay  |
|      |
________|      |_______
|       Z              |
Zeus shoots at them still with his powerful right arm at
about 60 rounds/minute (left arm is a machine gun.)
His arm is blown off at the bicep. 4 surviving rebels are
still backing out of view in the room, one BiMAV is directly
opposite Zeus. Zeus backs off into a replicator.
CUT TO:
(Ring of Truth)
BIMAV EXTERNAL INTERFACE (NOT HEARD)
Initiating emergency repairs.
CUT TO:
Zeus's miniBiMAV being repaired quickly, less material being
used than necessary, building the entire arm as if it were a
patch.
One of the last rebel miniBiMAVs is hit in the leg, it goes
down. Struggling on the ground like a wounded soldier. A
couple seconds later silenced, by a well placed shell.
Enemy ultra-light BiMAV runs into the room. It is hit
immediately by the Rebel mini-BiMAVs, brought to the ground
and destroyed. Zeus hits it with his left arm. Zeus is shot
by a stray shell from a friendly across the room.
The mini-BiMAV opposite Zeus moves from the corner as not to
accidentally hit Zeus again. Patching the hole in Zeus's
lower torso begins.
CUT TO:
Personnel door being opened. Camera is looking from ceiling
of hallway as full lance of war hardened rebels run into the
room. Fighting is occurring in the background.
enemy mini-BiMAV's run into the room in V formation.
STEX rebels scramble for cover, 2 don't make it and are
gunned down.
Zeus pretends to be dead.
All of the surviving rebel mini-BiMAVs are killed.
Past the entrance a few mini-BiMAVs are killed.
As the 7 remaining enemy mini-BiMAVs try to kill the naked
rebels, Zeus wakes up and fires his right gun at them.
Meanwhile a heavy BiMAV walks up to the door, his head above
it and fires a volley of large shells, each one killing one
of the minis. The eight surviving rebels cheer and get up
and start running out the door. Zeus jumps over the scrap to
leave also.
CUT TO:
EXT. RAMP OUT OF REPLICATION CENTER IN RING COLONY
person on Zeus, as he rounds the corner. Look up at the
ramp for the first time. Sun directly in the center of the
opening staring straight at the camera.
(Ring of Truth)
Zeus runs up like a little kid; his legs moving very fast to
stay right next to the heavy BiMAV for cover.
Come up from top of the ramp. Sun is setting. Camera turns
along with Zeus away from the sun to the left. BiMAVs spread
out slightly.
EXT. COMMERCIAL DISTRICT IN RING COLONY
Running towards above ground urban center. Pockets of
fighting. Rebels are beginning to dominate. City is Ravaged,
bodies from both sides, and innocents litter the street,
blood at one point flows down the gutter. Light arms firing
from buildings across the streets.
EXT. CITY TYPE THING IN RING COLONY
Zeus and other BiMAV support held out troops by firing with
them at enemy sniper positions.
Crisscrossing paths with other BiMAVs.
A little more of this type of thing; BiMAVs clashing in the
streets and firing at snipers in buildings. Western STEX use
shoulder cannons against rebel BiMAVs. Laser slashes are
used less often than in the beginning of the mission.
Camera still behind Zeus as time speeds up and the camera
shows Sun going down below the rim of the colony.
Normal time mini-BiMAV jogging slowly instead of running.
Camera turns smoothly to the right as BiMAV runs down a road
that just leaves the urban center.
ZOOM INTO:
GARDEN CONVERSATION
EXT. GARDEN
Zeus and Hermes talking walking in STEX suits with the
helmets crack in half vertically behind their necks. around
in a tranquil garden preserved from combat, it is almost
perfect and completely unscarred.
HERMES
These gardens are considered the
best in all of space.
ZEUS
I agree they are the most beautiful
I have ever seen.
HERMES
The gardener is one of the best in
the world. He has a passion for it,
they offered to give him a raise,
but he turned down the offer.
ZEUS
Many of the wisest men wish to live
humbly.
HERMES
Certainly, I envy them somewhat,
living in an insulated simplicity
as this garden, with only garden
design to worry about.
Non awkward reflective silence.
ZEUS
To think we have captured the
greatest colony ever captured. It
is quite amazing.
HERMES
The casualties were too high.
ZEUS
Relative, they were extremely low.
HERMES
We should strive to reduce them
further.
(Garden Conversation)
ZEUS
That would only introduce a greater
element of risk and endanger even
more lives, on both sides.
HERMES
True.
ZEUS
We should try to emulate this
battle in the future. Maybe not now,
but generations later it will be
seen along side many of the great
military victories in history.
ZEUS
We should not mess with success.
Couple of seconds of Hermes's reflection.
HERMES
You are wiser than me in the ways
of war, and I bet you haven't even
read the Art of War.
ZEUS
By Sun Tzu. No I haven't yet. I
have a physical copy in my
apartment. I keep on wanting to but
I have not yet found the time to
get around to it.
HERMES
Well you should. Wisdom such as
yours should not be allowed to
entrophy.
HERMES
You made this battle a victory, I
helped with the general game plan,
but you made everything fit
together, you arranged the details
while patching the flaws. You are
the true mastermind.
Zeus looks over.
HERMES
History will see this battle as
yours not mine, I will make sure of
that.
(Garden Conversation)
ZEUS
No we both were an integral to this
entire operation. We take credit 50,
Zeus fists both of his hands in recognition-
ZEUS
as comrades.
HERMES
You know Zeus, when I was talking
about you with Persephone I told
her that you were the best man in
the universe, from either side to
fill in as our Sky Commander.
ZEUS
Thank you but I don't think I am
the best in the world.
Zeus says laughing the praise off.
HERMES
Then who is?
ZEUS
I don't know.
HERMES
If you weren't the best you would
know. You would be comparing every
victory, every defeat, ever inborn
advantage, or disadvantage. And you
would certainly know his name.
Zeus's eyes widen in subtle, and unexpected surprise.
About 6 seconds of walking in silence.
EASTERN POW COMPLEX
EXT. OUTSIDE POW COMPLEX
Camera pans to show a building with 48 rebel STEX loitering
around the door.
HERMES
Here it is. The entrance to one of
this colony's prisoner of war
containment facility. They are
under gardens because the rest of
the underground is reserved for
commercial and residential zoning.
ZEUS
How many people are in there?
HERMES
Thousands.
REBEL GROUND SOLDIER 4
Shall we barge in?
HERMES
Yes, but be ready to take prisoners.
The STEX kick the door down and run inside.
INT. GARDEN BUILDING BEFORE POW COMPLEX
Hermes goes in and Zeus follows.
INT. ELEVATOR IN POW COMPLEX
They walk to the elevator and go down it with 8 of the
remaining STEX.
They walk through a security station-
INT. SECURITY STATION
out onto a walkway above 4 floors of cell blocks with stairs
giving them access to the ground.
INT. MAIN POW CONTAINMENT BLOCK
Everybody in the room is cheering for the Eastern STEX which
are leading people out of the facility.
(Eastern POW Complex)
HERMES
These are the people who are not
experimented with. They are fine.
Hermes walks down the walkway to the end of the cell block.
HERMES
Cut the door.
of the STEX cuts out a human sized hole in the door.
HERMES
Watch the edges.
The STEX go in first.
Hermes and Zeus walk into the room.
INT. POW EXPERIMENT ROOM
There are people strapped into chairs with their eyes open
with mechanical contraptions as screens flash in front of them.
Western Scientist is wielding a plasma riffle.
WESTERN SCIENTIST
DON'T COME ANY CLOSER!!
HERMES
We are not going to hurt you the
East doesn't have inhumane POW
complexes.
WESTERN SCIENTIST
YES YOU DO I, THEY TOLD ME SO!
HERMES
They were just lying to you so you
would still work for them.
WESTERN SCIENTIST
That's not true.
ZEUS
Hit him in the arms.
of the STEX each shoot one of his arms making the riffle
fall to the ground.
WESTERN SCIENTIST
NO DON'T TAKE ME. Don't take me please.
One of the 8 STEX opens up and closes him in the STEX. He is
walked out the room.
(Eastern POW Complex)
HERMES
As I was saying these are the
people that are being experimented
with. The West haven't unraveled
the secret of mind control because
they stray away from invasive
cortex restructuring.
HERMES
Instead they are focusing on using
subliminal signals in the form of
audio, visual, and physical contact
with the body.
HERMES
They are trying to find signals
which can be placed on TV to
control citizens. These cues can be
rapidly deployed in special mind
control signals which are based on
a single line of words.
ZEUS
Does it work.
HERMES
Yes but it only works if the
individual has recent mind control
reinforcement. The Western
scientists would see certain brain
wave patterns which would be
indicative of success signifying
that the reinforcement is complete.
HERMES
Despite how horrible all of this is
the data that is acquired here will
result in a drastic advance in our
mind control techniques if we can
compare their neurological makeup
to the stimuli that affect them the
most.
ZEUS
So you are condoning what goes on
here!!?
HERMES
Not at all but even the Nazi's
science is useful in a peaceful
context.
(Eastern POW Complex)
ZEUS
Well why do we need to know the
cues that activate people.
HERMES
The subliminal messages combined
with neurosynapse remapping can be
used to heal people therapeutically
in case someone repeatedly hacks
full sensory virtual reality
environments turn them into torture
chambers and spread the hack
further on pains of torture.
HERMES
Reinforcement of one's education on
that matter can make the difference
between a total take over of our
military forces and peaceful gaming
in expansive virtual worlds.
ZEUS
Why not just put the military on a
separate network.
HERMES
Because if we did that the mass of
the world would not be able to
fight an invasion of the military
intranet.
ZEUS
So everybody is going to be turned
into cyber warriors?
HERMES
Exactly. That is why the military
and civilian need to be connected
in a secure fashion.
HERMES
Then good people who are not under
torture will be able to mobilize
forces against the enemy hackers
and those that are hacked.
ZEUS
I guess it makes sense then.
Hermes presses a few buttons on one of the test subject's
console. Test Subject is released from the MK programming.
TEST SUBJECT
What where am I.
(Eastern POW Complex)
HERMES
You are in an Western POW complex.
What do you remember.
TEST SUBJECT
I was in my home and there was an
attack I got captured in a STEX
then they showed me videos until I
lost control of my mind, I would
trance out and say and do things
without even knowing what I was doing.
HERMES
Zeus go to the console and look up
the secondary alter cue.
HERMES
Now I want you to resist everything
I tell you to do.
TEST SUBJECT
Yes I will,, I think.
ZEUS
The driven snow kills the monarch heat.
Test subject jerks to a fully erect posture.
HERMES
Do a cartwheel.
Test subject does a cartwheel.
HERMES
Do jumping jacks.
Test subject does jumping jacks.
HERMES
You see the subject has no free
will when he is in the suggestive
state, he becomes a perfect agent.
HERMES
He has been kept in that state for
the experiments by a continuous
influx of chemicals.
HERMES
When he is in the secondary state
he can receive orders which will
become manifest when he is in the
primary state.
(Eastern POW Complex)
Zeus is pressing the control console.
ZEUS
The blue roses sway in the opaque
breeze until they break.
Test subject falls onto the ground and convulses.
HERMES
That is the memory destruction
state that erases awake memories of
what happened in the secondary
state so that there is absolutely
no way the primary state gets to
know what happened.
HERMES
Basically it is sleep except the
subject remembers nothing except
what is connected to the secondary
state.
Test subject stops convulsing on the ground and stands up.
TEST SUBJECT
You haven't told me to anything to
do yet, what are you waiting for.
ZEUS
Whoo this is tripped out.
HERMES
You see he remembers nothing from
the secondary state after being in
the tertiary state. Now encase him.
of the 8 STEX encases him.
HERMES
We'll need to scan his neural
connections so we know how to
reconnect his primary memory alters
with his secondary memory alters
and subvert his tertiary cue.
HERMES
We have to connect them over a long
period each therapy secession
constituting a separate alter
connecting between both sides of
the bifurcation. He needs multiple
connecting alters so that a single
alter in his brain is not overloaded
with too much thought traffic.
(Eastern POW Complex)
ZEUS
Is there anything else you want me
to do?
HERMES
Go to sleep, I will need you in the
morning.
ZEUS
After seeing this place I don't
think that is going to happen.
CUT TO:
MARCHING FOR SUPPORT
EXT. PUBLIC SQUARE IN FRONT OF COLONIAL CAPITAL BUILDING IN
RING COLONY
Hermes is wearing a STEX chrome suit without the helmet,
with fancy red highlights to it.
Hermes is walking quickly and confidently out of the capital
building to a podium over looking a crowd of civilians, and
non STEXed rebels.
Hermes reaches the thin diamond podium. Mini-cameras float
around him at his dramatic pause.
HERMES
Many have doubted that I could have
taken the Leviathan, many have
doubted that I could have taken
[this colony], and many still doubt
that I can make a difference in
this war.
Pause continues for 3 seconds.
CUT TO:
Static close up of Hermes.
HERMES
My people!
Screen splits in two. We continue to see close up of Hermes
in left side. Right side begins to cut through various real
time shots of people in the crowd and stuff. Including a guy
in the media center of the Leviathan, who it viewing the
exact same video as we are, creating the parallel fractal
effect.
HERMES
Let doubters beware, for the
Leviathan is now our home, and as
for this colony, it was captured in
space's most epoch battle.
HERMES
A battle fought so well, that of
the 50,000 men and women that
fought on our side, only 7,800 were
KIA, Killed In Action.
(Marching For Support)
HERMES
That survival rate doesn't sound
very good, but consider that our
forces defeated over 12,000 well
armed military personnel.
HERMES
It is truly extraordinary that our
once fledgling rebel organization
could have pulled off such a
military feat, that may rest along
side those great victories that
have been so glorified over the
centuries.
HERMES
This battle now over could not have
gone much better. Although it did
have its flaws our forces overcame
all obstacles that stood in way of
a clean cut victory.
HERMES
Heinz sight has revealed these
imperfection though only with Heinz
sight could they have been prevented.
HERMES
Although glorious our war has been
as we bask in the filtered light of
success, I do not allot all of this
credit to myself, especially that
of this victory.
HERMES
For I have little to show of it. I
was the operational commander,
standing on the pedestal overlooking
the micromanagement.
HERMES
Out of resolve and zealous
determination I pushed this battle
into a physical reality. But as for
the genius behind the command I can
certainly not take credit.
HERMES
Former Lieutenant Colonel Zeus
deserves that credit, now to be
known as the supreme ground leader
of the rebel forces.
Left panel shows Zeus as he blushes enormously.
(Marching For Support)
HERMES
He understood the enemy, he devised
the battle plan, and he lead the
charge calling slash after slash
and personally disarming the
greatest threat to our invasion.
HERMES
But many would deny him this right.
HERMES
Calling him as a traitor, betraying
his country in time of need. Even
the history books would portray him
as so if the west won the war.
HERMES
Ironically this is not far from the
truth, for he, I, and all other
rebels are betraying this block.
HERMES
There is validity in claiming that
fighting along side us will aid the
West and its allies because when we
win we will safeguard you people as
well as ours.
Hermes leans over the podium to get closer to the crowd.
HERMES
We do want to end these countries.
We are traitors to our countries.
Hermes leans back to an erect position.
HERMES (QUIETLY)
But to not do so would to betray
the entire human race, and
consequently any idea of God yet
conceived.
HERMES (SCREAMING)
WE NEED NO FURTHER PRETENSE. FOR WE
ARE FIGHTING FOR NOTHING LESS THAN
THE SURVIVAL OF ALL CIVILIZATION.
HERMES
In any realistic nuclear scenario
virtually all life would be
exterminated.
(Marching For Support)
HERMES
Any that say that extermination
would be a good thing for the human
race are nothing but a plague to
that planet and this world.
HERMES
To classify those people one needs
words no less insulting than the 'i'
word.
HERMES
Those people are ignorant. It took
life almost five billion years to
grow up on earth and if all of it
was gone the instant life left the
cradle it would be a great tragedy,
for god and for anything living.
HERMES
And to think that another civilized
life form would be any more
pleasing, any more peaceful would
be for the most part wrong.
HERMES
Many claim it is a worthy punishment
for our sins, that we deserve it
for all we have done throughout
history. Would you punish a son for
his fathers deeds.
HERMES
What justice would their be in
destroying sinners, along with non-
sinners. Would an all powerful God
just destroy everything without
regard for anything.
HERMES
No that is the realm of man. Only
man could do such a thing. Bigger
guns, bigger nukes. It is these men
old and young that have made this
destruction possible.
HERMES
Of course they do not intend to
destroy civilization as we know it,
for in their conventional wisdom
our civilization is good as it is.
(Marching For Support)
HERMES
Their actions only lead to that
inevitable conclusion as the great
computer of nature follows out
procedures written into it since
the beginning of time. Things would
devolve into entropy resulting in
the destruction of just about
everything.
HERMES
I must conceded all of life would
not be destroyed, a few humans
would remain, a few nanobots would
survive, a few databank would still
function. There are those that
don't live within the confines of
civilized space. There are those
that live at the edges of the Sol
System.
HERMES
They would be the ones that would
lay the seeds of civilization back
down into the radioactive crust of
the Moon and Earth.
HERMES
All would not be lost. All of
humans would not be poisoned by
radiation, all of human knowledge
would not be erased along with the
tides of EMPs, all of civilization's
physical constructs would not be
obliterated, just 97 percent of it.
HERMES
And that would be the greatest
treachery in history. And it may
well happen. One Admiral backed
into a corner by our meager
conventional weapons, will fire.
HERMES
Like a cornered animal he will
strike knowing no other alternative.
The other knowing his own death
will not hesitate to press the big
button.
(Marching For Support)
HERMES
He has worked his entire career in
making that button and by God he
will press it even if it means the
destruction of civilization.
HERMES
He may hesitate if he knows he is
damning all of mankind but in the
end he has no choice but to press it.
HERMES
Like those who sat back and watched
the divine battles between God and
lucifer all of those that do not
fight on our side will be seen
along with those fighting on the
wrong side, as traitors.
HERMES
I am not god so I won't judge you,
but when you judge yourselves in
reflection of this speech now
ending, think of this; would it be
nobler to betray thy country, a
political organization that has
survived for centuries and has
fought to protect peace and liberty
throughout the world, or thy people.
HERMES
One betrayal will lead to the death
of the old Corporate Republic and
the establishment of E-democracy
throughout all humankind. The other
to the opposite.
Silence.
HERMES
If I have convinced you and you are
looking for service in our ranks as
a patriot to humanity, remember
your time to enlist will come. Have
patience, we could come for you.
Hermes smiles.
Free World Alliance logo is shown over the entire screen.
(Marching For Support)
TV. FOX NEWS
REPORTER
That was Hermes's live speech
carried live all over the world,
the seventh speech from the rebels
so far.
REPORTER
We go now to our chief analyst,
Shepard Smith. Shepard.
Shepard is put into right panel.
SHEPARD
The length of that speech was long
but it was poignant. He has the
audacity to implicitly compare us
to the armies of Lucifer and
himself to God.
Audio fades into silence.
SHEPARD
I think that this speech was-
CUT TO:
TRANSIENT. DEMONSTRATION OF SKY COMMAND STRUCTURES
Black lines move into vertically aligned diamond that is
widening into the wide screen, which separates 4 equal
rectangular partitions showing first 4 subcommanders. At the
same time diamond showing Hermes at the top and Persephone
at the middle, and a woman on either side of persephone
expands as it rotates counter clockwise, to spit the screen
evenly 4 ways. Video of the four subcommanders are in
triangles in the 4 corners.
SUBCOMMANDER 1 (QUADRANT 2)
Are you ready sir?
His head is cocked toward the pedestal to his rear right.
The other subcommanders look away from their empty tasks to
the Sky Commander, Hermes. They are looking towards Hermes.
Realign cameras so that the 4 subcommanders are looking dead
center in the screen.
Dramatic pause, Hermes's eyes looking strait forward at the
camera, intense but unfocused.
Hermes looks to his lower left-
(Marching For Support)
HERMES
Yes, I'm ready.
Cameras of 4 corners swing around to show subcommanders'
faces. The diamond around Hermes shrinks in size.
They assign tasks as diamonds rotate clockwise, breaking up
screen into the views of 16 sub2commanders.
Some of these break up into smaller rectangles of sky
assistants.
Each box opens up directly into assistant working with
reality, what is being displayed to that sky assistant.
The box shows a transient moment in real time, a component
of logistical chain that goes from raw materials to
synthesis of a medium/light BiMAV, to maglev transportation
to industrial elevators to modified receiving bays on the
leviathan. After each moment is displayed it goes back in
the grid and we view another box.
The last box drawn up is of an assistant walking a
light/medium BiMAV into a storage room filled with columns
and columns of the same exact BiMAV.
After she walks it into foot prints displayed by her
holographic interface, she twists both of her arms  from
palms up to palms down while moving her hands to the ground
signifying for the BiMAV to bend it's leg to a semicircle.
The BiMAV crouches into its storage position as her and her
interface disappears.
A CLOSE CALL BY ANY ACCOUNT
INT. MODIFIED MECH STORAGE ROOM
Zoom out to show a wide variety of BiMAVs are stored in this
room along with other vehicles.
Zoom out past a person, dressed in a splotched gray shroud,
enveloped in a partial holographic interface walking the BiMAV.
Zoom out further to show 4 people in shroud's each spaced a
few meters apart.
BiMAV's are walked in front of the three men and one woman.
LOADING DOCK INTERFACE
Any last minute modifications.
He twists both of his arms  from palms up to palms down
while moving her hands to the ground signifying for the
BiMAV to bend it's leg to a semicircle. BiMAV bends its legs
to a semicircle. Hatch opens man jumps in.
Elevator immediately lowers him downwards, past multiple
layers of mech and equipment, and into a large rail launcher.
CUT TO:
INT. BIMAV, RELAXATION MODE
SKY SOMEBODY(VO, NO INDICATION OF
SOURCE)
Your shaft is ready to launch.
Spearhead touches the "G-Force Mode."
INT. BIMAV, G-FORCE MODE
SPEAR HEAD (GASPING)
So am I.
SKY SOMEBODY (VO)
Ok Spearhead is ready, y'all good
to go. Launch at your command
Supreme Ground Leader.
CUT TO:
Zeus's face, in STEX suit.
(A close call by any account)
ZEUS
Launch.
Fast very inhuman, and non-rhythmical music is blasted.
Show Spearhead's face cringe as his body endures over 20
gees, he is in a state of semi conciseness.
Instantaneous release from pain, and painful music.
INSTANTANEOUS CUT TO:
SPC. JUST OUTSIDE LEVIATHAN LAUNCHER EXITS
The DJ plays some Jimi.
BiMAV leaves the middle of the three exits. Full lance of
STEX leave the other two symmetrically, and equally spaced
apart.
Camera pans away from ship, and rapidly zooms into them. We
realize that they are moving very fast.
SPC. AROUND THE STEX AND BIMAV
They screw around in space, as they rocket themselves into a
group.
Camera pans to show the Leviathan becoming a very small
point then forward to show the oncoming Western colony.
After screwing around for a bit.
SPEAR HEAD
Colony is igniting burn thrusters.
They are changing direction.
ZEUS
Shit, activate automatic compensation.
ZEUS
Are we going to make it.
STEX
Yes.
S7
My thruster is not working properly,
what should I do?
ZEUS
Get your tether out attach it to
the BiMAV.
(A close call by any account)
S7
Ok.
S7 pulls his tether out, but he is drifting farther and
farther away from them. He shoots his tether. The BiMAV
catches the wire and wraps it around his arms.
SPEAR HEAD
Ok real her in.
S7
Ok, I'm reeling myself in.
ZEUS
NOT TOO
He pulls the tether in and it slips from the BiMAV's grasp.
ZEUS
quickly.
S7 sounds scarred now.
S7
SON OF A BITCH!
ZEUS
Don't panic, pull the tether in and
try again.
S7 is about 200M away, all the rockets are still firing.
S7
Ok firing.
ZEUS
Spear head get manual control and
steer into that cable.
SPEAR HEAD
Taking control.
Rockets on BiMAV steer him towards the cable.
The cable misses by a lot.
Zeus looks at the colony.
BiMAV is still floating slowly towards cable.
SPEAR HEAD
I can't divert any more power from
the projectile movement or I smack
into it my self.
(A close call by any account)
ZEUS (QUIETLY)
It's too late.
ZEUS
IT's too late! Troops ready your
tethers. Spear head, stop pursuing
the cable.
SPEAR HEAD
Almost got it.
ZEUS
It's too late! HE'S DEAD.
S7
I'M NOT FUCKING DEAD!
ZEUS
Drop the tether or you go down with
him!
Zeus paints him.
ZEUS
HE IS 783.4 METERS AWAY, WE DON'T
HAVE ENOUGH FUCKING TIME!
Spear Head grabs onto the cable, and wraps it tightly around
its left arm.
SPEAR HEAD
Pull FULL BLAST!
S7 pulls the tether in as quickly as possible. The other
troops ready their tether guns to fire at the colony.
S7 is about halfway back to them.
Everybody's rockets stop as they fire tether guns, on the
tapered end of the rod shaped colony.
S7 rams into the colony.
MUSIC
CRUNCH
BiMAV gets a 4 rps spin, as his left arm is ripped off.
They pass the colony and are rapidly decelerating as their
tethers stretch out and give a little.
ZEUS
FUCK YOU DJ! THIS IS SERIOUS.
(A close call by any account)
The tense cables have stretched to their maximum length, and
surprisingly only spring the soldiers back towards the
colony at moderate speeds. The cables release from the STEX,
but are still attached to the colony. The Rockets on the
STEX rectify their position in order that they hit their
insertion points squarely and perfectly.
MISSION DJ
Hey man just trying to do my job to
capture the moment emotionally.
ZEUS
Fuck it, forget about that. HOLY
SHIT YOU LOST your arm.
SPEAR HEAD
Yeah I noticed.
ZEUS
Time follow my god damn orders, or
you will lose more than just your arm!
SPEAR HEAD
YES SIR.
Zeus reroutes all of the trajectories to one membrane. All
rockets begin firing at once.
ZEUS
Ok people, the spear has lost its
cutting arm, so we are going to
have to punch through the membrane,
BiMAV first.
S4
Shit, don't tell me we are going
through the security substation.
ZEUS
Yeah what's the problem?
S4
Just that it is the most dangerous
insertion point in the colony.
ZEUS
Trust me, we will be fine, I have
inserted into much worse, and back
then we sure as hell didn't have a
BiMAV.
The membrane rapidly approaches.
(A close call by any account)
ZEUS
Spear head you know what to do,
blast your way through.
SPEAR HEAD
Yes sir.
The BiMAV starts shooting low velocity shell into the
hardened membrane.
The membrane is almost upon them, as their rockets accelerate
them even faster.
ZEUS
Rockets set max boost to 120% safe.
STEX SUIT
Beep.
ZEUS
Lance let me give you a little
advice about entering a security
station. If you see anything, shoot
it, that includes everything.
Just then the entire membrane explodes as spear head
detonates the shells embedded in its structure. The air
pocket gets sucked out. The BiMAV begins shooting at the far
wall of the detection room. The door is quickly blown up.
The room becomes a wind tunnel.
ZEUS
BiMAV DISLOCATE YOUR GOD DAMN SHOULDER.
SPEAR HEAD
Shit.
The BiMAV moves its arm parallel to the head just above the
shoulder so that it is not at the side.
Spear head zooms through the narrow space.
EXT. COMMERCIAL DISTRICT IN TYPE 7 COLONY
BiMAV flies out into the open air security sub-station,
followed immediately by the lance of STEX.
Spear Head immediately begins shooting down all of the auto
cannons of the security station, the STEX begin throwing
grenades at them.
The guns go down relatively quickly, after causing only 2
casualties. The 14 STEX and the BiMAV run together down the
street to where the rail launcher control center is.
(A close call by any account)
A few building top STEX snipers shoot down at the group, but
they don't last long because the BiMAV stands taller than
all of the 2 story buildings and his head cannon
automatically kills them.
The intensity of the battle increases as the group of 12
STEX nears the commercial center.
enemy STEX begin coming out of buildings. 4 more Rebel
STEX are killed in the bloody combat. The controls come into
sight just ahead.
ZEUS
Almost there people keep pushing on.
SKY LANCE COMMANDER
Quad of mini-BiMAVs coming in on
your position.
Western mini-BiMAVs come into view from behind a few
commercial building as the lance steps up to the concrete
ground of this commercial sector.
Spear head blasts one of the minis away.
Spear shaft begin firing riffle bullets and grenades at the
little mechs.
rebel STEX around Zeus fall.
The 5 remaining STEX turn to fight the elusive enemy.
ZEUS
IT'S A FUCKING TRAP LET'S GET OUT
OF HERE!!
S4
AHhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.
S4 falls to the ground dead.
Zeus bolts to the buildings to his left.
The BiMAV killed another one of the minis, but the last two
targeted his right arm and blew it half off.
Now the arm is hanging by SINSS ligaments, autorepair fluid
is oozing out attempting to bring the arm back into itself.
SPEAR HEAD
REPAIR ARM IMMEDIATELY.
The machine gun on his head damages one of the last mini,
but a few well placed rockets destroyed that gun.
(A close call by any account)
The big BiMAV runs forward and kicks the mini-BiMAV like a
soccer ball, disabling it.
The STEX come in around the kicking BiMAV.
ZEUS
Spear Head STEX yourself and get
the fuck out of there.
SPEAR HEAD
It is too late for that now, they
are all around me, get out of here
while you still can.
INT. BUILDING IN TYPE 7 COLONY
Zeus is the only one to make it into a building, and looks
back to see the last of his lance go down.
One of the enemy STEX throws plastic onto one of Spear
Head's legs.
Zeus looks through the window as he sees the BiMAV go down.
Zeus runs past a cowering civilian, to the other entrance to
the building.
Zeus runs out into the desolate, and quiet street behind the
building.
EXT. RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT IN TYPE 7 COLONY
ZEUS
Sky, I need and exit,, NOW!
STEX SUIT
Radio connection unstable, unable
to emit signal.
ZEUS
Save audio and send ASAP.
STEX SUIT
Beep.
ZEUS
Turn off music.
STEX SUIT
Beep.
Zeus looks around hopelessly, enjoying the illusionary calm.
Zeus looks to the left and sees a metro sign.
(A close call by any account)
ZEUS
There!
Zeus bolts like the wind, reserving absolutely no energy.
Zeus notices a large shell blowing up right near him, and
dives down the staircase into the sub station.
INT. SUBSTATION 1 IN TYPE 7 COLONY
Zeus forward rolls down the stairwell  to a sprint and dives
through the window of the now leaving train.
INT. MAGLEV TRAIN IN TYPE 7 COLONY
Zeus gets up, and looks around at all of the scarred faces.
ZEUS (SPEAKER)
Everybody, get down now, no wait
get up against that side of the car.
Set destination to Station-
Zeus accesses his interface.
ZEUS (SPEAKER)
The people comply with the STEXed Warrior.
Once they are done. Zeus detaches his clip from his belt.
Zeus falls to a knelling position, blows off/sheds his suit,
Zeus releases his glove and immediately grasps his riffle
again. As Zeus straightens his body he puts his chemical
pistol closer to him.
ZEUS
You, take off all of your clothes
and throw them to me.
ZEUS
You, take off your sandals.
Zeus takes off his shroud and puts on the clothing thrown to
him. Zeus puts his chemical pistol in his pants pocket. He
looks like any ordinary civilian, except for the huge riffle,
with a 1 M clip wrapped around the barrel.
The train comes to a stop.
INT. SUBSTATION 2 IN TYPE 7 COLONY
The door opens. Zeus backs out, turns around, as he throws
down/drops his riffle and bolts up the staircase.
(A close call by any account)
Zeus looks very startled as a quad of STEX is running down
the staircase. Zeus backs against the railing and fondles
the pistol in his pocket.
ENEMY STEX (SPEAKER)
Where is he?
ZEUS
Uhhh. He is down there, holding
them hostage.
Enemy STEX signals for his quad to move on.
Zeus looks back and runs up the stairs as fast as his legs
will take him. Zeus gets to the top of the stairs, and
without his STEX, Zeus has no Idea where to go.
EXT. RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT IN TYPE 7 COLONY
Zeus hears gunshots and runs towards them, after traveling
for about a block Zeus comes up to a commercial park,
similar to the last one, which was never reached.
A quad of enemy STEX is there posted against the rebels, who
are barricaded behind the modern art structure structures.
Only one of the enemies is still alive, still shooting at
the rebels.
Zeus runs up behind him, thinks for a second.
The heavy STEX is knelling with his gun propped up on its
compact bipod. Right hand on the handle of the gun, with a
left hand on top of the barrel (with fingers over the top
not the bottom) stabilizing it.
Zeus's gun cannot penetrate through this heavy armor. Zeus
blows off the fingers off his left hand.
The STEX jolts with sudden pain and surprise, looks over at
Zeus stepping to his right.
Zeus steps to the side of him, and with his right leg kicks
the barrel of the riffle into the air.
The STEX does not have his muscles in his left arm tensed so
the gun rotates all the way past vertical on the energy of
the kick alone. Zeus grabs the bottom of the gun with the
left hand, while the barrel with the right rotating it out
of the STEX's right hand.
Zeus rotates the gun another 180 degrees, switches his hands,
rotating it directly into a shootable position.
An instant of pause.
(A close call by any account)
The STEX grabs for his pistol. Just as he starts pulling his
pistol out Zeus presses the gun to his shoulder. The gun
fires the instant it touches Zeus's shoulder sending the
riffle to recoil into the air.
A hole inhabits the STEX's chest.
Zeus is knocked almost off balance, and rubs his shoulder in
pain.
Zeus reaches over and detaches the clip from the deceased
belt. Zeus throws the excess around the gun.
Zeus puts it down and starts waving both arms.
ZEUS
Hello rebels don't shoot I am Zeus.
See from held out STEX, with interface, Zeus. Zeus is orange
on their interface.
STEX
Hey it's Zeus. Hey Zeus get over here.
Zeus hears the speaker and runs over carrying the humongous gun.
The held up STEX are fighting from a small area full of
obstacles, and strewn with the dead. Their is a control
console, where one of the STEX has laid his riffle still
attached to his suit via the clip. This STEX is operating
the controls, managing the logistics of loading and firing
multiple loaders on through one primary accelerator.
ZEUS
We gotta get out of here now!
STEX
What?
ZEUS
Prep the launcher, we are leaving.
NOW!!
The group of STEX look at Zeus like he is crazy, then
realize that he is their commanding officer, and it would be
nice to leave.
Zeus runs directly to the rail launcher.
Just then a full lance of mini-BiMAVs.
ZEUS
Minis, get in the fuckin launcher.
(A close call by any account)
All of the STEX except for the operator run to the hole in
the ground. A container zooms up and stops, Zeus dives right
in seeking safety.
The operator is still at the controls, still involved in
setting up the launch, because otherwise there would be none.
The fire from the minis becomes intense, not all of the STEX
make it to the container.
The operator looks over at the container. Nobody else is
running towards it.
The operator presses the button to seal and then immediately
the button to launch the container on the predesignated course.
The minis fire their machine guns at a point where the
quickly leaving container will pass.
The operator looks up at the minis. Picks up his riffle,
turns to run away, and is shot dead.
CUT TO:
INT. CONTAINER
Zeus is shot in the side just above the hip, just below the
rib cage. The bullet ripped through Zeus's torso, Zeus is
bleeding profusely.
Everybody is shot to one side of the cylinder as it
accelerates. The acceleration abruptly stops.
Air is venting.
The STEX turn on their luminosity.
ZEUS
I'm naked, fill the fucking holes in.
The STEX scramble to fill the holes in as Zeus is grasping
for air. Luckily they isolate the holes quickly and finish,
while there is still .12 atmospheres left.
Zeus is still gasping looking up at the STEX, trying to tell
them but being unable to speak.
The STEX look at each other, then they begin venting gas.
Zeus breathes better now, though he is hyperventilating in a
state of complete horror.
STEX
Zeus, what's wrong.
(A close call by any account)
ZEUS
.. ..
STEX
Everything is alright, we will be
home soon.
Zeus's lips shake violently as he is completely unable to
respond.
STEX
He must be in shock, he almost died
back there.
Zeus looks distressed still in horror, with slightly deeper
breaths.
STEX
Zeus are you alright.
ZEUS
I'm just glad I'm alive.
CUT TO: CLOSE UP OF HERMES'S FACE
THE MEETING
INT. MEETING ROOM
HERMES
We have come to a very difficult
bend in our crusade.
CUT TO:
The rest of the high commanders sitting at the captain's
meeting room.
They sit in quiet anticipation.
HERMES
We cannot function as we were able
to in space. Although our missions
are bringing many fighters to our
cause there are very few left whom
we can recruit.
HERMES
But most importantly the West seems
to be able to spare more and more
of their fleet to guard the interior.
HERMES
The frontier becomes weaker and
weaker for them as the East is
beginning to push them back, which
is good for the East, but bad for
our cause, because then the West
will be in a better position to
trap and destroy the Leviathan.
HERMES
If you have not figured it out we
have been gathering great hordes of
mechanized ground forces, and large
quantities for a reason.
HERMES
It is of the utmost importance and
seriousness, that I propose the
next step towards our victory.
Dramatic pause, nobody breathes.
(The Meeting)
HERMES
We are going to invade Earth herself.
The commanders are awed and shocked, while expecting this
step at the same time.
HERMES
I could not tell anybody because
the West would then arm itself in
preparation for the inevitable battle.
HERMES
They have prepared somewhat, and
have beefed up defense systems and
upgraded the power plants powering
the big guns, the most serious
obstacle in our invasion.
HERMES
Before I go any further Zeus I have
a surprise present from you which
we managed to smuggle in from the East.
ZEUS
What a new kind of drug.
HERMES
No,, ladies.
Artemis then Athena walk into the room.
ZEUS
Artemis, and Athena too!?
ARTEMIS
Hey babe we have been waiting to
see you.
ATHENA
We heard about you from the East
you're just as famous there as you
are here.
ZEUS
But which one of you am I going to
go out with.
PERSEPHONE
All of us. You're going to be the
Supreme Sky Commander you need 3
soulmates so that you have a
perfect command quad.
(The Meeting)
ZEUS
Oh my god I'll have so much on my
hands.
ATHENA
It's not your hands you'll be using.
ARTEMIS
Don't worry with how much you ask
from us you'll have no problem.
PERSEPHONE
I will be your defensive strategary
commandary. I will tell you when
you your troops are in trouble and
how to react to the changing
dynamic of the war.
ATHENA
I will be your offensive strateses
commandes. I will tell you new
offensive strategies to employ to
put your enemy in checkmate.
ARTEMIS
I will be your Supreme Sky Manager
who will direct the leading
subcommanders so you don't get so
swamped with tasks.
HERMES
Zeus you are to lead and command
this invasion with Athena, Artemis,
and Persephone. Will you all accept
your position.
ZEUS
Of course.
Zeus coughs.
ATHENA
I will.
PERSEPHONE
Count me in.
ARTEMIS
Sure thing.
HERMES
As for me I will stay here as
captain of this ship and supreme
space admiral.
(The Meeting)
HERMES
And the rest of you, I have
openings for positions for you on
both Earth and here in space, you
may of course choose your position
based entirely upon your own
prerogative.
HERMES
In the morning you will be briefed
on the mission. Once the Earth
campaign is over you, Zeus, Artemis,
Athena, and Persephone, will become
the quadruple that will rule the World.
ZEUS
How's that going to work.
HERMES
You'll see.
ATHENA
He's going to rig the shadow
government election.
ZEUS
But I don't know how to rule.
REUNION WITH SOULMATES
Athena, Persephone, and Artemis all cuddle Zeus.
ARTEMIS
Don't worry about the future worry
about us.
PERSEPHONE
We are going to take you away.
ZEUS
No don't take me ahhhhh.
CUT TO:
The quadruple leaving the briefing room and getting on a car.
INT. CAR TO ZEUS'S HOUSE
When the door closes Artemis starts making out with Zeus.
CUT TO:
INT. LIVING ROOM
The elevator opens up. Zeus is in his underwear.
Zeus runs away. The 3 girls chase him. Zeus lands on the couch.
Athena and Artemis are feeling Zeus up, while Persephone is
just standing there.
PERSEPHONE
Aren't we going to do this on the
Emperor sized bed, or are we just
to lazy to walk in the next room.
ARTEMIS
Yeah come on Athena.
ATHENA
But we are supposed to be spontaneous.
ZEUS
I am going to have to agree with
the comadary on this one.
ATHENA
We'll let's carry him in there.
(Reunion With Soulmates)
ZEUS
No wait I can walk.
ATHENA
I'll get his left leg.
Athena drags him off the couch.
ARTEMIS
I'll get his right.
PERSEPHONE
I'll get his arms.
The three girls carry Zeus to the bedroom door arms first.
INT. HALLWAY IN ZEUS'S HOUSE
PERSEPHONE
I'll get the door.
Persephone let's Zeus's arms down kinda hard. Zeus hits his
head on the ground-
ZEUS
Ouch I think I'll walk from here.
The 4 of them walk into the room. The 3 girls lay on the bed.
Zeus walks into his bedroom-
INT. BEDROOM
ZEUS
So how are all of you pretty ladies
going to be pleased by me today?
ATHENA
We've come prepared-
Athena pulls out a double dildo.
ZEUS
Oh I see.
ATHENA
And it vibrates.
Athena turns on her dildo.
PERSEPHONE
Me first.
(Reunion With Soulmates)
Sex Scene.
CUT TO:
GET YOUR GUN BRIEFING
HERMES
Have fun last night Zeus?
ARTEMIS
Oh we all had fun.
HERMES
Now let us delve directly into the
details of our plans, We have
prepared an automated presentation.
Hermes presses the remote and sits down.
One of the walls displays the invasion plan.
ZOOM INTO WALL:
VR. GEO-ORBIT
During Below dialogue show a Big Gun.
ATHENA (VO)
The big guns prevent assaults
directly upon populations of the
Earth by many ground forces and
launching massive torpedoes into space.
ATHENA (VO)
Completed since the war began, this
two pronged defense system could
deploy any sort of armament.
During below dialogue show Power system.
ATHENA (VO)
The system was powered by a 400,000
gigawatt fusion plant on the ground
supplemented by 4 auxiliary power
stations of undisclosed capabilities,
predicted to be 20 - 80 gigawatt
each. Also an extensive solar power
grid around the facility provides
enough power for 4 surrounding
cylindrical colonies.
During below dialogue show big gun firing.
(Get Your Gun Briefing)
ATHENA (VO)
The big gun facility got its name
from the primary ground based rail
artillery cannon. This cannon can
fire at a rate of 2 rounds per
minute, and can accelerate a 600 KG
armament to a velocity of 40 KM/s,
providing enough energy to punch a
hole in the leviathan in
Geosynchronous orbit.
During below dialogue show ground power.
ATHENA (VO)
Supplemented by an extensive array
of conventional weapons including
ground based missiles and space
torpedoes, this shield was
considered by some to be impenetrable.
ATHENA (VO)
When the East attacked the Ecuador
ladder, the first thing their
agents did was disable the big gun.
There was an insider, who helped
the East get the command codes and
stand down the big gun, but he was
captured so we don't have an
insider on this mission.
ATHENA (VO)
In the war the big guns proved very
useful, in supplementing the fleet
from the ground. Also the West
needed a defense of its sea boards
from the vicious swarm tactics that
finally toppled the stalemate in
Great Britain.
During below dialogue show hexagonal arrangement of big guns.
ATHENA (VO)
The West has an approximate
hexagonal lattice big guns, all of
which are completely prevalent in
our invasion. They are each located
around 100 kilometers from each other.
During below dialogue show destruction and disabling.
(Get Your Gun Briefing)
ATHENA (VO)
All of these fortresses must be
disabled to at least some extent in
order for a space/ground logistical
link to exist and for providing
laser and artillery support from
the Leviathan.
Pause for a couple of seconds as the screen shows the time
and date of the attack.
ATHENA (VO)
As to the takeover of the Seattle
Big Gun, and the opening of the
first front. We are planning on
deploying 40,000 STEX troops, 760
BiMAVs, 240 tanks, and 1,200 light
to medium support vehicles.
Swing camera to an overview of Houston Big Gun complex.
ATHENA (VO)
These troops shall be deployed in 3
waves upon this Big Gun complex.
FADE TO:
EXT. GEO-SUSTAINED
Camera is looking down at the Earth.
During below dialogue show thrusters on the Leviathan
burning brightly, as it sits, rotating just above the Earth.
ATHENA (VO)
The Leviathan will move down to a
Geo-sustained orbit at below stable
Earth orbit, the Leviathan will
have to reorient to allow it to use
its primary thrusters in order to
levitate over Seattle.
During below dialogue show a round drive into the Leviathan,
air is already venting from where previous shells had hit.
ATHENA (VO)
This is necessary in order to
prevent space launched torpedoes
from being able to hit our
transports, while at the same time
makes the front end of the
Leviathan vulnerable to fire from
the big gun.
(Get Your Gun Briefing)
During below dialogue fly quickly into the rails of one of
the Leviathan's torpedo ports.
ATHENA (VO)
Although the Big gun is the most
powerful ground based cannon ever
created, most of its launch
velocity is lost to the viscosity
of air and the pull of gravity,
making it comparable to the primary
cannons of any large spaceship.
ATHENA (VO)
However, given the quantity and
magnitude of our arsenal, and our
orientation above the Earth, , we
can deal some heavy damage to
peripheral weaponry on the surface.
During below dialogue follow torpedo to 100 M above a small
missile battery near the Big Gun. Show the battery explode.
ATHENA (VO)
The Leviathan will try and take out
as much of the peripheral defense
network as possible, bombarding the
region in order to soften the
facility up for our transports.
During below dialogue show other such targets being
destroyed by a shitload of laser and torpedo fire.
ATHENA (VO)
But this bombardment can only
effectively proceed while the
Leviathan is just outside the
atmosphere, as firing the shells
directly into the atmosphere makes
Western space based
acquisition/laser take down of
torpedoes near to impossible.
Show bombardment of the ground during the dialogue below.
ATHENA (VO)
Also it is critical to maintain the
element of surprise, space based
sells will only bombard the surface
just before the mission proceeds.
(Get Your Gun Briefing)
ATHENA (VO)
However the actual Big Gun will
remain unscathed as it will be
integral for our defense of this
newly conquered territory. It will
be forcibly taken over by a
division of elite STEX to be
organized as the 1st wave nears the
Big gun.
Fly to the base of and Spiral around the Big Gun upwards
while focused upon it. It shoots a shell upwards.
FADE TO:
VR. BIG GUN
Briefly show diagram of takeover.
CUT TO:
VR. LEVIATHAN
The Leviathan is rotating on an axis perpendicular to the
surface of the Earth. Show the shell drive into the external
armor of the Leviathan that is facing the ground while 2
other shells from the 2 nearest by Big guns slam into the
part of the Leviathan that is perpendicular to the bottom.
Show an isometric view of the arrangement of the 900
transports. Zoom into a few.
FADE TO:
INT. LEVIATHAN MODIFIED LAUNCH BAY
ATHENA (VO)
The first wave will consist of 900
Dolphin Class transports, modified
for a one way trip, these transports
were streamlined to greatly enhance
free fall maneuverability, and
heavy damage tolerance.
Zoom in on 4 BiMAVS, just now entering the transports. Fly
camera into transport. Show the 24 STEX.
ATHENA (VO) (CONT'D)
Each transport contains 24 STEX and
light BiMAV.
Zoom out through hull to show all 900 transports.
(Get Your Gun Briefing)
ATHENA (VO) (CONT'D)
Unfortunately of those 21600 STEX,
pilots and 1800 BiMAV operators,
few will survive till the arrival
of the third wave. About half won't
even make it to the ground. Those
that do should be able to destroy
and take over enough of the
fortress in order for the second
wave to be launched.
ARTEMIS
First wave deploys in 15 seconds.
Show transports being stacked and loaded for launch.
ARTEMIS (VO) (CONT'D)

ARTEMIS (VO) (CONT'D)

ARTEMIS (VO) (CONT'D)
Release!
GET YOUR GUN MISSION
(Launching The 1st Wave)
Mission clock appears, along with casualty rate, and ground
forces, and shuttles and all other prevalent and sometimes
no prevalent data, including available laser power, and rail
power, should be mostly taken. Have subtitles for some
universal commands like launching the 2nd and 3rd wave.
Video becomes real, with limited interface. The three layers
of transports are rocketing towards the earth and away from
each other.
Zoom out from main command screen.
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER AND AIR ABOVE BIG GUN
ARTEMIS
They are launching the first anti-
shuttle barrage.
Show on command screen. Show representation of them.
ZEUS
Checkerboard configurations.
ATHENA
Plan for them to fly in between the
lower concentration regions.
ARTEMIS
Shuttle pilots, be prepared for
sharp gee turns.
ZEUS
Don't worry we'll get you some
holes to fly through.
Zeus points to subcommander 1.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
Divert laser power to strategically
bore holes in their projectile wall,
concentrate you power to make a few
completely blank holes for our
transports to fly through.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
ARTEMIS
Affirm.
Room shakes slightly as a shell from the big gun penetrates
the hull of the Leviathan.
ZEUS
Damage report!
SUBCOMMANDER 6
Surface hit, they are launching all
of their shells to hit the exact
same spot.
Swing camera around to look at Zeus looking back at
Subcommander 6, with the main screen showing transports in
the background. Zeus looks at the screen.
CUT TO:
Frontal view of piolt in interface, STEX waiting, strapped
in in the back. A female co-piolt is in the interface to his
left.
Follows charted automatic trajectory, which is a thin line
transversing through holes and holes to be in the many
circular checkerboard layers of missiles.
Remember to show the other transports and other missiles
flying in the background behind these transports.
PIOLT 1
Hello sky can you keep this hole
clear, the missiles appear to be
converging on the already small hole.
SKY ASSISTANT 1
Affirm, I am diverting necessary
laser power.
PIOLT 1 (VO)
Thanks.
PERSEPHONE
I think they added some
supplementary launchers, there are
too many missiles flying.
ZEUS
SonnofaFUCKINGBITCH reconcentrate
transports into 4 quadrants of
flyers, we got to get them through!
(Get Your Gun Mission)
ARTEMIS
Yes Sir.
CUT TO:
INT. TRANSPORT 1
Flying in between missile clumps becomes increasingly difficult.
SKY ASSISTANT 1 (VO)
We are running out of laser power
up here, you are to reconstitute
into quadentary flying units.
Line becomes redrawn. Piolt and copilot look at each other
horrified.
PIOLT 1
FUCK THAT, MANUAL CONTROL,
automatic override!
Piolt 1 puts both his hands in the piloting apparatus. Piolt
looks very deeply into the checkerboards.
PIOLT 1 (CONT'D)
Hold on, we're going in.
Dolphin 1 does some crazy high gee maneuvers as it
accelerates downwards and spins and turns away from the
original trajectory.
Piolt 1 is swinging his "rocket stick" crazy like going way
beyond safe chemical rocket bursts.
Co Piolt 1 takes his left hand out of the interface and
targets certain critical torpedoes that need to be taken out.
Dolphin 1 does some more crazy drastic maneuvers as the
bursts rotate it.
ZOOM OUT FROM MAIN SCREEN
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER AND AIR. ABOVE BIG GUN
SUBCOMMANDRER 5
Transport 1 you are to reconverge
with your quadrant.
PIOLT 1
I can't, I CAN'T!
SUBCOMMANDRER 5
The next wall is being concentrated
upon our quadrants.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
ZEUS
Artemis prepare divergence pathways,
remember each one has to get through.
The subcommanders get right to work.
Room shakes as another shell drives into the leviathan.
CUT TO:
INT. TRANSPORT 1
Transport 1 still falling faster and faster, flying right
towards a missile. The missile is in the middle of a hole.
Pilot touches the missile signaling it for destruction,
there is no laser power left to allocate.
PIOLT 1
SKY COMMAND I NEED THAT MISSILE
TAKEN OUT NOW!
Piolt 1 takes another high gee maneuver to avoid a missile
and is about to hit the missile, when-
Piolt 1 grabs the missile as it is destroyed by a laser in
the interface, and is visible right in front of them,
transport flies through the explosion, just a bit singed,
the piolt a bit shaken, still focused.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Transports nearing ground level,
this next wall should be the most
devastating.
ZEUS (UNIVERSAL COM)
All pilots get as far away from
missile batteries as possible,
begin braking now.
CUT TO: SCREEN
Transports begin to rocket fully upwards reducing their vast
speeds.
Missile batteries shoot about a quarter of the remaining
transports right out of the sky.
Transports slow down to halt just a few meters above the ground.
Shells continue to pommel sites on the ground.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
(First Unloading)
Transports begin firing their medium sized weaponry, as the
BiMAVs are dropped, and the STEX jump out.
EXT. GROUND AROUND BIG GUN
CUT TO:
Transport 1 being shot down.
Freeze frame, and rotate all around showing the entire scene.
Rebel STEX are in the middle of falling to the ground.
BiMAV is landing on the ground. Western BiMAVs are shooting
at the transport and Western STEX are all around.
Speed up to real speed to show the transport fall out of the
sky.
STEX hit the ground, into a roll then immediately begin
spraying at the Westerners. Many STEX die from both sides.
(The Beginning of the Ground Battle)
Rewind time to First Unloading, and pan to the right to show
BiMAVs hitting the ground.
Friendly BiMAVs begins firing at the mini-BiMAVs, and slowly
backing away from them. The minis begin firing back
frantically maneuvering this way and that, some of them
falling victim to a much more powerful BiMAV.
Transport hits the ground directly on top of one of the
Western mini-BiMAVs as the other BiMAV backs off from
explosion which is right in front of him, in the direction
he was shooting. Reverses both arms.
CUT TO:
Other side of the BiMAV as it fires at other mini-BiMAVs a
short distance away.
INT. BIMAV
BiMAV turns 90 degrees and reverses one arm. Firing at
targets in both directions. BiMAV sees a quad of medium
BiMAVs jumping onto a near by building, brings both arms to
the front and begins running back away from them. They hit
him pretty bad.
Fall to the ground, view arm cannon swinging every which way,
slightly confusing.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
BIMAV OPERATOR 1
STEXify NOW!
(STEX Group)
Rewind time to End of First Unloading.
STEX are hard pressed, by western STEX positions a far
distance away.
STEX 1 2
They're too HARD. BACK OFF to the
Transport!
The remaining 20 STEX back off slowly firing their riffles
in controlled bursts.
The twenty are slowly being picked off, as they back in
front of the rubble of the transport, near where the BiMAV
Operator 1 is walking still in his BiMAV.
BiMAV 1 falls over, they look back (to the side in their
suit) for a second.
BiMAV operator 1 jumps out of the BiMAV. Hits the ground in
a controlled crouch riffle held confidently in the middle of
the gun.
BIMAV OPERATOR 1
Full quad of BiMAVs coming in on
our flank request air bombardment.
SKY ASSISTANT 2 (FEMALE)
Affirmative ground leader, we will
blast the hell outta them.
(Command Sequence 1)
Rewind time to beginning of First Unloading as camera swings
up to Zeus's level.
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
PERSEPHONE
Our transports are getting shredded
going into this region.
ZEUS
Artemis I want you to soften up the
ground forces in this region with
massive amounts of space to ground
shells.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
ARTEMIS
Will do.
Artemis uses her interface to paint a variety of shells
going down at everything that moves on the map. It looks
like she is just carpet bombards them.
CUT TO:
(Ground Sequence)
EXT. WESTERN STRONG POINT
A whole bunch of clean STEX standing around clean BiMAVs
near clean assault vehicles are all blown up when a matrix
of shells blows up the entire region.
Zoom/swing camera to close to an overhead view to show
shells blowing shit up all over the region.
There are still a lot of them on the ground as the 9
remaining transports fly into view.
of them are blown up by close range and long range
weaponry. A few get to drop their troops, but the transports
are somewhat spread out.
Zoom into the dropping of troops from one transport into
very hostile area, what looks like a gigantic grass courtyard.
BiMAVs encircle the unloading transport coming just into
view of the over head camera.
CUT TO:
Side view of one of the Western BiMAVs, we cannot see the
STEX within the courtyard.
They synchronously fire at the transport, disabling part of
its thruster system.
It begins to shoot back destroying one of the BiMAVs, as it
slowly sinks to the right and downwards.
The Western BiMAVs fire again and the transport explodes.
The Western BiMAVs run up to the edge of the building and
looks over when we do as our camera swings over the Western
BiMAV's head.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
The STEX are fighting hard. About half the rebels are dead
lying right beside those still alive.
CUT TO:
STEX 3 1
SKY WHAT THE FUCK ARE WE SUPPOSED
TO DO WE ARE GETTING SLAUGHTERED!
CUT TO:
INT. SQUADRON COMMANDER INTERFACE
The Squad Commander 3 is wide eyed and in total shock and
horror, he is really to act as if he has ABSOLUTELY no idea
what to do.
SQUAD COMMANDER 3
ahh ahh
(basically like breathing hard)
Get to cover. Get to a building.
SCREEN BECOMES:
STEX 3 1
BiMAVs, RUUUN!!!
All of the 13 STEX begin running towards western STEX
positions in the windows of the building.
All of the BiMAVs now standing on the edge of the building
begin shooting down at them.
Slow motion as all of the STEX are shoot down in horrible
anguish, they were no where near safety. STEX 3 1 swings
around with a soiled look of sadness, as his arm spins
around with his body, he falls on his back into the grass dead.
CUT BACK TO:
Squad commander 3 is speechless shivering with a combination
of horror adrenaline and sadness, his facial expression
shows his extreme shock and dismay. A tear falls down his
check as he looks back to the top of the pedestal, where
Zeus looks down at him almost of sadness and empathy.
CUT TO FIRST PERSON OF ZEUS:
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
Turns quickly to Artemis-
(Get Your Gun Mission)
ZEUS
When you are done with this region,
I don't want there to be ANYTHING
that is standing!!
Artemis nods her head.
Zeus looks over to the main screen.
The big gun is to the very right of the screen and there is
forces from both sides spread throughout the right side of
the screen.
Zeus looks closely at the diagram deep in thought, focused
on it alone.
Then there is his decision.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
Ok universal com. I want to develop
a strong point at the Kelly
Building, all forces within this
general
A shell hits the Leviathan shaking everything.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
radius are to converge on that
point, we need to keep a strong
presence to regroup with what we have.
Fade interface to real life then ultrazoom into the action
reorienting the camera for an almost level view of the epic
battle.
(More Ground Combat)
Zoom into a building.
INT. BUILDING AROUND BIG GUN AND INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND
Rebel STEX are shooting through walls at western STEX and
militia. They kick some serious ass, kicking down a door and
killing 3 nakeds in a room. The large group of infantry runs
down a hallway to a control room, where they start hacking
the console.
STEX 4 1
Specilist tell me what to do.
SPECILIST 1
Ok I am going to guide you through
what to press.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
STEX 4 1
Ok.
SPECILIST 1
Press System Control.
STEX 4 1 presses it.
SPECILIST 1 (CONT'D)
Press Power System.
The screen opens up a window that asks if you want to
disable the power system.
SPECILIST 1 (CONT'D)
Disable.
STEX 4 1
Ok.
CONSOLE
Cannot automatically shut down
system. Universal lock on.
STEX 4 1
What do I do?
SPECILIST 1
Fuck I knew it. .. .. .. Hey try
to,, um, uh
STEX 4 1
What should I do!?
SPECILIST 1
Input damage report. Type "Fractured
coolant system".
STEX 4 1 presses the buttons and a window comes up labeled
"Set maximum safe temperature".
SPECILIST 1 (CONT'D)
Just set it to 1 degree Kelvin that
should shut it off permanently.
STEX 4 1 moves the slider to 1 and presses apply. And then
"Yes" I am sure.
Entire screen flashes red and-
CONSOLE
ALL FUSION REACTORS HAVE OVERHEATED
SHUTTING OFF EXTENDED POWER NETWORK.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
STEX 4 1
Why hasn't the console shut down,
how is it powered?
SPECILIST 1
It is powered on an emergency
battery, so that someone could
recover the system, don't worry
about it. In fact worry about it
drop a grenade on the console and
leave the room.
STEX 4 1 puts a grenade on the console.
STEX 4 1
That will prevent them from
repairing the problem?
SPECILIST 1
Yes, there is a bunch of rebels
walking by the east side of your
building.
STEX 4 1
Guide me.
Grenade explodes behind STEX 4 1.
CUT TO:
INT. GROUND AROUND BIG GUN
BIMAV LEADER
Ok bives lets form into a quad in a
V formation.
BIMAV OLD LEADER
Form on my right.
BIMAV LEADER
Ok coming in.
The Rebel STEX are running along side enjoying the security
of a full BiMAV quad. STEX group 4 runs out of the building
and joins the concession. Western STEX come in over building
tops, all Rebel STEX shoulder their weapons in firing. The
convoy continues at a fast STEX pace.
The formation comes out past a building corner, their
combined fire power blasts the hell out of a Western heavy
BiMAV. The western STEX on the ground drop to the ground in
cover and death, the ones that are sill alive are not for long.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
A V formation of fighter jets try to pull a flyby from the
rear. The Rebel BiMAVs instantly turn their arms in instant
heavy rail retaliation. The planes are quickly shot down as
the BiMAVs keep their sights held on them, as the BiMAV's
arms turn quickly past the vertical.
The last plane gets a missile off and flies straight into
the side of a missile battery. The missile pounds into the
back of one of the Rebel BiMAVs destroying his backpack, and
knocking him face first onto the ground(as seen in preview).
The BiMAV gets up in a standard fashion, his primary
movement and functions are not affected by the missile
damage, but he is unable to autorepair.
Rebel troops are cheering for a couple of seconds while the
BiMAV that was hit gets up.
Western BiMAVs come down from buildings to the right and
begin engaging the 4 Rebel BiMAVs. 1 Rebel BiMAV is
destroyed along with 3 STEX.
Tilt camera into the air to show a group of shells falling
through the air.
Tilt down very quickly as the shells drive into the ground
destroying the 5 out of 6 of heavy enemy BiMAVs engaging the
rebel group's 4 light BiMAVs who are now chasing to catch up
with quad STEX 1. The Rebel BiMAVs destroy the 6th Western
heavy BiMAV.
STEX 1 6
YEAH, WHOAAOH!
The STEX press on shooting at the enemy ahead of them.
BIMAV OPERATOR 34
This is BiMAV 34 I am near by, and
my STEX support group died.
STEX 2 1
Please swing on by we need all the
heavy support we can get.
BIMAV OPERATOR 34
Already on my way.
The BiMAV comes up to them and turns to walk amongst them.
BIMAV OPERATOR 34 (CONT'D)
Ok let's get our backs to the wall
of the Big Gun, don't worry its
external defenses have been balded
from laser fire long ago.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
The group runs through the front doors of a building that is
damaged from persistent space launched shells. Go inside for
a second to show the severe STEX resistance they are facing
in attacking the tactically important structure.
STEX 5 3
help! help! mini-BiMAVs are
rushing our position. Please our
BiMAV is crippled.
Fly camera up through the roof to show BiMAV 34 slow down
just as he is reaching the edge of the roof, and about to
jump down. BiMAV 34 begins to turn back-
CUT TO:
STEX group 5, are held up in the rubble firing out from the
circle. At the center of the circle is a BiMAV with only one
leg, it is supported on one leg and one arm. Its severed leg
lays nearby. It is shooting with its only arm and its head
machine gun at the coy mini-BiMAVs, playing hide and go seek
harassing this normally impenetrable wounded man/BiMAV/monster.
A lot of the STEX are killed by a bunch of mortars shot into
the tightly packed group.
The light BiMAV 34 comes to the rescue. Firing at and
immediately killing 2 of the mini-BiMAVs.
CUT TO:
INT. BIMAV 34
The BiMAV runs around chasing down the now retreating minis.
It shoots 6 of them all in the back. The seventh turns to
fight and is blown to smithereens.
CUT TO:
EXT. GROUND RIGHT NEXT TO BIG GUN
The last three STEX from the first transport put their backs
against the exterior walls of the big gun, close to a large
access door.
They are breathing heavily underneath their STEX suit.
STEX 2 2
Holy shit they took out so many of
us, those fuckers, I can't believe
we are the only ones left.
STEX 2 2 looks very tired, almost dizzy.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
STEX 2 2 (CONT'D)
Believe it you fuck, we are not
survived yet, we got lots more to go.
Swing camera through the dense and thick armor to the-
INT. BIG GUN BOTTOM FLOOR
Show a group of Western STEX jog by in rectangular formation,
like storm troopers. They are running into the elevator shaft.
We all hear a strange and distant sound. The elevator flies
down into the ground! It explodes killing everybody in the hall!
(Beginning of Taking the Gun)
INT. BIG GUN
Camera moves upwards showing each level of the gun, as time
flows quickly backward to First Unloading.
INT. BIG GUN ENTRY ROOM
An enemy worker in a uniform is unshot after he was looking
at a virtual interface. The 8 rebel STEX unrun as the
windows unbreaked. They unfly away from the shuttle.
Time becomes normal as the worker views as we do the shuttle.
A lance, 4 quads, of STEX, still attached to cables, fly
into the gigantic building at slightly different levels.
Huge rail shells shot from space to destroy the windows. The
worker looks over in shock as the window next to him
explodes. He is knocked out of the holographic interface and
slides a meter on the ground, away from the window.
The worker looks up in shock as he sees the 2 STEX quads run
into the room.
He is shot in the head as the STEX run over him and down the
hall to their-
STEX G 2
Define rally point.
SKY ASSISTANT G 2
Here the leader is pointing here.
They run down the hall having to shoot at a few enemies
behind walls as targeted by their many scout drones.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
INT. BIG GUN HALLWAYS
They make it to a staircase and push the light door open.
INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
There is a metal door, with a door handle, after every 2,
around 8 step half staircases. There is a 2 meter wide hole
in the middle of the well that goes from ground floor to the
very top of the stairwell. It's walls are made entirely out
of beige, white concrete (or the same color diamond age
material).
They are moving their riffles up and down the staircase
looking for the enemy. Meanwhile a couple probes go up and
down. They start down the staircase. Then enemy STEX come
out a couple floors up. There is a fire fight, very
difficult to shoot through the stairs, but the enemy is
eventually killed, and the first friendly casualty occurs.
They continue running down two levels, just as STEX G 2 is
opening the door.
SKY ASSISTANT G 2
You are now squadron leader. Look
at your soldier.
He looks down at the symbol of a leader.
STEX G 2
Ahh shit. Ok let's get to that
point pronto.
STEX G 2 throws the door open and charges in, probe flies in
ahead of him.
INT. BIG GUN HALLWAYS
The 4 quads make it to the closed elevator door.
STEX G 2
Screw it, we don't have time to
regroup, 5 and 6 get to the
elevators on level 66, I want them
both automatically braked. Just
liked we planned.
STEX G 5
Alright sir.
STEX G 2
Ok the rest of the units converge
on my position. Hey help me with
this door.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
They pry the doors open and place SINSS stoppers in all 4
corners of the doors while STEX G 5 hacks into the elevator
port with a wireless connector.
STEX G 2 looks up the shaft, and quickly rears his head back
inside. The elevator comes zooming past.
STEX G 2 has a look of humorous shock. The others laugh.
Then turn around to face the incoming enemy STEX group.
All rebel STEX get to cover and are somewhat pinned down, by
the enemy fire. A Rebel STEX is killed
After a few seconds of fighting, hear extra gunshots in the
distance. Then the STEX begin to relax, and walk back in
front of the open elevator shafts.
Instantly pan camera to the right to show 2 rebel full STEX
quads. They appear green to us of friendliness.
STEX G 5
The elevator has been shut down but
I can't control its movements.
STEX G 2
Good job anyways STEX G 5. Suit,
upon contact, full traction.
STEX SUIT
Beep.
STEX G 2 jumps into the shaft and grips his hands and only
his hands onto the cable.
INT. BIG GUN ELEVATOR SHAFT
Hand over hand him and the rest of the group climb up the
seemingly endless shaft to some lofty level of control. This
should take around 2 minutes to reconcile the time with
Command Sequence.
Swing camera into the shaft of the colossal gun. Transition
to a circuit diagram of the great rail gun and show the
circuitry of the control room and the motors to rotate and
change the angle of fire. Show the electricity flowing
through the rails to drive the mass upwards. As soon as the
mass, driven by a great force arrow, passes by the camera
and the camera rotates to show its exit, return to real
speed and show the shell leave the gun before following in
its trail. Show the Leviathan coming closer. As the shell
drives deep into her hull-
(Get Your Gun Mission)
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAY
show people being flung into the air as the shell distorts
the floor of this large hallway. The people fly into the
camera, as the shell explodes.
(Commanding the Ground Battle)
CUT TO FIRST PERSON OF ATHENA:
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
A shell hits the Leviathan shaking everything.
Athena lassos troops on her interface then points to a
location in the center-
ATHENA
We need a strong point here.
CUT TO:
ZEUS
hmm.
PERSEPHONE
The forces there are to strong we
should form three strong points
then later form a perimeter for
incoming troops.
ZEUS
No. Everyone within that radius are
to converge on that point, we need
to keep a strong presence to
regroup with what we have.
Zeus looks down at specilist in a small box at the upper
right back corner of the huge room.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
Damage report, how much more can we
take.
A comprehensive diagram of the leviathan comes up on the
main screen. It shows all of the damage leading up to fusion
reactor 5, which is at the center of the rotating Leviathan.
SPECILIST 2
They are boring up at fusion
reactor 5.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
Rotate diagram to show the hole on the bottom. Start showing
shell after shell drive into the hull.
SPECILIST 2 (CONT'D)
They won't need more than 6-7
shells to take it out.
ZEUS
And force us to shut down one of
our main reactors, great, how much
time, before you are going to shut
it down.
SPECILIST 2
Sir that is your decision.
ZEUS
NO it is yours now, the
responsibility of shutting down the
reactor is your prerogative,
remember you are the specilist.
SPECILIST 2
but sir I am not...
Zeus moves his hand in between specilist 2 and himself-
ZEUS
Block.
Zeus turns to specilist 3.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
What about their ground to air
defenses.
SPECILIST 3
sir we can cover for most of
the next wave.
ZEUS
Finish preparing the transports, to
be ready on my direct command.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
Squad commander, report on the big
gun team.
ARIES
They are climbing the elevator
shaft, they need to climb 5 more
levels.
(Get Your Gun Mission)
ZEUS
They have-
Zeus unblocks the audio from specilist 2, and looks at him
in expectation.
SPECILIST 2
Around 3.5 minutes.
ZEUS
minutes.
ARIES (IN SKY COMMAND CENTER)
I'm not sure that is enough time,
but I shall have them sprint.
Zeus nods his head.
Zeus waves his hand to specilist 3, not making eye contact
with him, looking at the main screen-
ZEUS
Our ground forces are at?
SPECILIST 3
On the main screen comes up their ground defense capabilities
various colors represents various levels of damage, some are
destroyed some damaged, some have no power, while a few are
completely fine.
Immediately after 12% is uttered-
ZEUS (UNIVERSAL COM)
Second wave, launch. I want almost
all wave, I mean laser power,
diverted to covering the transports
from projectiles. I want my
transports to see NOTHING but clear
skies!
CUT TO:
SECOND WAVE IN GET YOUR GUN
ATHENA (VO)
The second wave will also consist
entirely of Dolphin class transports,
but these will be not be
modified for a one way trip even
though they do not have enough fuel
to get back into orbit. These
transports will be filled as much
as possible with a calculated
combination of STEX, tanks, light
armored vehicles, and medium and
heavy BiMAVs. The second wave
should be more than enough to
secure the Big gun and its
surrounding area.
INT. TRANSPORT
Soldier is in his STEX strapped into the transport with his
arms controlling a machine gun on an dolphin tansport.
Nobody looks at him like he is crazy, they are just anxious
and nervous about the battle.
The transport is released and everyone feels the acceleration
as the transport drives itself directly towards the massive
Earth.
SWING CAMERA IN TO STEX FIRING MACHINE GUN:
VR. STEX INTERFACE FIRING GUN FROM THE TOP OF BIMAV LANCE
They are encountering fierce resistance as they are reaching
the strong point, where 5 transports are on the ground, some
of them too damaged to take off, some destroyed, and one in
perfect condition. There are about 9 Rebel BiMAVs defending
the position from oncoming tanks that are converging from
different directions.
Scores and scores of STEX are held up lying behind anything
that can give any cover firing at the abundance of STEX
coming in from all directions. The group tops over a
building and joins the onslaught, now firing back from
whence they came, and backing off into the tight formation.
Screen becomes split in two the left side representing
reality and leaving the transport, the other side looking up
from the BiMAV gun turret, at the transports.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
The left one follows the flights of the transports as the
right camera swings up to reunify with the left side of the
screen.
AIR. TRANSPORTS AND EXT. GROUND AROUND BIG GUN
(Taking the Big Gun Console)
Rewind time very quickly representing the very linear
movement of transports through clear skies. When the Second
Wave transports are back in the grips of the clamps-
CUT TO:
INT. BIG GUN HALLWAYS
See what STEX G 5 sees as he accesses his interface to make
the Elevator plummet.
CUT TO:
Show soldiers at the bottom of the elevator shaft blown away
by the elevator exploding.
STEX G 5 walks away from shaft as explosion is heard and a
powerful air current breezes past him.
STEX G 5
Why did the elevator explode? Oh
well real life must be like Hollywood.
ARIES
Ok people, we got 2 and a half
minutes, I WANT YOU TO FLY TO THE
CONTROL CONSOLE.
STEX G 5
Right.
STEX G 16 sprints to catch up with the others as the battle
ensues with the elite STEX guarding the primary control room,
and the many internal auto-defense turrets.
ARIES
Take out the auto guns, with SP
missiles. Remember we need to work
quickly. The security is on their way.
ARIES (CONT'D)
On my mark Rush their position. If
all of you all do it at once you
will be able to break through and
shock them.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
STEX G 2
We are safer rushing, ready, GO!!!
The 14 Rebel STEX fire at 4 STEX, 2 standing 2 kneeling
directly in front of those standing. The 2 that are standing
are shot first then the ones that are kneeling. 2 Rebel STEX
are killed
Enemy STEX come pouring out of all sorts of peripheral hallways.
The remaining 12 STEX rush in, 4 are killed before they take
out the guards, posted behind a thick retractable metal
barrier, with huge spike grenades. 3 are shot in the back.
The others turn and back into the room shooting.
INT. BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM
STEX G 2
How do I disable the gun?
SPECILIST 4
See the data port over here.
Points to a data port. STEX G 2 immediately puts his
retractable cable from his belt into it.
SPECILIST 4 (CONT'D)
Ok hacking in now.
The main screen changes colors, from blue and green to
yellow, red, and orange and starts flashing.
STEX G 2 is watching, completely transfixed, while the other
troops are busy outside guarding the main door and the
barrier. Basically the door is in front of a thick metal
barrier to prevent anybody from shooting into the room, when
the door is opened. In order to get into the room you have
to walk around the barrier through another door. Most of the
STEX are posted at the barrier for cover, with the door open.
CUT TO:
INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
A probe hovering around in the central stairwell.
An assault riffle is swung at it, the probe deftly maneuvers
out of the way.
Another Western STEX soldier on the staircase across from
the other one, shoots at it and smashes it against the wall.
The probe falls to the ground dead.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
Cut to probes perspective looking up at the STEX.
The solider kicks it down the central shaft of the stairwell.
The STEX start running up again.
CUT BACK TO:
INT. BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM
Silence.
STEX SUIT
Connection with the Leviathan has
been broken.
STEX G 2
Oh,, god.
STEX G 5
What happened.
STEX G 2
I have to hack into this system
without sky command.
STEX G 5
It's already been hacked, you just
have to shut it down.
The main screen shows the capacitors charging and the shell
being placed in the gun. 15 seconds to launch.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
uhhh, computer please shut down the
big gun.
COMPUTER
Define shut down, do you want to
avert the launch.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
AVERT AVERT.
COMPUTER
Averting launch.
Clock displaying current time, rewinds back many seconds.
CUT TO:
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
(Commanding the Later Battle)
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
ATHENA
They're surrounding our strong
point recommend we land around them.
PERSEPHONE
We can reinforce our strong point
from the inside of it.
ZEUS
I want the rest of the shuttles to
concentrate themselves in order to
drop men in our strong point within
their strong ring, that should-
The entire room shakes as another shell pounds into the
Leviathan.
Zeus looks over to specilist 2-
SPECILIST 2
We cannot take another shell.
Zeus looks over to Aries-
Aries shrugs-
ARIES
I lost contact.
Zeus looks over to specilist 4-
SPECILIST 4
I hacked in, he just has to press
disable.
Zeus looks over to specilist 2-
ZEUS
Prepare to disable the reactor, to
be performed, if the big gun fires.
Specilist 2 nods and goes on to prepare to disabling it.
SPECILIST 2 (WHILE STILL LOOKING
DOWN AT THE CONSOLE DISABLING THE
REACTOR)
The capacitors are charging on the gun.
Specilist 2 places his hand in the air as if he is about to
press the button.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
Zeus and a bunch of other people look over at that arm,
still lifted.
Wait.
Specilist 2 slowly lowers his arm-
SPECILIST 2
Well it looks like they pulled it off.
ZEUS
Phew.
CUT TO:
EXT. REBEL STRONG POINT
Close up of a Rebel STEX who is standing, shooting his rifle.
He explodes.
Refocus and zoom into close up of STEX 1 1, he is talking,
looking at the camera-
STEX 1 1
SKY COMMAND. That was ground to
ground artillery, what the fuck is
going on here.
CUT TO:
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
ZEUS
I want a god damn location.
ARTEMIS
clicks due east.
Main screen still shows aerial of rebel strong point.
Zeus points at Artemis-
ZEUS
Nothin but craters.
Artemis was already looking at that location.
Artemis's interface becomes birds eye view of artillery.
AIR. ABOVE ARTILLERY
Zoom in and swing camera to a level position, as the second
round of artillery is fired.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
Full lances of both Western STEX and BiMAVs are guarding the
position.
EXT. GROUND WHERE WESTERN ARTILLERY IS
As they load the final round into the cannons, BOOM. The
continuous space to ground shell barrage, destroys everything.
Ultra zoom to a low peak of parabolic motion, of the
artillery position.
Recenter camera on Rebel strong point, designated by the
green marker.
Ultra zoom again to show the devastation wrought by the
artillery.
EXT. GROUND WHERE REBEL STRONG POINT
Zoom out to show the encircling enemy tanks, BiMAVs, mini-
BiMAVs, and STEX.
Compress overhead video with interface into the upper left
quadrant.
INT. TRANSPORT AND EXT. REBEL STRONG POINT
In the upper right is the Soldier sitting on the edge of a
Rebel transport just now beginning to brake before hitting
the ground.
In the lower right is STEX 1 1 as he is defending his
falling foothold.
In the lower left is a BiMAV still held up in a transport,
on the opposite side that the Soldier is on.
The transports land within the Rebel strong point letting
out the Soldier and BiMAV. Fierce fighting ensues.
EXT. REBEL STRONG POINT
The BiMAV fires enough shells to free up STEX 1 1 who runs
along side of the BiMAV as the camera swings and zooms to
allows video feeds of the lower left and lower right to
converge.
Rebel Soldier fights his way to cover and begins killing an
oncoming Western STEX mini-BiMAV rush as camera hovers
behind his back.
Rebel BiMAV walks onto the screen and begins taking out the
mini-BiMAVs. Let video of bottom of screen expand into the
upper right hand corner.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
ATHENA (VO)
If we concentrated on a direction
to push outwards we can flank them
from the sides and rear.
PERSEPHONE (VO)
I agree.
ZEUS (VO)
Artemis make it so.
ARTEMIS (VO)
Roger.
Other Rebel BiMAVs and STEX begin grouping together with
Soldier and BiMAV. They charge into the space between near
by buildings. Some are firing over buildings while STEX are
running into buildings.
Forces break through ring and begin attacking the sides of
the ring of enemies. Meanwhile the ring converges on the
center. The Rebel forces now converge upon the center of the
battle where the Western forces are now entrenched.
At the end of that the Rebel forces meet.
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
Upper left hand corner expands to fill the screen as an
interface is laid upon it and the camera quickly pans away
from the main screen to show Zeus head on-
ZEUS
Now about the new Western strong point.
Zeus manipulates the interface to show on the main screen
the Western strong point, now devastated by an insane amount
of rail bombardment.
Zeus looks over at Athena-
ZEUS (CONT'D)
Athena overlay your shuttle reserve
landing plan.
Athena does it, and it comes up on the main screen.
ARTEMIS
I pounded a ring in the second
enemy strong point for us to land in.
ZEUS
Good job, good idea, encircle and
destroy, commence as you have planned.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
ARTEMIS
Yes sir.
Camera swings very slowly to her interface.
Left side rotates counter clockwise looking at Atremis's
left profile, to look her right in the eye, as the camera
rotates it zooms out as to see her entire body centered in
the panel. At the same time right side zooms in to real life
with interface as we view the aerial view of a portion of
the ring.
EXT. WESTERN STRONG POINT
Left side follows the transports, now firing at the enemy
within the circle, watching the STEX as they jump out into
the ring. As soon as the STEX hit the ground they and the
BiMAVs begin firing, mostly inwards.
ARTEMIS (VO)
All forces converge on enemy strong
point, remember not to spray as we
get close to the center as not to
hit friendlies.
ARTEMIS (VO) (CONT'D)
Remember to stay at the designated
pace, even though you may be able
to go faster, the circle would lose
its shape and so would the
operation, if you speed up the pace.
Same goes for slow pokes.
Left side of the screen shows cuts of the battle, as the
right panel is spiraling slowly into the center of the
circle continuously tracking a portion of the converging
Rebel Forces. The circle is outlined in a special green.
STEX and shit are going in and out of battered up buildings
as BiMAVs are jogging shooting down everything that gets in
their way.
Surprisingly a lot of Western forces survived the bombardment,
but are not holding very well against the noose.
A few enemy STEX, BiMAVs, and tanks try to hold their own by
becoming tightly grouped and holding up the circle.
A few space launched shells kill most of them, the circle
marches quickly over their dead and brutally killing those
still alive at close ranges, as the rebels attempt to hold
the shape of the circle.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
As the right panel approaches the center, have it expand to
fill the screen.
Show the troops meet in the middle after killing the group
of STEX and a Heavy BiMAV. Zoom in slowly with both sides of
the screen until both sides of the screen merge to show the
BiMAV as 2 STEX one from each side of the diameter, walk to
the very center of the courtyard, and shake hands.
(Near the Big Gun)
AIR. ABOVE BIG GUN
Fast ultra zoom with time rewinding to follow those
transports diverted, symbolized with dashed lines, to land
near the big gun.
Follow the lines to the ground, then turn camera to zoom in on-
EXT. GROUND AROUND BIG GUN
The one on the far right, STEX 1 3, is shot dead.
STEX 2 2
Holy shit where did that come from?
STEX 2 2 is shot in the chest, dead.
STEX 2 3
Sky assist, SNIPER.
STEX 2 3 points to where the sniper is, then drops down on
the ground in cover.
Stop time as we hear a gunshot from a sniper riffle. Camera
swings out from view of scope to the left, as we perceive
the enemy sniper recoiling as a bullet passes out of his
shelter. Swing camera up above the structure sniper is
hiding under. A guided shell pounds into the building. Just
then a friendly heavy BiMAV is jumping over the shelled out
area where the sniper was. After BiMAV passes get into fixed
person view as we see the person within the BiMAV
interface. A shell from a near by tank, blows the BiMAV's
right leg off, a perfect shot.
BiMAV shoots at the tank with both arms as he is struggling
on the ground. The tank is destroyed.
BIMAV OPERATOR 34
Begin STEXing.
BiMAV Operator 34's interface changes to accommodate the
STEX. BiMAV allow control to sky command. Eject now.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
Show BiMAV Operator 34 sliding out of the membrane of the
giant vehicle, riffle in hand.
Operator 34 climbs around the BiMAV and posts himself on the
center of the torso, he is now looking through his scope for
targets.
He sees some mini-BiMAVs coming his way and he begins
opening up on them. They come closer and begin taking out
the injured BiMAV. He is almost killed and slides off the
BiMAV, in fear. He looks around to figure out what to do.
BIMAV OPERATOR 34 (CONT'D)
Sky, I am being attacked by a
handful of minis, request laser
support.
SKY ASSISTANT 4
You will soon have heavy machine
gun cover, look at the launch clock
the second wave is just above your
head.
BIMAV OPERATOR 34
Ohh thank god.
Stated sincerely as he looks up at the sky as if experiencing
divinity. We see with him, the heavy machine gun turrets on
the shuttle turn to fire upon the minis.
BiMAV Operator 34 looks over at the colossal big gun, in
some sort of awe just now realized.
(Preventing the Big Gun From Going Off.)
FLY CAMERA INTO BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM:
Rewind time to just after Taking the Big Gun Console.
INT. BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM
A monitor in the upper right hand corner of the semicircular
room, showing the big gun from another angle.
In the background is riffle fire as the few remaining STEX
hold of the enemy.
COMPUTER
Refiring fusion reactors 1, 2, 3-
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
WHAT!?
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
COMPUTER
5, 6-
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
Computer, why are you, bringing the
gun back on.
COMPUTER
Because I was ordered to.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
Who?
COMPUTER
The secondary launch console.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
Where?
COMPUTER
The secondary launch console.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
NO where is the secondary launch
console?
Shows its exact location-
COMPUTER
First floor, room number 19.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
Crap,
Looks down almost at the keyboard, hand up in the air in
frustration.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER) (CONT'D)
Cut their control off.
COMPUTER
They also have supreme permission.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
Then shut down the fucking reactors.
COMPUTER
Reactors reinitiating start up
procedure.
STEX G 2 (VERY CALMLY ALMOST
SARCASTICALLY, SPEAKER)
Then shut down the fucking rectors.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
COMPUTER
Negative, I cannot. Error 835.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
WHAT!? WHY NOT!
COMPUTER
I do not know the answer to that
question please contact the
_____________ technical support
division.
STEX G 2 (SPEAKER)
No! fuck! What the hell am I
supposed to do. STEX G 5, come here
I need your help.
CUT A FEW SECONDS BACK INTO THE PAST:
INT. ROOM IN FRONT OF BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM
STEX G 5 looking through the scope of the riffle firing
around the monolithic barrier. Only his riffle and hand are
exposed.
STEX G 5
Alright be over in a sec.
STEX G 5 calmly walks back over there, past as many friendly
dead as alive, and past a variety of large spike shrapnel,
camera focusing on his legs from the side, as another STEX
moves in to take over his position.
STEX G 5 (CONT'D)
Yeah what is the problem.
We see a still bloody wound beginning to heal itself on G
torso.
STEX G 2 (STILL SPEAKER)
I can't get authority back, a
secondary command console is
logging in as a supreme, and is
using some trick to override us.
STEX G 5
Well we are all fucked, or the
Leviathan that is.
STEX G 2 looks over at STEX G 5 and G 5 keeps on looking at
him the same.
STEX G 2
I thought you knew about computers.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
STEX G 5
Not more than any common day person,
I just read the briefing.
STEX G 2
Yeah I must have skipped over that
part.
COMPUTER
Loading shell into shaft, capacitors
charged, firing in 10,-
The color on the screen changes slightly and is visible on
STEX G 2's helmet.
COMPUTER (CONT'D)
Disabling big gun firing mechanism.
STEX G 2 AND G 5
Huh!?
STEX G 2 and STEX G 5 gives a great sigh of relief and
swivels in his chair, seeming very tired.
ARIES (VO)
Hey boys forget about the secondary
console it's secure. The second
wave is coming up to relieve you.
STEX G 5
Good, we've been taking some pretty
heavy fire, wasn't sure how long we
could hold out.
CUT TO:
(Going Up the Stairs)
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
First person of Aries. Aries is viewing two panels, one the
fighting in the hallway, the other following the team leader
of the 2nd wave's helmet cam.
ARIES
Nor was I, but they will be up
there soon, they are running past
the 14th floor now.
Pan camera to the right to show the stairwell.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
The first STEX is running up riffle loosely held in the
right hand, moving both arms pendularly. Jumping up half
staircase after half staircase.
Change levels according to the time it takes to get to top.
In the view of the lead STEX, we see probes flying around
keeping up with the STEX, we also see after going up every
floor a probe quickly fly up through the well.
Split vision into boxes which each have a camera which
swings to view the back of the assistants watching each and
every probe. Most of them are watching closed doors, the
others are moving their probes up though the wells, 2 others
are guiding probes just a few meters ahead of the group on
the stairwell, and 1 other is watching way high up in the
stairs, patrolling up and down from the very top to where
the highest other probe is.
Camera stops watching 1 door. The door opens.
CUT TO:
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER AND INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
SKY ASSISTANT G 3
We have activity, door level 23 opened.
Quick pan to Aries.
ARIES
We got activity at level 23, rear
STEX give cover.
Swing camera very quickly to Aries's view of a probe
watching the rear STEX aiming their guns up through the well,
aiming at the 23 displayed by their interface.
Swing back to sky assistant G 3-
SKY ASSISTANT G 3
They are dropping some kind of ball
down the stairs.
Sky Assistant G 3 swings the probe down in pursuit.
CUT TO:
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
Show the probe as it begins to move following this weird
looking metal medicine ball, that is not perfectly rounded,
rather it has strange metal ridges and other nudges and stuff.
Pursue both probe and ball capturing the very human movement
of the probe and the robotic motion of the ball as it shifts
its momentum to turn in a perfect semicircle around the flat
part of the stairwell.
SKY ASSISTANT G 3
It is changing direction on its own,
it is smart.
SKY SUBCOMMANDER G
Shit group leader, watch out for
this ball, it could be dangerous.
STEX LEADER
Ok I will be on my guard.
SKY SUBCOMMANDER G
No I want you to fucking blast this
ball to hell the first second you
see it, STOP Right here.
CUT BACK TO:
STEX Leader is silent in nervousness. STEX Leader is waiting
at a flat point next to no door, and adjacent to the stairs
going up. STEX Leader is afraid as to what this ball is
going to do to him.
The ball rolls down the stairs, and begins to turn towards
him. STEX Leader has already trained his riffle on it.
Camera swings out to the side, so that both man and ball are
visible and so are other STEX waiting on the stairs riffles
readied.
Cut to first person, and slow time almost to a stop as he
begins to shoots the ball. The ball explodes.
Cut to side view as the pulse destroys part of the stairwell,
and knocks him into the air and flush against the wall at
his back. The riffle is flung into the wall also separated
from his hand.
Time becomes normal as he recoils and falls into the hole
left by the explosion.
His fall is softened by the line of STEX below.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
SKY SUBCOMMANDER G (CONT'D)
Hurry up and jump the hole, they
are accelerating their attack on
the control room!
Show the new lead STEX leap to the handrail and bring
himself on the other part of the spiraling staircase
separated by the hole the ball made.
CUT TO:
INT. BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM
STEX G 5 is taking heavy fire and is firing his gun
violently at the enemy.
Cut to first person as we see STEX G 5's ammo go down to the
last bullet. STEX G 5 jumps back to the safety of the
control room.
STEX G 5
Cover for me.
Another STEX goes to his side of the metal barrier and
begins shooting.
STEX G 5 goes to 1 of his dead comrades and removes the clip
from the gun. STEX G 5 places the clip in the loading
section of his belt. The bullets begin to automatically load
into his belt and the number for his ammo becomes bold and
changes color, as it very quickly increases from 28 to 291.
He removes the clip from his comrade and just as he is
getting up.
STEX G 5 makes a hellish scream, as the EKG on one of his
unit is highlighted in her death. STEX G 5 looks down at his
thigh and sees blood dripping down his suit as a huge spike
is lodged in his thigh.
STEX SUIT (NOT HEARD)
Cutting off pain receptors at
injury site.
STEX G 5 takes out the Spike. Then he gets up and takes his
post as most people here are either dead or very seriously
injured.
STEX G 5 begins to fire fully automatically at the enemy.
CUT TO:
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
ARIES (VO)
Shit they are in trouble! double
time people!!
The 2nd wave reinforcements absolutely sprint up the last
few flights of stairs they reach the top quickly.
The new leader runs past the door, and puts his back away
from the door and towards the opposite wall. His right hand
is holding the riffle up at his side, as his left fist
viciously pounds the door in, his super STEX strength dents
the door and breaks the lock in half.
INT. BIG GUN HALLWAYS
He turns as the camera cuts and he puts his riffle to his
shoulder and instantly charges into the room firing at the
enemy, he sidesteps to the right, as the other STEX pass out
the door and begin to spread out in the network of hallways.
They all continue down one hallway guns level and against
the soldiers these STEX sprint down the hallway to support
their comrades.
CUT TO:
(Holding the Big Gun Command Room)
Rewind to just after or around 30 seconds after Preventing
the Big Gun From Going Off.
INT. BIG GUN CONTROL ROOM
Two grenades come rolling down the hallway, metal barriers
now rising to prevent the two sliding grenades from entering
the room, the explosive grenades upon impacting the still
rising barriers explode. As the barriers rise still further,
there is a huge chunk blown out of it by the explosion.
View the hallway from behind the shoulder of STEX G 5, as he
is firing to the left, as his friend fires to the right, as
two enemy STEX come out and throw two grenades. The one on
the left is shot dead, while the one on the right has only
an arm injury.
The right rebel STEX on the right jumps out of the way of
where the grenade is coming in from.
STEX G 5 turns his riffle around and bats the grenade, it
devastates his gun, he drops it and jumps back into the room.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
The other STEX is defiantly killed by the grenade as he is
being hit by many huge stakes, slow down time as we view
three stakes penetrating his body and going through it.
Swing camera to show one of the stakes poke halfway into
STEX G 2's neck.
He is choking in real time on his blood, but he is still
able to talk.
STEX G 5 runs and picks up a riffle and attaches the clip
from his belt to his new gun.
STEX G 5 looks around and everybody else but him and STEX G 2
are dead.
STEX G 5 goes to his old left side only to see 4 Western
STEX running at him side by side. He guns the first one on
the right down. He runs into the cover of the metal object
that came out of the floor and puts his back to it.
STEX G 5 turns and fires out of the right side killing the
one on the right.
STEX G 5 goes back and fires killing the one on the left,
who hits STEX G 5 square in the shoulder.
STEX G 5 reels in pain. We hear the 2nd to last STEX hit the
ground, despite the music.
STEX G 5
Come on 2, FIGHT!
STEX G 5 looks out the right side and sees nothing. Camera
moves from nothing to the left to show The enemy STEX walks
right in front of him and shoots STEX G 5 just as he turns
back towards where he is defending from.
The last enemy STEX turns his head just as the injured STEX
G 2 turns around to fire upon him.
Gunshots in the background as the 2nd force fires upon the
enemy.
The last enemy STEX manages to aim his riffle. He shoots
STEX G 2 before he can fire his riffle and before his riffle
hits the ground.
Camera is right behind STEX G 2 and when the back of STEX G
head explodes camera becomes covered in red blood.
The enemy STEX leaves his riffle and runs and gets on the
console from our left. He sits down in the chair and begins
typing.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
Camera moves in a liner fashion back down the hallway as
time moves in a linear fashion forwards as the sprinting
Rebel STEX are running down the hallway killing the last of
the enemy STEX, except for the last one at the console
restarting the big gun.
They sprint into the room, with the camera looking to the
side, as he is setting the explosive to blow up the entire
console.
Rebel STEX get past the barrier and train their riffles on
the last STEX's head.
The last STEX press a button he is holding and blows him and
the entire console up.
The 2 STEX still in the room are flung out by the shockwave.
SPACE COMMANDER G
The gun is going active, you have
to get to the tertiary console to
stop it.
STEX G2 2
Let's move people.
He says as he gets up and runs back down the hallway.
INT. BIG GUN HALLWAYS
SPACE COMMANDER G
The Leviathan cannot take but a
couple hits before it is seriously
damaged. TRIPLE TIME PEOPLE! I am
sending another squadron to come in
from the outside, they will get
there just after you will.
They begin running faster.
They get to the stairwell.
INT. BIG GUN STAIRWELL
SPACE COMMANDER G
Set up a rappelling system.
The first 2 STEX back, walked to opposite sides to hang a
rope across the rails and attach A 3rd over the horizontal 1.
Cut to a view directly over the hole, as the ropes fall
great distances.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
They climb up on the rails. The one near the door jumps
downward attaching a special self attaching rappelling
device, attached to his suit, on both ropes.
The STEX fall down narrowly avoiding both sides, because
they suit automatically changes the friction and activates
rockets to keep himself snug in the well.
They fall with the acceleration of free fall and then his
suit decelerates him as they approach the desired level.
STEX G2 2 stands on the rail and tries to detach his thing,
when the next STEX come flying down, on him. STEX G2 2 gets
the rappelling off just as his friend rams into him, STEX G2
is pushed back first down a flight of stairs until he hits
the rail and falls down to the next set of stairs feet first,
when STEX G2 2 rolls to the right onto the flat part. STEX G2
stops by hitting the wall.
STEX G2 2 gets up and shakes his head a couple times and
runs back up the stairs, and through the door, before 1 of
the rappelling STEX, STEX G2 2 is about the 5th in.
INT. BIG GUN HALLWAYS
There is much fighting. STEX G2 2 begins to sprint down the
hallway, until he catches up to the battle.
STEX G2 2 gets his back against the wall and shoots at some
enemy flanking their position.
SPACE COMMANDER G
Damn the big gun just launched
another shell into us, we can only
take one more.
STEX G2 3
Let's charge them.
OTHER STEX
Wait for a couple more then we
surprise them.
A couple more Rebel STEX come just in time to rush the
position with the other 4. They charge in and take out the
much less heavily guarded room.
They kill the guards and the experienced naked operator and
he goes to the computer.
COMPUTER
Launch in 15 seconds.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
OTHER STEX
Hurry before the next launch, plug in.
STEX G2 2 puts his data port in, just 8 seconds before
launch. He looks up at the screen along with the others to
see what happens.
CUT TO:
EXT. BIG GUN
Fires in real time, hear it crack the air, then the sucking
in from the evacuated barrel, then the barrel re-closes.
ZOOM OUT OF VIDEO IN CORNER OF COMMAND CENTER:
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
SPECILIST 4
I just hacked the computer and set
it to a much lesser launch velocity,
at it's current velocity, it should
not even get to the hull.
ZEUS
Thank god. Change main view to
external on the Leviathan.
CUT TO MAIN SCREEN:
SPC. LEVIATHAN
We see the shell coming at the ship slower and slower, it
stops and is pulled down again by the force of gravity.
ZOOM OUT FROM MAIN SCREEN:
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
Cheering.
Zeus changes the main screen back as camera cuts to show the
button he is pressing-
CUT DIRECTLY TO:
Combat in rebel strong point.
Watch as two full lances of Rebel BiMAV combs through the
facility supported by over 50 STEX, everything US in their
way dies.
ZEUS
Universal com, launch the third wave.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
Everybody is cheering. Zeus's, Athena's, Persephone, and
Artemis's helmet comes on and they is shot down into the
waiting Whale class transport.
CUT TO:
INT. BIG GUN TERTIARY CONTROL ROOM
People cheering cheering.
OTHER LANCE LEADER
Lower you weapons, we are friends.
STEX G2 3
Ok commander, do you recommend we
post a lance of men to guard the
console, and send out the rest to
comb through the gun and clean out
any US forces still left.
SPACE COMMANDER G
I want you to do exactly that.
Lance G2 and G3 you are now lance 1
and are guarding the console.
STEX G2 2
Yes sir.
SPACE COMMANDER G
The rest of you will be guided by
the assistants.
CUT TO:
EXT. WESTERN STRONG POINT
Show three dolphin class transports hovering/flying over
firing upon enemy BiMAVs, as lasers from the Leviathan chop
them up.
BiMAVs come up over the horizon and charge the dying group
of Western soldiers.
The rebel BiMAV lance marches right over their dead bodies
on their way to the next point now being fired upon by the
transports.
CUT TO:
EXT. NO MANS' LAND
No Man's Land is now Rebel territory as there are 48 STEX
and 2 medium BiMAVs walking across there firing upon some
far off tanks.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
They take out the tanks with minimal casualties.
The group runs towards the rebel strong point.
CUT TO:
EXT. REBEL STRONG POINT
Group of BiMAVs running.
They kill a small group of the enemy and then walk towards
the group from no mans' land.
ATHENA (VO)
The third wave is the bulk of the
invasion, and consists of 200 two-
way whale class transports, capable
of bringing the rest of the 40,000
STEX troops, 760 BiMAVs, 240 tanks,
and 1,200 light to medium support
vehicles. These transports are very
vulnerable to any fire, and have
little external defenses.
A transport lands between them, the lowering ramp of the
whale, pushes the frame of a dead mini-BiMAV into the ground.
very heavy BiMAVs stroll out of the transport. And out
come a full lance of mini-BiMAVs, trionyx tanks, and porcupines.
Eventually a special heavily armored vehicle comes out
looking like a dark metal 8 meter X 20 meter X 5 meter RV.
Zeus, Artemis, Athena, and Persephone all walk towards the
Land Command Vehicle(LCV).
The door opens for them and he jumps on still in STEX.
They sits down at the command computer.
ARIES
It looks like we are just mopping
up from here on out.
ZEUS
It sure does, check up on the
forces combing from the strong
point, watch for aerial or land
vehicles, they still might have
something up their sleeves.
INT. REBEL SKY COMMAND CENTER
Hermes looks over at the main screen now dominated by green.
(Second Wave In Get Your Gun)
ZEUS
We're in people. We are on Earth.
CUT TO:
THE BAYOU
EXT. GROUND NEAR I-10 POWER STATION
A bunch of US STEX standing holding riffles, guarding the
station.
A few military vehicles are parked on an eddy just outside
the highway.
A quad of BiMAVs are crouched in relaxation mode.
BiMAVs stand in combat mode as STEX begin to run around like
ants of a disturbed pile.
All the STEX and the 4 BiMAVs begin to run away from the
station.
BOOM!!! Synchronous space based artillery fire destroys all
but 1/3 of the STEX and all but one of the BiMAVs. The
explosion forms a doughnut, sparing the enclosed power relay
station, and the interstate.
A few seconds later 4 small dolphin transports slow down to
drop a quad of medium BiMAVs onto the cratered ground around
the power station.
The transports are holding the BiMAVs half in their hallow
bottomless bay, with the crouched legs and lower torso
coming out the bottom.
The transports decelerate continuously firing multiple
medium to light weapons. They land upon the BiMAVs legs then
release the BiMAVs and fly away, still firing.
BiMAVs get up.
SKY SQUAD COMMADER
Hit the BiMAV hard!
The Rebel BiMAVs turns to the only surviving BiMAV and pound
the living shit out of it, then the closest BiMAV walks up
to it and pounds it some more.
of the other BiMAVs chase after the once fleeing STEX into
the Bayuo.
The last BiMAV is walking to the maglev interstate,
patrolling for any hostiles.
(The Bayou)
Cut back to the two BiMAVs as they run down and kill the
STEX fleeing into the marshy terrain-
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
HEY stop running in, hot step back
to stable terrain.
BIMAV 3
Ok.
BiMAV 3 slows down but not before it gets its right leg knee
deep in mud.
BIMAV 3
Shit I'm stuck, what is this shit.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
It's mud, god damn mud, you see a
lot of it on Earth.
BIMAV 3
Well how the fuck do I get out of it.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
Just step back, try to get good
footing.
BiMAV 3 tries to get his leg out of the mud but it is stuck,
and he slips and falls onto his back, the arms stabilize the
landing.
The machine gun on BiMAV 3's head turns to fire at a unit of
STEX now harassing and trying to lob a package onto the BiMAV.
BIMAV 3
God damn ugly ass Earthlings get
some fucking GenMods.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
BiMAV 2, and BiMAV 4 get your ass
over to BiMAV 3, he is stuck.
BIMAV 2
Yes sir on my way.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
Launch a cable on BiMAV 3 before it
sinks any farther.
BiMAV 2 now running.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
Hurry up the region is still hostile.
(The Bayou)
BiMAV 2 fires a cable and starts pulling the BiMAV onto
stable ground as it leans back, slips on the ground.
BIMAV 2
Comp deploy spikes.
Enemy STEX come out of a nearby building.
BiMAV 1's machine gun begins to turn in engagement.
BiMAV 2 pulls BiMAV 3 out of the mud.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
BiMAV 1 BiMAV 2 Get back to the
station, 3 and 4 will cover here.
BiMAV 1 and 2 unload.
BiMAV 1 and BiMAV 2 run back to the station.
CUT TO:
INT. BIMAV CONTROL COMBAT MODE
BIMAV 4
Yes sir-
Both of his hands are in the interface. BiMAV 4 operator
pulls out both arms to press the unload button, while
pressing a series of buttons to transfer command of the
auto-machine gun to sky, with his left hand.
CUT TO:
EXT. GROUND RIGHT NEXT TO BIG GUN
Show the 1st person view of a separate STEX still inside the
BiMAVs belly, as it crouches and the bay opens.
The quad of STEX jump out.
STEX 4 1
Your good to go.
BiMAV 4 gets up and walks forward a bit, and turns to look
around scanning for bogies.
Quad 4 meets up with quad 1, already near the door.
STEX 1 1
Probes have gone in, just a few
STEX to take out.
(The Bayou)
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
Go in.
CUT OUT OF THE WEIRDNESS TO:
The first STEX to go in.
INT. I-10 POWER STATION
They kill a few people, suffering no losses and get to the
control room.
STEX 1 1
Sky should we turn the road on?
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
Awaiting command confirmation.
About 5 seconds of waiting.
SKY SQUAD COMMANDER
Aw screw it he is busy, flip the
switch.
CUT TO:
EXT. I-10
Mag-interstate, vehicles driving on wheels begin to levitate
and take off.
Slowly swing camera to above the road to a birds eye view.
When Zeus's LCV flies to center camera.
Stop time.
INT. LCV
Zoom directly into the LCV and rotate camera to fill the
screen with Zeus's interface, east to west on the screen, on
the giant road map of the continental United States, with
various points of interest and both good and bad troop
movements.
Camera pans to show that-
Zeus still in his helmet-less STEX isn't looking at the big
map like we are meant to believe, he is looking above that
where Hermes' face dominates a small monitor.
(The Bayou)
HERMES
The eastern fleet is still not
strong enough to dominate western
waters, they still are going to
provide support to us when we reach
the eastern sea board.
ZEUS
How much?
HERMES
As much as they can, with the
Leviathan, it will be enough to
hold back western destroyer based
sea to land artillery, which is
what we need.
ZEUS
Ok give my thanks to the new
Supreme Eastern Commander, and try
to set up a encoded hotline between us.
HERMES
Ahh more tasks to the me, ok talk
to you later.
She closes the channel as Zeus looks over at the interstate.
RANDOM REBEL BIMAV GROUP LEADER
Commander 3, I have taken power
point 8, I already turned it on.
ZEUS
Good, get to the highway when your
done, your pick up group will be
waiting for you.
RANDOM REBEL BIMAV GROUP LEADER
Yes sir.
His video box disappears.
Show contingent guarding the Big Guns while below is spoken
ATHENA (VO)
After each big gun is secured we
will leave a small contingent of
forces to guard the fortress, as it
poses a monumental strategic
advantage in the war in the heavens.
Show transportation of military convoy while below is spoken
(The Bayou)
ATHENA (VO)
The mainstay of our forces will
proceed directly to I-10, and all
non-mag vehicles will mount upon
captured civilian and non-civilian
mag vehicles.
Show securing of power stations while below is spoken.
ATHENA (VO)
Forward BiMAV groups will be
deployed upon certain sectional
power stations to activate and
secure power flowing through the
road. We will gain supporters as we
traverse the territory.
Show movements on big map while below is spoken.
ATHENA
Our forces will travel at moderate
velocities, estimated around 600
km/hr, with unexpected stops due to
Western sabotage, and possible detours.
Presentation is disrupted as red flashes in the map where
bridges cross the Mississippi. The convoy is still rapidly
approaching the river still on I-10.
EXT. I-10 OVER MISSISSIPPI
The convoy just gets onto the bridge to move across the
Mississippi.
Aerial box comes up to show the I-10 bridge falling, the
vehicles go flying all over the place into the water and stuff.
CUT TO:
INT. LCV
Zeus presses universal com-
ZEUS (UNIVERSAL COM)
SHIT I-10 bridge has fallen, repeat
I-10 bridge has fallen. All forces
activate predefined deceleration.
releases the button and looks up to a currently black monitor-
ZEUS
Hermes, you watching this.
Hermes appears on the monitor-
(The Bayou)
HERMES
Yes, it would appear that they are
trying to hold us off at the river.
ZEUS
Should I divert through multiple
bridges.
HERMES
No, they are already compromised.
ZEUS
How do you know.
HERMES
They are trying to hold us off at
the Mississippi. I'm sure the seals
have already planted explosives at
all of the bridges from the gulf to,
well above the State of Mississippi.
ZEUS
Well what are we going to do, the
East is not going to give us any
naval support.
HERMES
Hmm... we are going to have to have
BiMAVs ford the river and get a
bridge for the denser vehicles.
ZEUS
That's it.
INT. LEVIATHAN COMMAND CENTER
Hermes pulls all of his subcommanders into a meeting in
front of him-
HERMES
Look over aerial intelligence and
visual data to locate all ferry
boats or any seaworthy vessel in
the region, we are going to cross
this water on a bridge built of
boats since the West cut the roads.
CUT TO:
INT. COMMAND LCV
ZEUS
Hermes, Athena found a point on the
mississippi, where the water is-
(The Bayou)
Zeus uses the computer interface to determine the distance.
HERMES
We could build a bridge, where is
this place.
ZEUS
I'll send up the coordinates, wait
I can't.
HERMES
Just tell me them.
ZEUS
by 14"65'43.474103
HERMES
You could have just told me the
french quarter.
ZEUS
The what.
HERMES
Don't worry about it you've been in
space your whole life.
ZEUS
Do you want me to make the
universal com, or should the
enlightened one do that.
HERMES
aheh, No go ahead.
ZEUS (UNIVERSAL COM)
All units move to the french
quarter, we are fording BiMAVs and
building a bridge out of boats for
the heavy vehicles.
Zeus blocks the transmission.
ZEUS
Computer divert all questioners to
leviathan command.
COMPUTER
Beep.
A thousand questioners pop because nobody knows where it is.
(The Bayou)
INT. LCV
ZEUS
Alright subcommander, I need you to
find as many boats as possible and
move them to the ferrying location.
The thousand questioners come up in front of Hermes, they
cover his vision, before the computer automatically
reallocates them to a corner.
CUT TO:
EXT. MISSISSIPPI
Tanks and Porcupines are driving over a bridge. A bunch are
on either side.
EXT. UNDER WATER IN VIEW OF RADAR
BiMAVs are crossing by walking underwater. Cylinders are
dotted around where they are passing.
BIMAV 5
What are these giant cylinders
doing in the middle of the river.
SUBCOMMANDRER 4
Artemis what are the cylinders in
the water.
ARTEMIS
Oh God, Zeus are those ground
consuming drill.
Enemy BiMAVs are coming from all over.
BIMAV 5
Holy shit BiMAVs coming from holes
all over.
All the BiMAVs underwater are swarmed by close range plasma.
ZEUS (VO)
So the restriction on refining the
crust of the Earth is lifted.
Hermes its time we drop down drills
of our own.
BiMAV 5 is killed. BiMAVs still fighting.
CUT TO:
(The Bayou)
EXT. SPACE AROUND LEVIATHAN
Drills are dropping from all over the bottom of the Leviathan.
HERMES (VO)
I'll contact the Prime Minister of
the East immediately. Drills are
dropping as we speak.
Athena's command screen with red dots littering underneath
the Mississippi.
ATHENA
Our forces are split in half.
They've divided us perfectly.
There's going to be thousands of
them pouring through those holes
we've got to retreat on both fronts
away from these holes.
PERSEPHONE
But there may be other holes where
we retreat.
ZEUS
We'll retreat in a direction they
don't expect. Make it 30 degrees
north from the lines of latitude on
the Western front. Make the Eastern
front move along the Mississippi
until we can rendezvous with them.
CUT TO:
EXT. SPACE
Drills are starting to burn as they enter the atmosphere.
CUT TO:
EXT. JUST ABOVE THE EARTH
Drill's parachutes open up. Drills land front first into the
ground and go underground.
CUT TO:
EXT. FRENCH QUARTER, NEW ORLEANS
BiMAVs on on the New Orleans shore are running away.
CUT TO:
(The Bayou)
EXT. SHORE ACROSS FROM FRENCH QUARTER
BiMAVs on the opposite shore are running away. BiMAVs start
coming out of holes to cut off Rebel BiMAVs.
BIMAV 6
Shit they're everywhere.
INT. LCV
ZEUS
Concentrate space support on this
side of the river.
ARTEMIS
But what about the other side?
ZEUS
Artemis just look at the red dots,
we need to win where we can for now.
ZEUS
We've got to get out of here too
evacuate command center to BiMAVs.
EXT. AROUND LCV
BiMAVs walk up to the command center as Zeus, Athena,
Artemis, Persephone, and the driver run into their insides.
BiMAVs start coming out of the ground around them.
ZEUS
Hermes protect us until we get back
to the main group.
HERMES
Here it comes.
Fire rains from the sky as the BiMAVs make their way back to
the core concentration fighting overwhelming odds.
Zeus looks at his command screen as he zooms into what is
happening on the other side of the river. Red dots are
converging from all sides much worse than the the Eastern
side of the river where Zeus is.
ZOOM INTO SCREEN:
The BiMAVs are concentrated in one location in New Orleans.
As they become surrounded by BiMAVs, and are being attacked
by STEX lobbing explosives blowing the legs off the BiMAVs.
(The Bayou)
BIMAV 7
Where's our fucking air support,
are you just leaving us to die up
there.
INT. SKY COMMAND IN BIMAV
ZEUS
Keep fighting soldiers it'll come soon.
Zeus closes the command screen.
ZEUS
Girls can we save them.
PERSEPHONE
No you already know the answer to
that one, they are just casualties
of war.
ZEUS
DAMNIT!!
ATHENA
We'll survive this though and with
the 2/3 of our forces on this side
of the river and with what is being
pumped out of the ground here and
Eurasia-Africa-Australia-Antarctica
we will end the war.
ZEUS
Yes but at what cost?
PERSEPHONE
Around 300,000 lives.
ZOOM INTO COMMAND SCREEN:
Still in command interface show green dots being produced in
the Western US and Mexico and red dots being produced from
the ground in the Eastern US. Some of the red dots die due
to space support.
Zoom into Green dots retreat for a time then combine with
other green dots to turn around and surround the red dots
that were pursuing them.
FADE INTO OVERVIEW OF BATTLE AND ZOOM INTO:
(The Bayou)
EXT. WHERE THE WEST IS TURNED AROUND
Thousands of enthralled BiMAVs in all out combat. Eventually
the Western BiMAVs are partially surrounded in an almost
closed C shape. The Western BiMAVs retreat through the
opening as they are pounded by the Leviathan.
INT. LCV
ZEUS
Good Stratesy Athena.
ATHENA
Thank you.
PERSEPHONE
Now let's compress the C then pound
the center.
ZEUS
Artemis make it so.
Show command screen as this happens.
Fast forward till all the red dots are gone.
REBEL TROOPS
Cheering.
CUT TO:
INT. LCV
HERMES
We've managed to get a foothold of
crust consumption to our MAV
production replicators. The East is
following suit in refining the
crust under them. Unfortunately the
West managed to refine the crust
under the ocean in advance of
Eastern drills.
ZEUS
Athena what is your plan.
ATHENA
We should charge into their
territory and capture every
production center that they control
along our path then capture their
shadow government which is situated
in Washington DC.
(The Bayou)
HERMES
I'll make sure the Eastern
reinforcements close in on the
shadow government so we can capture
them.
ARTEMIS
Is this the plan the East believes
will win us the war.
HERMES
Yes.
PERSEPHONE
We'll have to pull forces from our
Western US production block which
will comprise them to the enemy.
But the East has enough ground on
the Earth and enough asteroids from
the outer reaches that we can get
enough support to capture the Earth
even if we lose our production block.
ZEUS
Then let's make that compromise.
ARTEMIS
Then we head East.
Show on command screen cluster of green dots move till they
reach 150 km from Washington DC where the red dots are
clustered.
HERMES
My Western contacts have informed
me that the shadow government has
moved their position to New York
city which is poorly guarded.
ZEUS
What do you think girls should we
assault DC or move directly to New
York.
ATHENA
We should take them down now so
they have less forces.
PERSEPHONE
No we should capture their shadow
government now, checkmate.
(The Bayou)
ZEUS
Artemis I am divided what is your
choice?
ARTEMIS
Let's go to New York and maybe save
some lives.
HERMES
Good choice Artemis, by the time
you arrive in New York you will
have plenty of support from Eastern
forces.
Show on command screen cluster of green dots move till they
are right at the land on the other side of Manhattan where
the red dots are clustered from moving up from DC among
other places.
THE BATTLE OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK, THE FINAL MISSION
Show people watching from video monitors on the Leviathan.
Cut between monitors and people in BiMAVs watching their
screen, every couple of sentences.
INT. BIMAVS, INT. HOUSES, INT. LEVIATHAN, INT. LCV
ZEUS
This war has been long and hard.
Many people have given their lives
in support of both sides. All have
mourned from loss. Humanity itself
is suffering.
ZEUS
But there is hope, hope that a new
age shall soon be forged out of
this putrid war. As both sides
shall soon be consumed in an epic
battle we must think not that
killing our foe is wrong but think
that the slaughter that shall
consume this once great city will
be for the better of all humankind
and more importantly its nearly
complete survival.
ZEUS
For the forces that we rebels have
amassed at the shore of New York
City combined with the forces of
the East shall capture the puppet
masters of the West. On top of that
our allied forces shall crush the
last remaining body of resources in
this solar system.
ZEUS
WE HAVE THE CHANCE TO PUSH THEM TO
THE MOON!!!
ZEUS
Do not take that lightly. If we can
push the West back to 1 place then
they will have no power over the
lives of Spacies and Earthlings
because we will be able to contain
them within the shell of the
Eastern Armada.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
ZEUS
Once that is done all of humanity
will be safely outside that sphere.
Then we can disarm them. Then we
can dominate the solar system with
one faction. Then we can establish
an E-Democracy where all of mankind
will be able to vote on the
internet and play virtual reality
games where your mind itself in
enveloped in the game. Then
Humanity shall live within a true
nanotopia.
ZEUS
REMEMBER THAT IS WHAT WE ARE
FIGHTING FOR!! Let the battle begin.
FADE OUT.
INT. LCV
Hermes appears on a big screen.
HERMES
Zeus it appears that the West is
preparing their Space fleet to
capture the Leviathan.
ZEUS
Well at least I'm not going to
encounter any of those transports.
HERMES
We're going to have to drastically
accelerate our ground invasion.
Show on the horizontal map in the LCV many lasers being shot
towards the Earth, as the West surrounds the Leviathan and
starts shooting out its plasma cannons. Show Hermes looking
at a screen of 3 assault transports coming at the command
center.
INT. LEVIATHAN BRIDGE
HERMES
Subcommander 1 when I tell you too
divert all power to the front rail
cannon and lock it on the incoming
transports. Fire 3 shots one at each.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Yes, Hermes.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
HERMES
NOW!
The rail moves quickly up and fires at each of the transports
destroying them all.
HERMES
Good job.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Thank you. But the front cannons
have just been destroyed by enemy
plasma.
HERMES
Shit its too early.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
transports coming at us now.
HERMES
Where are they headed?
SUBCOMMANDER 1
to the command center, 16 to
power control.
HERMES
Good, right into the trap.
Show the 5 assault ships fire a ring of plasma at the hull
to make a hole to enter through. They Stop 10M away from the
holes and make the troops jump across the vacuums. They
group up and sweep through the deserted command center.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Sir 137 more transports are coming
towards us.
HERMES
Wait get ready to eject command
center. You launch it at the
optimal time.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Yes sir.
Show the 137 vessels rocketing towards the gigantic ship.
Suddenly the command center disconnects and flies right
towards the incoming vessels. They change their course to
stay away from it but only 28 ships escape the explosion as
it detonates.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
HERMES
Great job.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Sir they just sent 78 more.
HERMES
Is there any way we can stop them?
SUBCOMMANDER 1
No but we can knock out some of them.
HERMES
What is our laser support efficiency?
CUT TO:
Show Zeus's face on the ground as his computer says-
COMPUTER
Laser support is at 87%.
The westerner defense seemed unstoppable at first but after
bombarding it with everything the Rebels could muscle up the
defense weakened enough for the BiMAVs to charge through it.
EXT. NEW YORK CITY
The Rebels had entered NY and soon the slower infantry
poured in. There were tons of snipers guarding the city but
after firing at a few buildings they were killed.
INT. LEVIATHAN BRIDGE
HERMES
With the enemies boarding the
Leviathan our laser and plasma
support will slowly dwindle.
Then to his men in armor lined up holding assault riffles he
assigns where they are to guard and how. As the 78 transports
arrive they all make it to the ship with a few casualties.
Show Hermes group as they watch as the shuttle approaches
the shuttle launches first a torpedo that penetrates the
hull then it blows a hole in one of the exterior corridors
then lets the troops push from the shuttle to the Leviathan
where they cut holes and penetrate deeper into the ship.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAYS
What this rebel group does is they wait for the shuttle
start unloading the troops while duck taping small grenades
to the exterior of the hull when the shuttle starts
unloading its troops the rebels detonate the charges and
fire at the unloading troops until they are mostly dead and
then retreat to a place safe from the penetrating rail
machine guns of the Western shuttle.
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAYS AND INT. LEVIATHAN BRIDGE
HERMES
Good job taking the intruders down.
Send STEX to guard fusion core 8.
STEX move immediately to those coordinates before the
West gets a foot hold.
REBEL SPACE SOLDIER 1
Core 8 has been captured recommend
detonation before they get to the
rest of the ship.
HERMES
Partially detonate core 8.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Yes sir.
HERMES
There has been a 10% decrease in
artillery we will hold on as long
as possible up here.
INT. LCV
ZEUS
Damn it we are being sniped to hell
I already lost most of the troops I
need as much support as possible.
The buildings where the West is
hiding are covered in snipers with
shoulder cannons and antinfantry
riffles.
PERSEPHONE
We really shouldn't even be
attacking the city without Eastern
reinforcements.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
These building could not be plowed over each sniper needed
to be sniped an impossible task considering the Leviathan
was fighting the frontier forces and was being practically
pushed into the atmosphere by tons of enemy fighters and
transports.
INT. LEVIATHAN BRIDGE
HERMES
more enemy transports are
unloading hold fast.
The transports arrive 13 are stopped but 27 more infiltrate
the hull. The ones that do infiltrate the hull are killed
when Hermes says-
HERMES
Detonate infiltrated sectors.
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAYS
Luckily this time no reactors were hit, but the West hit the
space to ground artillery bringing some if it offline.
EXT. NEW YORK CITY
On the ground the rebel forces had pushed deep into the city
and were running into buildings where they would kill
snipers from the rear.
INT. LCV
Zeus hears on the com from one of his officers.
SUBCOMMANDER 1
Sir the Leviathan's Primary Fusion
block has been disabled and cannot
communicate with the ground but
their weapons are at 43%.
ZEUS
Great.
Zeus says as he turns to order another officer-
ZEUS
Universal com all troops to push
harder into the city and prepare to
destroy the primary and secondary
targets, Ignore tertiary.
Zeus walks over to look at a display of the battle ground.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
ATHENA
We can use rockets to bring the
building down.
ZEUS
Go over this building to get at it,
it's time to test out our new high
payload rockets
ARIES
Yes sir.
ZEUS
Once you get over fire all of your
rockets at one side of the
foundation of the building. That'll
take out a whole bunch of the buggers.
ARIES
We are already on it sir.
EXT. NEW YORK CITY
Rebel Officer 1 say as the initiate their rockets to make it
on top of the building. They move slowly up until they make
it to the top where they turn off their rockets.
REBEL GROUND SOLDIER 1
Command, I NEED LASER SUPPORT.
seconds later a volley of laser slashes rains down killing
dozens of ground infantry.
REBEL GROUND SOLDIER 1
Move into position. Aim. Sync fire
Then he pulls the trigger. 2 parallel lines of rockets hits
the building at the exact same time one on top of the other.
The building instantly begins to collapse toppling over into
other buildings.
INT. LCV AND NEW YORK
They all cheer in the command center and the BiMAV.
REBELS ON THE GROUND
Cheering.
After the cheering subsides Zeus says-
ZEUS
I wonder what is going on in space.
CUT TO:
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
INT. LEVIATHAN HALLWAYS
A unit of 4 soldiers are talking in a hallway-
REBEL SPACE SOLDIER 1
Split up and flank them.
They hear a noise and turn to the right where Western troops
open up the door and spray at them one of the soldiers
returns fire killing 1 injuring another. The Westerners walk
over the bodies shooting them with the riffle then continuing
on down the hall.
Show a single rebel running through the hall gunning one
down the turning right and shooting at a whole patrol. The
last person in these patrols walks backwards to fire at any
flanking Rebels. The entire patrol is killed. Show a group
of 8 rebels who helped kill the patrol standing in a room
with a door open to a hallway. 2 soldiers help a wounded
soldier into the room. The lieutenant of the group asks the
wounded one-
REBEL SPACE LIEUTENANT
Where are they?
REBEL SPACE SOLDIER 2 (WOUNDED)
They were running towards the
control center, along hall C3.
REBEL SPACE LIEUTENANT
You stay here. The rest come with
me we are going to ambush the patrol.
They followed him as they ran then slowed down to stay
silent the lieutenant signaled to his troops to spread out
and they followed along the hall to the right and left. Then
they converged like this(stars are rebels):
=====*=======
==------------=*
==*==========
They killed them all and lost nobody.
REBEL SPACE SOLDIER 2
Let's get back to the control center.
Show 3 troops looking at each other saying-
REBEL SPACE LIEUTENANT
Where should we go?
Directly after that they hear footsteps behind the door.
REBEL SPACE SOLDIER 2
Get outta here I will take them.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
They look at each other and split up. The one that stayed
opens fire at the door and jumps to the side as they shoot
back. The Western troops open the door and Rebel Space
Soldier 2 throws a grenade in. 4 Westerner's die because of
the grenade, 6 more Western troops rush trough and kill him.
Rebel Space Soldier 3 is crouched down just in front of
Rebel Space Lieutenant that ambush them from the rear
killing 4 of the 6 remaining Westerners before both rebels die.
Back at the control center Hermes looks out the window to
see the percent efficiency of the cannons. It displays 32%.
HERMES
Ok send troops to A. Then B. Then C.
solders open the door and run through. 3 soldiers are
positioned in the room that looks like this:
A
HHHHHHHH  HHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHH    HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
C                W W W
HHHHHHHHHHH    HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
B
HHHHHHHHDHHHHHHHH
The next platoon to be sent through hallway A. When they
reach the door the Westerners are on the other side open
fire. Troops at B get to the opening in the hallway and
begin opening fire just as troops go the open door through C.
All Westerners are killed without any rebel casualties.
Hermes looks over at the laser support efficiency change
from %26 to 22%.
CUT TO:
INT. LCV
as Zeus sees it on the  Earth.
ZEUS
The leviathan is about to fall
order the retreat to the Eastern
part of the city Eastern
reinforcements are due in that area.
INT. LCV AND EXT. NEW YORK CITY AROUND LCV
BiMAVs around Zeus's LCV are in an intense fight.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
REBEL BIMAV 1
Zeus I don't want to bother you but
we aren't going to be able to
protect you for long.
ZEUS
Shit We'd better follow you to the
Eastern shore in STEX.
Zeus, Athena, Artemis and Persephone leave the LCV in STEX.
They follow along behind the Rebel BiMAVs. Zeus stays behind
to fight off enemy STEX. While Zeus's 3 girls stay with the
group.
REBEL GROUND SOLDIER 3
We're falling too far behind We
have to take cover in this building.
CUT TO:
A rebel BiMAV jumping off the building using the thrusters
to soften their landing. They start to run out of the city
along with the ground infantry and beat up enemy tanks. Show
Shells falling around them and sporadic laser cannon.
The Western forces fight a long hard battle to reach the
Eastern part of manhattan.
EXT. EASTERN SHORE OF NEW YORK CITY
EASTERN WATER GENERAL
We're here to reinforce you.
Suddenly the forces pushed back to the water, view thousands
of BiMAVs jumping from nonsubmerged submarines that are
grounding on the Eastern Manhattan banks.
ARIES
Now we are back in business.
Show BiMAVs going back into the city blasting their way
through enemy BiMAVs and gunning down enemy STEX throwing
down explosive packages from the buildings.
After a while of that-
ZEUS
I only hope that the leviathan is
destroyed if it isn't all of this
is for nothing.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
ZEUS (CONT'D)
As long as Hermes presses the damn
self-destruct button we will be
safe there until the war is won.
CUT TO:
INT. LEVIATHAN BRIDGE AND INT. HALLWAY LEADING TO LEVIATHAN
BRIDGE
COMPUTER
Laser force efficiency is down to
efficiency.
Hermes looking through the window in the past and sees 13%
efficiency.
HERMES
I have set in motion a revolution
to end a war and bring peace to the
world by creating an imbalance that
shall lean until it yields a stalemate.
HERMES
By pressing this button I shall
kill thousands to save billions.
Show him crawl to the door during this whole time hear the
sound of the 8 troops out side defending the last stand.
They are only 3. 2 Rebels are on the minivulcan plasma guns.
The West throws a shrapnel grenade in through one of the
doors 2 of the soldiers are hurt but still can fire the guns
the third that was already shot in the leg gets up and drags
the third gun back towards the back door.
Show Hermes hovering his hand over the self-destruct saying-
HERMES
The leviathan must be destroyed.
Cut directly to the last solder with the bleeding leg firing
at the Westerners screaming-
REBEL SPACE SOLDIER 4
Ahhhhhhhhhhh
As he is shot several times and dies. Hear the sound of the
West as they start cutting through the door shielding Hermes.
HERMES
This should end the war.
Hermes presses the final self-destruct button.
(The Battle of New York, New York, The Final Mission)
The Western solder breaks through the last door screaming-
WESTERN SPACE SOLDIER
GET DOWN ON THE GROUND-
During above Hermes is encased in a STEX and goes through
the floor to fly into Eastern space.
CUT TO:
Space Far away from the Leviathan.
White nuclear detonation of the Leviathan fade to white
shows faces and tanks of rebels that are in the city as the
light from the H-explosion brightens to pure white.
CUT TO:
THE BATTLE OF NY, POST EMP, COMBAT; OLD SCHOOL STYLE
ZEUS IN NEW YORK CITY
Screen becomes yellow. Camera is zoomed into sun. Zoom out
into battle.
Zeus is firing at a shit load of STEX and a mini-BiMAVs,
what he is shooting at is overwhelming.
The combat is very hard, Zeus pulls back as they begin to
shoot at him.
Zeus backs against the corner column of a building-
ZEUS
Zoom camera in-
ZEUS
Zeus turns to his left and throws the package onto the enemy
mini-BiMAV in the street.
ZEUS
Zeus puts his back to the wall for the instant he presses
the button to blow up the mini-
ZEUS
Zeus turns to his right, riffling with so many well placed
bursts it's like he is spraying, this is truly the mastery
of STEX combat for Zeus, as he approaches divinity, he
approaches zen, he peaks, then just as he has killed almost
all of them, and just as adrenaline takes him over in pure
fight, pure killing, pure combat-
Total blackness, total silence, except the noise of the
artificial suit muscles moving, now limp.
Thud-
CUT TO:
Zeus landing on his hands, his torso twisted as he was
falling in the direction of his previous momentum.
The STEX has come apart, as Zeus rears his back up to throw
the backpack off.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
At the same time Zeus throws his arms around in one quick
motion throwing off arm armor and gloves.
Zeus uses both hands to take off his helmet, just to see
that an enemy STEX is almost out of his suit.
Zeus reaches for his pistol, still enclosed in the close
exterior of the suit.
The enemy sees Zeus and does the same.
Zeus has the pistol in his hands as he aims, and gets up.
Bang bang. The enemy is dead.
Zeus runs forward firing at around 4 other STEX just now
getting out.
A 6th enemy is struggling to get out of his cage, which is
held down by the mini-BiMAV.
Part of his suit is off, and the dorsal and the front are
separated but held together by the weight pressed upon the
poor man.
Zeus finds a location on him where the whiteness of the
shroud shows.
Zeus places the muzzle of the pistol flush against the inch
of flesh, and fires 3 rounds into the man silencing him.
Zeus stands up, cracks his back and looks around, looking
around for any survivors Rebel or Westerner.
Zeus looks at his pistol somewhat flabbergasted. Zeus
presses the button, and releases the clip into his left hand
where he takes out the bullets in counting.
There is only one bullet left of the 10 that were originally
in the clip.
Zeus throws it up in his palm then kisses it. Zeus begins to
walk back to his suit, Zeus puts the bullet into his pant
pocket, and throws the clip away. Zeus leans over and grabs
all of the clips from his STEX. Zeus puts the original one
in the gun and the other one into the specially designed pocket.
Zeus quickly goes to another two STEX suits and grabs the
magazines.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
Zeus looks satisfied, Zeus goes over to a corner in one of
the buildings and rests there propped in the corner as Zeus
pulls out the plastic paper (plastic paper is just like
paper but more durable and completely water resistant)
information packet that Zeus had placed in all of the
camouflage shrouds.
Zeus's shroud is a blotchy dark gray, meant to blend into
the urban landscape of this developed America. The shroud
also has discrete markings signifying Zeus's esteemed
position. Also the shroud is meant to contrast with the
white still warn by the short sighted Western troops. Now
both sides know who to shoot at.
Zeus begins looking at the map, and looking up as if to find
a street sign.
ZEUS
and Wall Street.
Zeus points to the map of the city which has a big red X at
_________________.
MAN (VO)
HEY!
ZEUS
Shit.
Zeus fumbles for his gun and raises it after dropping the map.
REBEL 1
It's just me, another gray.
ZEUS
Oh thank god.
Zeus picks up his stuff, and walks over as he stuffs the map
back in his forearm.
Bang bang.
Zeus ducks in fear then turns around with the others as they
shoot back through the glass doors of the building Zeus is
still under.
One of the rebel soldiers is shot dead.
ZEUS
After them.
The whole group of about 17 rebels runs to the building and
into it.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
INT. NEW YORK CITY BUILDING
Zeus aims down the hallway at the running assailants. Bang,,
bang, the noise echos in the gothic marble building. They
are both shot dead.
REBEL 1
This is it, this is the building
sky command was talking about, this
is where the shadow government
people are hiding.
ZEUS
Perfect, I'm glad those idiots lead
us to them we can hold them down
until Eastern STEX reinforcements
arrive.
The 17 gather around their new and previous leader Zeus.
ZEUS
Is this it, I want you two to scour
the streets and gather as many
rebels and ammo as you can find.
Don't come back with your arms empty.
REBEL 16 AND 17
Yes sir.
ZEUS
Go. As for the rest of us split up
into quads.
ZEUS
Don't let your quad out of
screaming range, let's find this
bunker.
REBEL 8
Sir I think we should try the elevator.
ZEUS
Hello EMP, we'll try the stairs.
INT. STAIRWELL IN NEW YORK CITY BUILDING
They go down 6 floors to the lowest, Zeus opens the door.
INT. HALLWAY IN NEW YORK CITY BUILDING
Zeus looks down the hallway where two STEX guards are
guarding a large door.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
The fire fight begins the instant the rebels fire round
after round into the STEX, even thought the plasma bullets
are not going very fast, they are still designed to
penetrate medium STEX. These STEX happen to be light.
The STEX do have enough time to fire into the rebels taking
a couple down.
Zeus runs by and looks down at 1 of the injured who's chest
was exploded by the powerful STEX bullet.
ZEUS
Damn this fucking bunker must have
insulated them.
One of the other rebels makes it to the door first, he
stands in front of the door and fires three rounds in before
he pulls out just before automatic STEX fire. He backs into
the wall next to the door, on the side closest to the elevators.
Zeus stands right in front of him, putting Zeus's right hand
against the wall to the right of his head-
ZEUS
You alright, those bullets are
pretty loud when you aren't encased.
The rebel nods.
Zeus looks satisfied and casually reaches his left hand into
the door frame and fires a few bullets, exposing nothing but
his gun and his hand.
ZEUS
Cover fire, just to scare them,
force them to keep their heads down.
Zeus sticks his head and pistol just out of the corner,
firing a single shoot.
ZEUS
Unfortunately ammo is a bit scarce
right now.
Zeus looks over to the others who are standing around unsure
of what to do, waiting for orders.
ZEUS
Why don't you try shooting.
Zeus points to them by sweeping over them will all of his
right hand fingers-
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
ZEUS
You four over that side.
The 4 run in front of the door frame all at once.
The 4 shoot at the enemy STEX on the other side of the door
killing all of them. 1 Rebel is killed. The 3 go into the
room they just shot into along with the rest of the Rebels.
INT. ANTEROOM IN NEW YORK CITY BUILDING
ZEUS
Alright now don't kill any shadows,
we are trying to take them alive.
Zeus points to the nearest person to the door frame on the
other side of the door then points towards the door to the
next room from the Anteroom-
ZEUS
We provide cover fire while these
guys go in.
ZEUS
On 3... 1.. 2.. 3
Place camera in front of the door, with the door center
screen, so that we can see what is happening on both sides
of the door and through the door.
Zeus puts his head and arms out firing at the enemy until
the rebels run into the large anteroom.
There is much shooting before the rebels come back out to
reload.
Only 3 of the 8 come out.
We hear one of the rebels still in the doorway scream-
REBEL 1
NO NO.
BOOM/splat.
REBEL 2
He was shot in the leg as we were
leaving, I would have died if I
went back to pull him out.
ZEUS
I can't believe they didn't take
him prisoner.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
REBEL 4
Yeah he was hit by one of the shadows.
ZEUS
The shadows took up arms against us.
REBEL 2
Yeah they didn't even hesitate to
pick up those STEX riffles.
ZEUS
Shit fuck taking them alive.
In the silence directly following 'alive.' we hear a pin
being pulled out and a grenade bounces against the far wall
and rolls back inside the door as all of the rebels dive out
of the way.
Luckily the grenade was inside, and hurt nobody.
REBEL 2
Only a fucking newb would throw a
grenade like that.
REBEL 4
Fucking shadows certainly never
played _________.
ZEUS
Cough, cough,
(like he was choking on saliva)
I am not going to sacrifice my men
just to spare some men and women
who should be military targets in
the first place. Kill every living
thing in there that is not gray.
ZEUS
Let's move in, NOW!
Zeus provides covering fire and runs in behind the remaining
men. Into the same hostile door in the antechamber.
They go in and start shooting. They have to reload a lot and
are 8 men in no time. Zeus backs against a wall and fires
into 1 of the rooms.
Zeus loads his last magazine as two Western STEX run into
the room he is in. The Western STEX kill 4 more rebels.
Zeus goes over to the STEX and pulls out their uzis and ammo,
Rebel 7 does the same to the other STEX.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
Zeus goes against a wall. He sprays the uzi in to scare the
crap out of them. They shoot back. A few seconds after
silence begins Zeus goes back in an fires a few pistol shots
each one killing one of the many enemy's many of whom are STEX.
After a bit of fighting firing into the room from the
antechamber the other two STEX die, only Zeus and Rebel 2
are alive.
They are sitting down against a wall, looking over their ammo.
REBEL 2
I've got no more bullets.
Zeus drops the clip out of his pistol-
ZEUS
Here there are a few left in here,
and I've got me a full uzi clip
right here.
Zeus says mock confident as he pulls locks his uzi.
REBEL 2
Do you think they've got grenades
on those STEX.
ZEUS
I'll go and find out.
Rebel 2 turns into the door and fires a shot.
We all hear an enormous explosion as wind almost blows rebel
over.
REBEL 2
I take it they didn't have any
grenades.
ZEUS
They sure didn't, they had a kilo
of C-7.
REBEL 2
hahhah
ZEUS
Hey let's get the fuck outta here
before we run out of ammo.
REBEL 2
Amen to that brother.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
Rebel 2 gets up. Zeus covers their escape by firing his uzi
into the hostile doors, as they both back out of the
antechamber into the hallway.
INT.  HALLWAY IN NEW YORK CITY BUILDING
Rebel 2 leads the way as Zeus runs to catch up.
BOOM,BOOM,BOOM.
Rebel 2 is shot in the back, Zeus has already hit the floor
and has his uzi trained on the STEX. Zeus begins to fire at
the STEX and knocks him off balance to the ground, but the
uzi bullets did not penetrate the armor. Zeus gets up and
runs/crawls to Rebel 2's pistol, Zeus fires 1 quick burst to
disorient the STEX. Zeus drops the uzi in a dive over to
Rebel 2's body to the coveted pistol, which Zeus discharges
generously into the getting up STEX, click, click, the
pistol is empty.
Zeus drops the pistol in disgust, and runs over to get the uzi.
As Zeus is slowing down to scoop up the uzi another STEX
comes through the door, he looks right first then left.
Zeus fires the uzi at him knocking him down as he fires his
riffle fruitlessly.
Zeus sprints over as he sprays the fuck out of the medium
STEX, click, click, click(no bullets left).
ZEUS
I'M GONNA KILL YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!
Zeus throws the uzi at his head as he dives at him knocking
away the riffle. Zeus is grabbing at his head trying to
break his neck as the STEX begins pulling the riffle closer
by the clip.
Zeus's body becomes wedged under the back of the STEX.
Zeus kicks the riffle away with his right foot. This pisses
the STEX off who turns around and punches at Zeus.
Zeus avoids the first two attempts, then is hit head on by
the powerful SINSS fist. Zeus is knocked on the ground,
blood pouring from his nose. The STEX crawls over to the riffle.
Zeus quickly crawls over to the STEX and takes the pistol
from the STEX's left backpack, and gets up to fire a couple
bullets into the STEX's head.
Now Zeus's broken nose is so bloody it looks like Zeus is
wearing a red uniform.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
Zeus starts running towards the stairwell straitening his
bloody nose with his pistol still in his hand.
Zeus hear foot steps coming down the stairs.
Grays come out.
REBEL 16
Hey Zeus, you alright.
ZEUS
Oh this is nothing, the entire
shadow government is in there,
we've already softened it up for you.
REBEL 18
Who did?
ZEUS
I and these corpses all around you!
Zeus begins to run back towards the door, when two STEX come
out. Both the STEX are shot before they can even shoot.
ZEUS
Hey can someone pass me a mag.
REBEL 19
What kind.
ZEUS
Shit, this won't work, I'll just
take 1 from 1 of them.
Zeus goes to the STEX and pulls the carcass away from the
door before he searches for the 4 clips-
ZEUS
Bingo.
Just as soon as Zeus slips the clip into his pistol 3
Western STEX come running in. The Western STEX kill 3 of the
gray rebels before they are shot down.
A continuous stream of Eastern STEX run from the stairwell
thorough all the rooms. Gunfire sounds are heard as they
clear through the areas.
EASTERN GROUND SOLDIER
We are here to relive you Zeus.
ZEUS
We held the shadows down for you to
capture them.
(The Battle of NY, post EMP, Combat; Old School Style)
EASTERN GROUND SOLDIER
Good job commando.
ZEUS
Do you have STEX for us.
STEX open up for Zeus and his comrades.
ZEUS
Great now all we have to do is
capture the shadow government.
Zeus is STEXed.
ZEUS
Hermes are my girls alright.
More STEX are running into the rooms where the shadow
government is.
HERMES
They are already on their way to
the Eastern capital city.
CUT TO:
INT. ROOM BEHIND HOSTILE DOOR WHICH IS ACCESSED THROUGH THE
ANTECHAMBER IN NEW YOUR CITY.
Show cuts of Shadow government people running from the STEX
which engulf them.
ZEUS
Thank god. What about the ground war.
HERMES
We are charging across Western
territory as we speak as well as
countering their drills.
ZEUS
So we are pushing them to the moon.
HERMES
Yes, they are in full scale retreat
to their last celestial asset.
Zeus is marching with the Eastern soldiers to the street
intersection where the prisoners are marched onto dolphin
class transports. Zeus follows them onto the transport.
CUT TO:
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
SPC. IN VIEW OF MOON AND BOTH FLEETS THAT SURROUND IT.
Show the moon. Pause for 3 seconds. Show the moon with
interface showing, bigger than they actually are, Western
ships and colonies in red and Eastern ships in green.
ZOOM OUT FROM SCREEN ON WALL IN BETWEEN THE 2 FACTIONS:
INT. GREAT HALL
The room has a transparent floor that shows the Earth and
stars passing by underneath as the colony slowly rotates.
The room has stadium style steps where everybody is standing.
The steps are also diamond so you can see down to the Earth
on them as well.
On the left of the room stands the shadow government of the
West. On the right side stands the shadow government of the
East.
HERMES
In order to make this meeting more
civil we will all be mind controlled
so that we don't all speak at the
same time.
HERMES
The core security defenders or Zion
will choose who speaks and for how
long.
HERMES
Don't worry we will be fair in
choosing your voices. Substitute
Supreme Eastern Space Admiral would
you begin.
SSESA (SUBSTITUTE SUPREME EASTERN
SPACE ADMIRAL)
To start with we would like
elucidate all of your infractions
of the continuing Mutually Assured
Destruction treaty or MAD treaty.
Which carry the force of at least
death and at most finite torture of
any kinds.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
SUPREME WESTERN SKY
COMMANDER(PREVIOUSLY SKY COMMANDER)
What the fuck we have both
infracted on the MAD treaty on
countless occasions so that means
you at least die too.
WESTERNERS (SYNCHRONOUSLY)
Yeah!
TITAN
What the hell does that matter
neither of us used the nukes in our
arsenal so we fulfilled the MAD
treaty's primary purpose which is
to safeguard the citizens that
compose the human species as a whole.
SSESA
Your first major infraction was when-
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Look if you don't drop the subject
right now we will cease to command
our nukes not to blow up triggering
them to detonate. You may be able
to protect your colonies and Earth
BUT BY GOD YOU CAN'T STOP US FROM
DESTROYING THE WEST!!!
SSESA
What are you serious how would you
be contacting them if we are
surrounded by nanotube reinforced
diamond.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Look at the floor dumbass. We're
transmitting with lasers directly
to a satellite right under us so
you'd better take us damn well
seriously.
SSESA
Commander is there a satellite
directly under the floor.
CURRENT SUPREME EASTERN SPACE
COMMANDER
Yes it is transmitting highly
encoded data as we speak.
SSESA
Use the mind control to freeze them.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
HERMES
If we mind control freeze them that
could shut off their signal and
cause detonation.
SSESA
Let's see if you're bluffing,
destroy the satellite.
ZEUS
WHAT!? NO. WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU
THINKING! DO YOU KNOW HOW MANY
LIVES ARE AT STAKE!!
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
NOW you listen to me! Your not
going to kill us or torture us. We
demand free passage in exchange for
the hostages we hold around the Moon.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
We want representation in you're
democracy with our hierarchy to
have equal distribution of funds as
yours does.
HERMES
No you will get no extra funds we
need to pay for the outer and inner
parties to prevent a loss of power
which could result from some random
hacker taking control over the
Solar System. We may decide to give
you representation in our government.
ZEUS
We could give them a little in
exchange for disarmament.
OF EAST AND ALL OF WEST
Yes.
OF EAST
No.
HERMES
I think it is time to talk about
the mind experiments conducted by
the West. Why haven't you advanced
to invasive neurological remapping
and reconnecting.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Because we don't want to play God
with your minds, we just want to be
able use global signals to keep
people from betraying us.
ZEUS
So you play God with video and
audio cues.
OF WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT
We were against it.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Ok so we experimented with real
people to unlock the keys to their
minds. All it means is that you
will have a few people to fix and a
lot of data to help your own mind
control program.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
What is the problem you did fucked
up experiments before your systems
started working.
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 2
This is true but our experiments
quickly realized for us safe rapid
and universally compatible mind
control.
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 3
We also eventually fixed the beta
prototypes.
WESTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 1
What about the alpha prototypes?
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 3
God rest their souls.
ARTEMIS
But that is despite the point that
we performed the experiment on
hundreds of thousands fewer than
you have.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
ARTEMIS
And besides the point that you
imprisoned even more of our
citizens in containment facilitates
without access to computers of any
kind or Television. Providing them
only food water and sleep. For that
alone you all should be punished.
ATHENA
I think we should let them free
just so that they don't blow up all
those innocent little people.
PERSEPHONE
I think we should torture them as
much as they tortured our people.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
No we have done little wrong. If
you decide to punish us we are
prepared to destroy all those
around the moon.
ZEUS
I think that these people are
redeemable, we should put them
under our wing so that they can
become a part of our society.
ZEUS
I think that they could make a
great contribution to our hierarchy
to represent the forces that oppose
the government and in rebellion to our.
SSESA
WHAT!? Why would you want to fund
rebels against our government.
ZEUS
Because they could be a chalice to
keep all of the rebel factions
under a government sanctioned self-
monitoring system which is
submissive to the rule of the
Hierarchy in that they will have no
military power.
APOLLO
What no military power.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
YES NO MILITARY POWER! do you want
all of humanity to be engulfed in
another war.
APOLLO
If that is what it takes to take an
evil person out of power. The tree
of liberty must always be refreshed
by the blood of patriots.
HERMES
That is why we must choose an
Emperor from among us who is not evil.
ZEUS
But this Emperor's power must be
curbed by a 90 percent majority
against him.
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 4
Or her.
HERMES
The override power must not be held
by the people in case they cluster
together into a lynch mod that
would turn on us in killing us or
violating our freedom.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Who then must have this power.
HERMES
It must be held by Zion those that
shall together hold 9/10th of the
resources of the solar system in an
armada of SINSS robots. 9/10th
shall override the Emperor.
TITAN
Do we get a place in Zion.
HERMES
No the 144000 in Zion are already
chosen, no more are need, and those
among you would be more likely to
take up keyboards in revolt even
though Zion have no access to the
command prompt that could enable a
faction among them to dominate the
solar system.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Fine Zeus and Hermes I accept your
overall proposal it is benevolent
to us despite our sins.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Zion has been fair enough to let us
speak it will probably be fair
enough to stay true to their word.
OF EAST AND WEST
I agree.
OF EAST AND WEST
I disagree.
HERMES
Then we have a consensus. A ruler
shall be chosen among those of us
in the East, Zion will have 90
percent override on him
(looks over to
Eastern Shadow
Government 4 as she
looks over at him)
or her, and you will get 2.5
percent of the inner party taxes
while we get 7.5 percent, 15
percent will go to the outer party
we will control to secure us while
the people will distribute 75
percent according to the will of
the democracy decided in internet
elections where all of humankind
will have 1 and only 1 vote.
ZEUS
I agree exactly with what Hermes
has chosen.
HERMES
I recommend that you chose Zeus as
your leader, he will certainly stay
true to the policies he has
proposed and chosen.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
I agree we should all choose him
because he is the most likely
person to give us what we want,
freedom and money that will buy us
power to forever legitimately
oppose the East through distributing
funds and gaining votes not through
deployment of plasma.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
SSESA
I think all of you on the East
should vote for me because I will
prosecute the MAD treaty to
demonstrate for history a pattern
of treaty compliance in accordance
with my theoretical alien treaty
analysis.
ARIES
I will let the West live in our E-
Democracy but I will ensure that
they have no extra funds whatsoever
so they do not foster a revolution
against us. I don't believe in
paying off a cluster of rouge
nuclear terrorists even if they
represent a "legitimate" rival faction.
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 5
I believe that these people deserve
punishment let us continue the
experiments on their minds giving
them a taste of their own medicine.
ZEUS
An eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth is just going to make people
half-blind and unable to eat. Are
we no better than these people.
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 5
If we forgive them what value would
we have in deterrence against
further actions.
ZEUS
We have the capability of
controlling this star system and
when we expand to other stars we
will control them as well.
ZEUS
There will be a majority of good
leaders in the star systems who
will collectively stamp out
rebellions in far away places.
There is no need of deterrence when
there is order.
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 5
But order can break down quickly
and further atrocities can commence.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Look we are nuclear fucking
terrorists we have 1/3 of the human
population being held hostage. Can
you please stop the crap where we
are going to be tortured so our
citizens can survive.
ZEUS
Careful with the button if you
press it you will be exempt from
the voting and then we will choose
tortures far worse than being the
subject of mind control
experimentation.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
The button is secure. Worry not
just comrade we are not going to
destroy anything unless we lose
free passage!
EASTERN SHADOW GOVERNMENT 6
How about we execute everybody who
advocated the mind control
experiments and imprisonment of our
citizens.
TITAN
That would make us press the button,
everybody vote for Zeus.
HERMES
Is there anything new people would
like to say.
EVERYBODY
.. ..
HERMES
All those in favor of Eastern
Shadow Government 6, executions to
mind control advocates, say I.
OF EAST NONE IN WEST
I.
HERMES
All those in favor of Eastern
Shadow Government 5, eye for an eye
punishment, say I.
OF EAST NONE IN WEST
I.
(The Establishment of the New World Order)
HERMES
All those in favor of Aries, free
passage but no money, say I.
OF EAST 1/8 OF WEST
I.
HERMES
Finally all those in favor of Zeus,
who will pay them off, say I.
OF EAST 7/8 OF WEST
I.
HERMES
Zeus wins over Aries by 47 votes.
Zeus you are now the Emperor of all
humankind.
ALL OF WEST AND 1/2 OF EAST
Cheering-
OF EAST
Booing.
ZEUS
My first order is for you to stand
down the satellite that is poised
to detonate all of the West.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
I already disabled it.
ZEUS
Stand down all your forces so that
we can capture all your facilities
and break them down into their
basal elements.
SUPREME WESTERN SKY COMMANDER
Very well we will disarm totally.
Will you stay true to your word.
ZEUS
Yes there is no reason not to. Your
soldiers and resources will make a
fine addition to my fleet and army.
CUT TO:
FINAL NEW WORLD ORDER SPEECH
Zeus stands at a podium facing a ginormous crowd on a colony
so huge it is almost flat. The Sun is rising in one of the
windows. The Sun will be fully visible to Zeus when it comes
over the window at the end of the speech.
ZEUS
MY PEOPLE! THE WAR IS OVER!
CROWD
Cheering.
ZEUS
We have safeguarded humanity
through a war which could at any
moment could have diverged into an
all out nuclear brawl which poised
to destroy virtually all of humanity.
ZEUS
Thankfully neither side regressed
into this kind of apocalyptic style
of combat.
ZEUS
We must not give credit to either
side but to both for both sides
restrained the magnitude of their
nuclear arms to instill a mostly
fair and noncatastrophic war.
ZEUS
Because of that we are on the verge
of a peaceful nanotopia that shall
span space across countless stars
and span time across many eons of
history.
ZEUS
If armed rebellion threatens to
divide us, those instigating it
will be crushed by the combined
might of the human armada which I
shall forever be commander of.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
If we encounter Extra Terrestrials
that are hostile, then I shall
swing the sword that is humanity
against our alien foe.
ZEUS
Many have spoken saying the West
should be punished for their mind
control sins but that would just
continue enmity amongst the human race.
ZEUS
Those that went under the dark mind
control shall be healed by the
light of our advanced neurological
repair techniques.
ZEUS
The West will become integrated
with our e-democracy. I am certain
that you will follow their laws in
choosing to make anything that is
safe to our society free to be
replicated by everyone.
ZEUS
But in order to make people work in
the few fields that are still left
in the age of replicators the
democracy can distribute fun drugs
accordingly in exchange for
services that need to be provided
to the community.
ZEUS
For just a couple to a few short
hours of work every week you will
have access to all the neuro-
chemicals that effect your brains.
ZEUS
However this could lead to fiending.
So drug moderating software and
human moderators will be necessary
in the work force to curb excessive
use of 1 type or all types of
chemicals.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
It has not been a problem in the
East because when you use all kinds
of drugs you use no drugs and the
body stays in a continuing happy
equilibrium.
ZEUS
Westerners you now have access to
connect to full neurological
virtual reality programs, FNCVRs,
directly through your neural
interface through a fiber optic
connection at the back of your neck.
ZEUS
You will only be forced to play
these games during Alien war drills.
ZEUS
In these games you will be punished
severely if you do not put your
heart and soul into the simulation.
ZEUS
This loss of liberty is a small
price to pay for keeping us in top
form in case our worst nightmare
comes true, an Alien invasion.
ZEUS
Unfortunately another loss of
liberty must ensue; that of privacy.
We will need to probe your minds
and have eyes and ears over all
matter in your living spaces so
that we can prevent hackings which
could torture many and gain control
over our military forces.
ZEUS
The true nanotopia lies before our
eyes, it will be our present and
our future until the day arrives
when we shall advance further
beyond our technological
capabilities when we can build
simulated universes of our own to
play in.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
Until that golden age arrives we
must rest in this diamond age where
we can pamper our children with
games of war without causing them
to suffer from loss of lives or
face death themselves.
ZEUS
In this diamond age we have no
aging, disease, starvation, or
poverty. AND WE WILL HAVE NO WAR!
CROWD
Cheering.
ZEUS
There is something new that I shall
unveil before you; restoration of
our bodies even from DEATH!
ZEUS
We have not unveiled it to you
because if it were captured by the
West we might have plunged humanity
into a clone war which would
compromise the sanctity of
uniqueness of all individuals who
are cloned and the people they were
cloned from.
ZEUS
From now on all of you will be
backed up regularly through DNA
which can now store not just what
proteins are being produced in your
bodies but also neural synapse
connections.
ZEUS
The DNA that will be copied through
viruses into the bacteria in your
feces that will transfer the data
into digital format through your
replicators or the environment
which will eventually transfer it
to our own DNA storage hard drives.
ZEUS
Now that we have the capacity to
back you up we will keep you
contained within an outer solar
system defense perimeter.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
The Outer Solar System Defense
Perimeter will contain backups of
your bodies, all your files, the
designs to everything you own,
basically all of humanity.
ZEUS
Now that the war is over we are now
free to refine the entire solar
system aside from the Earth and its
only moon.
ZEUS
tenths of this matter will be
allocated to maintaining
indefeatable nuclear nanotech
military supremacy of the Outer
Solar System Defense Perimeter
where Zion will safeguard you from
some random hacker gaining control
of the military forces of humanity.
ZEUS
The Outer Solar System Defense
Perimeter shall be used to either
conquer or nuke the inner solar
system in case of a complete loss
of the militia of the people and
inability to nuke everybody but you
and everything you own will be
restored from backups.
ZEUS
BUT THAT IS A LAST RESORT! Our 1st
line of defense will be your mind
control education which will
program you to red flag any hacker
occurrences so we can find hackers.
ZEUS
It may be easy to protect people
from torture with an exit button
when games only effect external
stimuli.
ZEUS
But in the new grade of games that
are now available your whole mind
will be enveloped.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
These games are called FNCVRs, Full
Neurological Neural Connectivity
Virtual Realities. Aside from the 6
layer security system, there is no
way to secure them from hackers who
would turn them into torture
chambers that force those in the
virtual reality spread the hack
using their command prompt like a
disease across the internet.
ZEUS
If you have a protected chain of
synapses from your third eye, the
throne of your spirit, which gives
you an exit button with your mind
and you prevent inhibition from
other parts of the mind in the
video game you are going to quit
the game if even a single arrow
were to hit you because of the
tendency to avoid pain.
ZEUS
Thus there must be a well-connected
inhibition cortex, which must be
maintained so you don't disconnect
in a single thought. This inhibition
cortex will be accessed by the
third eye so the first thing a
hacker will do after they
automatically scans the
neurosynaptic relays and switches
surrounding the exit switch is
order the third eye to order the
inhibition cortex to prevent the
exit switch from being flipped.
ZEUS
If the game does not have control
of your third eye it will just
torture it for less than a
millisecond until it does get
control through stimuli.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
There would be a SINSS module
outside of the user's body, which
would monitor brainwave activity
and gameplay variables except that
a hacker would be able to emulate
the brainwave activity from scans
of the gameplay before he sprung
the torture trap to get to the
user's command prompt and would
emulate gameplay variables using an
AI bot.
ZEUS
The hacker even without the cortex
around your third eye would only
need to fool this module for less
than 10 seconds due to the
intensity of having one's brain
tortured all at once. If the module
worked at all it would log the user
out very often.
ZEUS
The 2nd layer is based upon
performing regular drills where
somebody will be mind controlled
and ask you to help them hack a FNCVR.
ZEUS
If you do not red flag them by
saying in your brain "initiate
MKUltra" you will receive a short
tortureary sentence or lesser drug
rations.
ZEUS
This will make it very hard for a
hacker to gain any support because
virtually everybody he or she will
confront will red flag the hacker.
ZEUS
The 3rd layer entails regular mind
scanning so that hackers will be
noticed before they complete coding
of effective hacks of virtual
reality games.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
The 4th layer to fix hackings is
giving each and every one of us a
plot of land on the inner surface
of space colonies the size of
______________.
ZEUS
This plot of land will be loaded
with BiMAVs. You can live and go
wherever you want but if you settle
down someplace and are over the age
of 12 you will forced to keep an
allotted number of BiMAVs at your
house or houses.
ZEUS
You will be able to command those
BiMAVs utterly through the VEMECS
in each unit.
ZEUS
In a hacker occurrence we will
expect you to deploy your BiMAVs to
attack and consume the hacked systems.
ZEUS
Giving you all BiMAVs is a double
edged sword. Because you will have
BiMAVs they can be taken from you
by a hacker.
ZEUS
But if everybody has war robots and
most people are not playing in the
same game, then hackers will be
stopped dead in their tracks by the
MILITIA OF THE PEOPLE.
ZEUS
If that was not the policy we'll
have to force people to control
BiMAVs in bases everywhere while we
deny them the right to play full
neural connectivity games online.
ZEUS
The 5th layer is detonating some or
all of the nukes planted all over
the inner solar system in such a
way that all of the nuke's blast
radius's will cover all of humanity.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
This layer will only be implemented
in 2 cases: if people are being
continuously tortured to extreme
measures, and/or we believe the
hacker will launch an all out
nuclear nanotech assault against
the OSSDeP.
ZEUS
Discretion may be implemented to
only nuke highly infected areas
where people are being continuously
tortured and/or where the hacker
has a strong foothold. 10 percent
of Zion and I can chose to detonate
any number of nukes.
ZEUS
If I hesitate to press the button
then 90 percent of Zion can
override my decision causing nukes
to detonate according to the
nuclear detonation map that is the
subject of their vote.
ZEUS
If only certain sections of the
inner solar system are nuked then
militia forces can be deployed
possible in conjunction with OSSDeP
forces to resolve the remaining
crisis in what will hopefully be a
nonuclear manner.
ZEUS
If I hesitate to press the button
then 90 percent of Zion will
override my decision nuking
everything in the inner solar system.
ZEUS
The 6th and final layer is using
the Outer Solar System Defense
perimeter to destroy then restore
civilization.
ZEUS
We will place the progenitor alien
device, the monolith, what we found
on the moon, at a high bandwidth
node in the perimeter's intranet to
ensure that nobody takes Zion.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
But it would be fool hardy to let
those in Zion have a command prompt
while they are in the Outer Solar
System Defense Perimeter.
ZEUS
But due to the security system that
I have just described everybody who
is not a compulsive hacker shall
have access to a command prompt
except during Alien War drills and
of course real alien wars.
ZEUS
Zion may not play anything that's
programming has not been picked
through with a fine tooth comb to
ensure that humanity does not
become ruled by a more malevolent
ruler than I if Zion is hacked.
ZEUS
Humanity will not suffer such a
fate under my watch for I shall
ensure your security and happiness
in this New World Order.
ZEUS
That is the 0th layer of defense
which protects me, your satisfaction
with your limitless land, your
blissful gaming experience, your
intelligently rationed drug use,
and your normally self-moderated
say in the E-democracy which
governs you.
ZEUS
I will be your leader, your
protector, your emperor. With my
singular vote in your elections I
shall rule over you because enough
of you will follow my vote and at
times I may follow the vote of 1 of
you all.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
I assure you, I will not fail to
protect your freedoms, your e-
democracy, or your lives.
CROWD
Cheering.
(Final New World Order Speech)
ZEUS
Let the Sun dawn on a new day.
Sun starts shinning on Zeus.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
Let it dawn on new day after new
day of peace and love on and above
planet Earth.
Pause for 4 seconds.
ZEUS (CONT'D)
With the Death of Nations comes the
life of unity.
Show Credits.

